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Abstract 

The Classification of ~ual Offenders. An Investigation into Methods of 

Discriminating amongst Various Groups in an Institutional Setting 

Peter Stanley Pratt 

The aim of this research was to investigate the concordance between 

response systems in the sexual arousal of sexual offenders. The lack of 

concordance between the physiologically assesserl sexual arousal and the 

simultaneous internal experience of the response was assUI1\Erl to be 

specific to sexual offenders and to contribute to their pattern of 

impulsive, assaultive sexual behaviour. It was intenderl to examine the 

form of this desynchrony and to investigate whether it might be due to an 

inability to "track" or alternatively to the specific demand 

characteristics of the sexual assessment environment. 

A particular relationship between the two response systems was found only 

in a sub-group (68 %) of the sexual offenders, and this pattern was found, 

not in response to sexually deviant material, but to films of consenting, 

legal behaviour. Exposure to explicit depictions of illegal ~ual 

behaviour served mainly to identify the non-sexual offenders. Where 

materials are not available, or cannot be usoo, discrimination between 

groups can be carrioo out less successfully by using data frcm an attitude 

questionnaire. The discrimination between the two pOOophile groups was 

nearly perfect using this method. '!he accuracy of the various 

discriminations is canpared with similar results fron the USA and canada 

using relaterl methods of psychophysiological sexual assessment. 

Groups of sexual and non-sexual offerrlers can both equally well track an 

external I1DVing stimulus using the same manipulandum as in the 

self-nonitoring experiment. Therefore, since the pattern of desynchrony 

does not appear to be consistent with any attempt to "fake good", and 

there are less well defined differences between the groups for the 

attitude data, we are left with the possibility of a valid difference 

between response systems. This is discussed with reference to other fonns 

of de synchrony described in the scientific literature, and also the 

literature on sexual dysfunction. Also discussed is the importance of this 

fom of desynchrony within known treatment programnes. 
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INTRODUCrION 

~ION A: THE SOCIAL AND LEGAL ENVIRONMENT 

A perusal of the national, particularly tabloid, press on any single day 

in the last year would show that the general public has an insatiable 

appetite for reading about the offence behaviour, conviction and 

subsequent disposal of one particular group of offenders. This group is 

sexual offenders. Paedophilia, the single most stigmatised and abhorroo 

sexual offence, and rape have provided innumerable column inches and have 

spawnoo a whole industry for Fleet street hacks and local reporters alike. 

Undoubtedly the general public believe that sexual offending is more 

"dangerous" than any other types of offending, in that hann to the victim 

is greater and the perpetrator is less amenable, if at all, to any fonn of 

treatment or subsequent intervention. The reassurance which echoed 

throughout sane of the press, when Peter Sutcliffe, kn.c7.m as the Yorkshire 

Ripper, was fourrl guilty of murder, rather than the psychiatrists being 

believed resul ting in a verdict of manslaughter, was a salutary warning to 

professionals working in this area. The ordinary man-in-the-street remains 

unconvinced that "diminished responsibili ty" was a necessary or 

justifiable concept within the current legal framework. 

However, the current Mental Health Act (1983) does not reflect this 

opinion and the current definition of Psychopathic Disorder is as 

follows:-
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"A persistent disorder or disability of mind (whether or not including 

significant impairment of intelligence) which results in abnormally 

aggressive or seriously irresponsible oonduct". (Section 1(2) Mental 

Health Act, 1983) 

The majority of offenders who participated in this research were classifed 

as suffering fran Psychopathic Disorder within this meaning and were 

therefore detained under Section 37, Hospital Order. This section 

requires that, on the evidence of two doctors, the treabnent which such an 

individual will receive, 

"is likely to alleviate or prevent a deterioration of his condition". 

It is fortunate perhaps that psychologists do not routinely find 

themselves in the position of arguing whether the "disability of mind" is 

the primary cause of the abnonnality of behaviour in the adversarial 

proceedings of a Crown Court or Mental Health Review Tribunal. Very 

often, the seriously irresponsible behaviour "disappears" when the 

perpetrator is admitted to hospital, often because of the unavailability 

of certain key human elements, eg. wanen and children, in addition to 

particular reinforcement contingencies and general environmental stresses. 

Patients detained urrler the Mental Health Act have the right to apply to a 

Mental Health Review Tribunal once in every 12 nonth pericrl after the 

original 6 nonth pericrl of detention has been served. Since the 1983 Act 

the Tribunal procedures have beca:ne much more fonnal and legalistic, with 

increased powers being given to the members of the Tribunal panel. 

Regarding the discharge or otherwise of detained patients the Tribunal is 

obliged to act according to the follC7tling criteria: 



"The Tribunal rust give a direction for absolute discharge (or 

Corrlitional Discharge, Section 73(2) if it is satisfied: 

a. that the patient is not then suffering fran mental illness, 

psychopathic disorder, mental impairment or severe mental impainnent 

or fran any of those fonus of disorder which makes it appropriate for 

him to be detained in hospital for medical treatment; or 

b. that it is not necessary for the health and safety of the patient 

or for the protection of other persons that he should receive such 

treatment; and 

c. that it is not appropriate that the patient remains liable to be 

recalled to hospital for further treatment. 

I have quoted these rules and guidelines fully in order to highlight three 

maj or problems. 

1. Those deemed to suffer fran Psychopathic Disorder and other fonus of 

"Mental Illness" can be viewed as suffering roore fran discriminatory 

legislation than any personal or psychological deficit. It is only 

this group amongst all the various offending groups which have to 

satisfy a prediction of harm\risk of future injury criterion bef~ 

being released fran preventative detention. '!he so-called "nonnal" 

offender on a time limited sentence knows that whatever his future 

risk, he will, by statute, be released at the end of his sentence. 

Bluglass ( 1986 ) has suggested that the right to freedan which was 

diluted in the 1983 Act should have been roore finnly replaced by a 

right to treabnent. Whether oonsumer demand, legal pressure or 

improved psychological knowledge will lead to nnre relevant and widely 

applied treatment procedures remains to be seen. 
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2. The second problem applies rrore to the professionals who work within 

the system rather than the patients\offenders. These people, 

psychiatrists, nurses, psychologists, social workers, have the dual 

responsibility of protecting the interests of the patient and, 

simultaneously, the safety of the public. Simply, they are being 

asked to predict "dangerousness" • The Butler Report (1975) at least 

posed the rrost germane question, if not providing any specific 

answer. How many "safe" individuals should cautious policy in 

hospi tals continue to detain in the hope of preventing the release of 

an individual who is still potentially dangerous? Crawford (1984) has 

canputed that if 10% of all detained patients would be dangerous if 

released, and that if we have a test for "dangerousness" which is 80% 

accurate, then for every person currently identified as dangerous, two 

non-dangerous people will also lose their liberty. This assumed am 

over-optimistic 80% test rate is, however, not supported by the 

evidence. There is little empirical support for claims from 

psychiatrists that dangerousness can be forecasted (Rubin 1972, 

Steadman 1973, Klein 1976, Mulvey and Lidz 1984, M:>rse 1983, Webster 

1984, Wemer 1983) • Equally, statistical predictions basoo <Xl 

clinical, denographic or life history variables (Wenk, Robinson and 

Smith 1972, Hedlurrl et al 1973) provide no greater accuracy. Specific 

psychological tests (Kozol et al 1972) have also been used as a source 

of clinical judgement, but outoane studies suggest that they too have 

made little contribution. Black (1977) has shown that the best 

predictor of future antisocial behaviour is past behaviour, but even 

here, best is "relative", providing only a weak prediction of future 

offending behaviour. Werner (1983) foum that experienced 

psychologists and psychiatrists were successful at identifying 2 out 

of 5 who became dangerous, but also lout of every 4 who did not 

becane violent; this canprises a 40% hit rate am a 27% false positive 

rate. 



Predicting dangerous behaviour is made more difficult by poor or 

inadequate definition of the criterion behaviour. Obviously 

behaviours with an extremely lCftl base rate produce a large amount of 

false positives; therefore the more narrowly a clinician defines the 

dangerous behaviour predicted (eg. a specific type of sexual assault) 

the less chance the clinician has of obtaining an acceptable true 

positive\false positive ratio. In addition, the fact that a broad. 

range of variables interact to produce violent or dangerous behaviour 

makes the prediction problem, fonn a restricted institutional base, 

difficult. If an interactive approach is adopted, ie. that behaviour 

results fran the interaction of an individual am the situation with 

each of these two elements multi-faceted, then the prediction issue 

becomes even more difficult. If behaviour is relevant only to 

si tuations, as Skinnerian environmental detenninism suggests, then 

clinicians might be considered to be wasting their time attanpting to 

assess the "dangerousness" of individuals. li:Mever, Mischel (1968, 

1973) has attempted to repudiate the strict situationist position, 

even though he also argues that indices of relevant past behaviour 

provide the best predictions about future behaviour. 

Shah (1978) and Clarke (1977) have suggested that ignoring 

environmental circumstances could explain why tradi tional, 

prediction-orientated assessment has been notably unsuccessful. 

"Efforts to understand, assess, predict, prevent and change dangerous 

behaviours must consider the effects of setting and situational 

factors as well as the interactions between these and the 

characteristics of the person" (Shah 1978). 
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However, Shah ( 1981) and Wemer (1983) point out that evaluating the 

deemed mentally abnonnal offender, against a background of an assumed 

relationship between mental disorder and violent behaviour is in 

itself even more error-prone. It is true that same violent 

"acting-out" behaviour might in certain individuals be attributed to 

psychotic states and imaginary voices, hcMever, there is little 

evidence (M:>nahan and steadman 1983) that mental illness is a 

significant predisposing factor for violent behaviour. 

3. The third problem is therefore both conceptual and legalistic. 

Menzies et al (1985) have highlighted the fact that the courts and the 

Mental Health Review Tribunals have consistently characterised 

"dangerousness" as both a uni-dimensional and dichotanous phenanenon. 

How often in reality is the clinician asked the unanswerable question 

"Yes, Yes, Or X, we've heard all the evidence, but we simply want 

to know whether he's dangerous, Yes or No? 1 " 

When the clinician attempts to reply with a probability estimate, 

surrounded by other qualifying statements he is viewed as obfuscating 

and unnecessarily and unhelpfully defensive. Reference to post or 

future situations can be viewed even by experienced lawyers and judges 

as making excuses on behalf of the in vidual themselves. What then is 

the clinician to do? 

There seems only one scientific answer to this question, other than to 

leave the area and get a more canfortable job. '!bat is to continue to 

search for better ways to assess the individual offender arrl at the 

same time to rerner the institutional environment even roore relevant 

to the offending environment for that irrlividual. Examples of the 
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fonner approach are the studies by Blackbum (1968, 1975, 1979) who 

has sought a "dispositional" description of aggression, relying on 

longitudinal stability and the extent to which an individual will ShCM 

aggression across situations. "nle multivariate approach seeks to 

classify offenders by producing discriminations amongst thos who have 

behaved dangerously in the past. However, he himself admits (1983) 

that it remains to be seen whether such a classification predicts 

future violence. 
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SECI'ION B: RECIDIVISM OF SEXUAL OFFENDERS 

The general public are probably convinced that sexual offenders are unique 

in their resistance to relevant change and are therefore a lifelong risk 

to wanen or children. If this were true, then any attempts to apply 

clinical treatment in the short tenn and without adequate follOVl up would 

inevitably be considered a waste of time given the assumed negative 

outcane. Psychiatrists, on the basis of their personal clinical evidence 

usually maintain that sexual offenders do possess a perSistent tendency 

and are fairly likely to repeat the offence on a future occasion. 

Hoilever, their samples are often biased and small and they usually see 

only the more seriously disturbed or well-experienced offender. 

Criminologists, on the other hand, have suggested that on the basis of a 

3-5 year follow-up, sexual offenders have a generally lower reconviction 

rate than other offenders. Christiansen et al (1965) in the most 

canprehensive follOVl-up of sexual offerrlers, examined the records of 2934 

convicted sexual offenders for a period of 12-24 years after release. He 

found that "about 10%" of the sample were reconvicted of another sexual 

offence and that the likelihood of reeividism was greatest in the most 

deviant foms of sexual behaviour, eg. indecency towards boys. Scothill 

and Gibbens ( 1978) and Soothill (1986) have also sham that the periods of 

time for an adequate follow-up are quite crucial to the accurate 

assessment of reei vidism. Soothill followai up all those convicted of a 

serious sexual offence (unlawful sexual intercourse with a girl under the 

age of 13, incest and rape) in the higher courts of England am Wales in 

1951 and 1961. These were followed up for a period of up to 22 years. 
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AOOut one quarter of the sample (N=216) were reconvicted by the end of the 

22nd year for another sexual offence, but of these only half were 

reconvicted by the end of the first five year period after release. Also, 

the seriousness of the reconviction offence showed no decline from the 

original index offence. This considerable lapse of time was also evident 

in a similar study of rapists (Soothill et al 1976). 'Ibis long period of 

risk distinguishes sexual offenders from other offenders, in particular 

property offenders. It is against this backgrourrl that one must evaluate 

the few studies of sexual offenders released from maximum securi ty 

hospitals. 

Robertson and Gibbens (Personal Carmunication to Bowden 1981) fourrl that 

after a 15 year follow-up for men convicted under the 1959 Mental Health 

Act, wi th those who had originally been diagnosed as mentally ill, 

subsequent offences of severe violence and of a sexual nature, were about 

4%. Acres (1975) estimated that 49% of those discharged from Rampton 

Hospi tal and 79% fram lobss Side Hospital by Mental Health Review Tribunal, 

reoffended within two years. However 64% of those reconvict ions were for 

property offences. Black ( 1977 ) found that for patients as a whole the 

following factors were of good prognostic status: 

a charge of homicide 

a victim well known to the patient 

a diagnosis of affective disorder 

an indetenninate restriction order 

older age 
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Dell ( 1980) in the nnst recent systematic follow-up of transferrErl Special 

Hospital patients found that at the end of a two year period, only 7 out 

of 105 patients necessitatErl recall after their transfer to NHS hospitals 

and uni ts. None of these seven patients were recalled for reasons 

concerning their sexual behaviour. Unfortunately the follow-up procedures 

for 969 Baxtran patients by steadman (1971) did not give information about 

sexual adj ustment, but it too questioned the necessity of retaining a 

civil and criminal population for an average of 13 years in an 

"institution for the criminally insane". 

Given the social and legal framework within which mental health 

professionals are required to operate, and given the unique difficulties 

posed by sexual offenders within total institutions and also on release, 

what can the humble psychologist do? '!he public expects that simple 

raroval fran society will "by osnnsis" remove or at least reduce the state 

of dangerousness. However, even a mild situationist approach would 

clearly indicate that deviant or criminal behaviour would be restorErl to a 

behavioural repertoire when the individual was again exposed to the 

relevant contingencies. Yet the Draft Code of Practice (DHSS 1985) 

Section 118 of the Mental Health Act 1983 states in a number of sections 

quite specifically that all detainErl patients should receive "treatment". 

"5.2.4. '!be RID (Responsible Medical Officer) should initiate and 

co-ordinate the fonnulation of a treatment plan in close consultation 

with the multidisciplinary team. '!be plan should be recorded in the 

patient I s notes. 
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5.2.5. A plan should generally aim to deal with the progranme for a 

patient in four phases, namely: 

the initial assessment of his condition; 

the initial acute treabnent proposal for him; 

the longer tenn treabnent proposal; and 

the interval before the plan is to be renewed." 

However, where there is li ttle, if any, direct behaviour to be observed 

(ie. sexual behaviour) how can the psychologist assess the corrlition? 

What baselines can be USal and in any case are sexual offenders 

psychologically different fran other offenders? Section C reviews sane of 

the evidence in this area, starting first with a description of the 

"career" of sexual offenders detained in Rampton Hospital and continuing 

(Section D) wi th examining sane of the evidence which purports to 

discriminate different types of sexual offenders. 
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SECrION C 

1 • SEX OFFENDERS IN RAMP'IDN HOSPITAL 

At 1.1.84 the total male population held within this maximum security 

hospital, one of four in England and Wales, was 448. 'nlis figure 

represented a large reduction on the figure in 1974 which was 950. 'nlis 

reduction had mainly occurred within the mentally harrlicapped and the 

severely mentally handicapped population and was less significant within 

the deaned mentally ill and psychopathic groups. 

The sexual offenders were divided into two groups, namely those with a 

history of exclusively sexual offences and those with offences of other 

types against their name. These two groups together canprised 27% (N=120) 

of the total male population at this date. '!his canpares with a figure of 

30% at 19.12.74 (Fowles 1975). 'nle two groups of sexual offenders 

differed little on most crimdnological criteria: 

Table la 

Sexual Offenders in Rampton Hospital, Number of Previous Sexual Offences 

Exclusive Sexual Offenders (N=66) 

Mixed Sexual Offenders (N=54) 

No. of Previous Sexual Offences 

Mean Standard Deviatioo 

2.8 3.6 

2.6 4.3 

There is very little difference in the ntunber of previous sexual offences 

between these two groups. 
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Table lb 

Types of Sexual Offence for two Groups of Sexual Offenders x % 

Exclusive Sexual Mixed Sexual 

Offenders (N=66) Offenders 

(N=54) 

Indecent Assault 63.6 75.5 

Rape 15.5 10.8 

Buggery 12.8 2.9 

Indecent Exposure 4.8 0.7 

Attempted Rape 1.6 2.2 

Gross Indecency 3.2 2.2 

Attempted Buggery 2.7 

Unlawful Sexual Intercourse 0.5 2.2 

Girls 13-16 yrs 

Unlawful Sexual Intercourse 2.1 

Girls below 13 yrs 

Inciting boys to gross indecency 1.1 

other 1.6 3.6 

As with Table 1a, the type of sexual offence varies little between these 

two groups. 

However, there was one significant difference between these two groups and 

that was concerned with length of stay. 
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Table lc 

Length of Stay, Sexual Offenders and Non-Sexual Offenders, 

Rampton Hospital 1984 

Exclusive Sexual Offenders 

Mixed Sexual Offenders 

Non-Sexual Offenders 

r-mn (yrs) 

8.96 

7.22 

7.35 

Standard Deviation 

6.88 

7.03 

6.52 

Certainly Table lc reflects a significant difference between the exclusive 

sexual offenders am the other two groups. 'Ilris difference is probably 

ei ther a genuine psychological difference, in sane way suggesting a 

delayed or inoamplete response to treatment, or 

alternatively/additionally, a systematically more cautious approach by the 

decision makers (eg. Bane Office, "receiving" psychiatric team in a Secure 

Unit, local clinical team etc. ) • '!here is sane evidence to support the 

proposition of a psychological difference: 

Table Id 

Legal Classification, Exclusive Sexual Offenders, Mixed Sexual Offenders 

and Non-Sexual Offemers, Rampton Hospital 1984 

Exclusive Sexual Offenders 

Sexual Offerx1ers 

Noo-Sexua1 Offerx1ers 

where P .0. = Psychopathic Disorder 

M. I. = Mental Illness 

M. Imp. = Mental Impainnent 

P.D. M.I. M.IMP OTHER 

41% 33% 20% 6% 

28% 26% 35% 11% 

17% 51% 15% 17% 

other = Severe Mental Impainnent or canbinations 



There is clearly an interaction between a singular offending pattern, a 

classification of psychopathic disorder and an increased average length of 

stay of about 18 months. 

The fact that sexual offenders are still considered by some professionals 

as difficult to treat and the increased scrutiny of the quality of 

treatment by the Mental Health Act Carmission may be reflected in the 

apparent increasing reluctance of psychiatrists and managers to admit 

exclusive sexual offenders to maximum security. 

Table 1e 

Admission Pattern, Rarnpton Hospital 1980 - 1984, 

x Groups of Offenders 

1980-1 

Exclusive Sexual Offenders 6 

Sexual Offenders 7 

Non-Sexual Offenders 32 

1981-2 

7 

12 

29 

1982-3 

1 

8 

27 

1983-4 

3 

8 

28 

'!he change in policy is most evident between the years 1981-2 am 1982-3 

but no specific reason can be offered, other than the appoinbnent of a 

strong and detennined Medical Director alx>ut this time, and the imper¥llng 

arrival of the new Mental Health Act (1983). 
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In conclusion, it can now be seen that the psychology service at Rampton 

Hospital had "at its disposal" about 120 relatively long stay, recidivist 

offenders (71% of all sexual offenders had oommitted 2 or more offences) 

with a national turnover of about 10 per year. '!he initial problem, 

having been able to describe them demographically, is to assess 

specifically their sexual behaviour and the next section reviews sane of 

the current evidence which purports to use sexual response patterns to 

discriminate arrongst sexual offenders and between sexual offenders and 

non-sexual offenders. 
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SECITON D 

PSYCOOSEXUAL ASSFSSMENl' 

In the context of sexual offending, the assessment of individual offenders 

may well have a variety of purposes. 'Ihese would include 

prediction of future offending risk 

decisions about release fron a secure environment 

clinical decisions about "treatability" (in the context of 

psychopathic disorder) 

evaluation of treatment or therapeutic outccme 

Although the method of assessment may vary little according to context, 

the confidence in the results might well depend on the status of the 

individual, eg. Freund's (1979) admitters v non-admitters and also the 

known purpose of the assessment, eg. has my treatment worked or will I be 

released fran maximwn security. Whether the individual is a willing 

participant or a referral fran a court of law might well determine sane of 

the actual prOCErlure, eg. the detection of a possibly "faked" response, or 

the computation of a highly reliable response to sexually explicit 

material. 

BarlO'tl (1976) has emphasised the need for a broad based assessment of 

identified sexual offenders, to include sexual arousal, social skills, and 

gender role behaviour. These areas may be assessed at the level of 

phYSiological reactions to stimuli, observable behaviour, or additionally 

cognitive and self-report measures. Because sexual offenders are 

notorious for their attempts to deny, minimise or rationalise their 

deviant and illegal sexual behaviour (Groth 1979) e:nphasis in the last 20 

years has been on the assessment of Ptysiological response pattems. 'nle 

response of penile erection has not only consistently been deIOOnstrated to 



be the best index of male sexual arousal, but also has the advantage of 

being necessary for certain offences to be camrl.tted and therefore has a 

certain validity and directness which would not apply to less specific 

forms of assessment, for example, personality or attitude measurement. 

Freund (1957 onwards) has published a long and detailed series of papers 

using ma.inly volumetric measures and has been able to demonstrate that 

penile changes to rapidly presented visual stimuli provides an adequate 

basis for a differential diagnosis of adult heterosexuality versus 

homosexuality (Freund 1963). The original task was to identify 

"legitimate" draft avoiders fran Canadian National Service. '!his work 

soon extended to include rape and pedophile offenders, and his research 

has consistently been based on "volumetric" methcrls (See C1apter 2) which 

is generally considered to be a cumbersane but accurate methcrl of penile, 

psychophysiological assessment. 

The early papers of Freund (1965, 1967) on pedophilia were based on 

individuals with a known history of pedophile behaviour who oould be 

considered as "admitters". In this case the diagnostic accuracy was 

always above 90%, rut in the 1963 paper when subjects were instructed to 

"fake" discrimination of hanosexuality versus heterosexuality fell to the 

range of 50-75%. 

This early indication that the penile response was not simply an autonanic 

visceral response and that sane voluntary control over erections is 

possible in even the most difficult of sexual assessment situations has 

challenged the validity of experiments and treatments which rely on penile 

measures as deperdent variables. Research fran Abe1 et al (1975), Hensoo 

and Rubin (1971), Laws and Rubin (1969), Freum (1979), Rosen, Shapiro ani 

Schwartz ( 1975 ), Avery-C1ark and Laws (1984) have cast doubt on the degree 



to which basic penile plethysmographic assessment accurately reflects an 

individual's preferences. A brief examination of sane of this work will 

indicate the theoretical difficulties as well as the procedural chicanery 

required to identify the method of control, if it is not, in fact, simply 

individual-specific. 

Laws and Rubin (1969) showed 10-12 minutes of film to seven hospital 

employees concurrently with a signal detection task. When told to inhibit 

penile erection all the subjects were able to do so, and this was probably 

not due to looking away frcm the film since the signal detection rate was 

the same across all conditions. Nor was it due to satiation, since when 

instructed not to inhibit, all subj ects produced alloost full erections to 

a film which they had seen nine times before. All subjects reported that 

they used sane fonn of contrary cognitive task to avert their attention. 

When asked to produce erections in the absence of erotic stimuli, all were 

able to produce partial erections with generally low peak levels and long 

latencies. Although only a small sample of non-offenders were used, who 

were presumably psychologically intact, this early study provided sane 

hope that voluntary control might becane the focus of treatment. 

Henson and Rubin (1971) took the experimental procedure one stage further 

when they required five adult males to actually avoid getting an erection. 

In this experiment all subj ects were able to inhibit to the same degree 

when describing the content, as when they were "free" to produce their own 

canpeting asexual stimuli. However, one of the five subjects was totally 

unable (even with instructions not to inhibit) to produce an erection when 

he was required to describe the content of the film. It seemed as if the 

verbal output was an effective oanpeting behaviour, incanpatible with the 

state of sexual arousal. 
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The degree of reduction obtained by Henson and Rubin was in fact 

substantial, wi th percentage erections falling frc:m an average of 85% to 

the 15-20% level. Increases in the absence of stimulation were limitErl to 

about 25-30%. This degree of erection in the absence of "obvious" 

stimulation was well exceeded by Resen, Shapiro and Schwartz (1975) who 

used a straightforward operant procedure to train 20 non-dysfunctional 

volunteers to prcrluce erections of 65-71% after two 20 minute training 

sessions. '!he use of analogue feedback was considered to be crucial. 

However, there is at least one paper (Quinn et al 1970) to suggest that 

such a procedure could be used as a treatment procedure for those wishing 

to change their sexual preference. 

Naturally, there is rrore concern when a supposedly deviant irrlividual 

shows a "nonnal" profile whether at the stage of the initial assessment or 

at a follow-up treatment stage. Various methcrls have therefore been 

devised to overcane the tendency to fake and they can be divided into the 

procedural type and the hardware method. Geer and Fuhr (1976) requiren 

groups of male umergraduates to perfonn increasing canplex cognitive 

processing tasks in a dichotic listening situation. '!bey concluded that 

the erotic value of a particular stimulus was deperrlent on the extent to 

which a subject attems directly to that stimulus. '!his emphasis on 

cognition led Abel (1975, 1976) to examine the effect of the stimulus 

rrodality on control. Twenty haoosexual volunteers were asked to suppress 

their responses to stimuli presented separately in three modalities, 

namely, audio tape, slides and video tape. When askErl to suppress arousal 

subj ects were able to do so, only to the video tape and slide categories. 

'!here were no significant rErluctions to the audio tape material. liJwever, 

the audio tapes producErl significantly l~ levels of arousal am 

therefore it is possible that self-control may only be a factor when the 

potential for arousal is high. 



'!he issue of degree of sexual arousal influencing the ability to "fake" 

has been further challenged by Wydra et al (1981) who, using material 

previously used by Barbaree (1979) examined the ability of convicted 

rapists and the ubiquitous college male to inhibit sexual arousal to only 

audio tape descriptions of mutually consenting 5eX'ual behaviour and to 

rape. Although the levels of arousal were approximately similar to those 

in Abel (1975), both groups were able to significantly reduce their 

arousal levels when asked to. '!hey therefore concluded that arousal 

levels do not have to be high before sane voluntary control can be 

demonstrated • 

Generally, the ability to inhibit has been roore widely demonstrated than 

the ability to augment. This may be a necessary skill for a significant 

proportion of the adult male non-offending population and may be even roore 

relevant to the deviant-sexual behaviour prone iOOi vidual who may need to 

attempt sane self-control to survive even short pericx:1s of time without 

reoffending. In the psychophysiological laboratory, with issues regarding 

detection of abnonnal sexual interest and possible incarceration at stake, 

the issue of faking and suppression becanes a very crucial area for both 

psychological assessor and patient alike. It is hardly surprising that 

the assessors have gone to sane lengths to make voluntary control as 

difficult as possible. Laws and Holmen (1978) have provided a task which 

occupies a subj ect ' s hands, am in the same study have also emp10yErl a 

surveillance camera to assess eye open-screen contact. 

At a theoretical level, Abe1 (1975) has suggested that lIDI'e faith is 

placed in erectioos than non-erectioos because 

"It has been shown that the subject I s ability to generate 

erections voluntarily is much poorer than their ability to 

suppress erections". 

I 
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Abel, perhaps naively given the different system and values in this 

country, assumes that nobody would want to fake deviant interests, unless 

they were asked to. Quinsey and Bergersen (1976) and Quinsey and Carrigan 

(1978) asked heterosexual non-offeOOing volunteers to not only resporrl 

nonnally to slides of adult females and female children, but they were 

also asked to respond as if they preferred small children, that is, to 

inhibit arousal to adults and generate responses to children. '!his design 

contrasts wi th Laws and Rubin (1969) who required subj ects to generate 

arousal in the absence of any specific stimuli. Two out of five subjects 

in the 1976 study and seven out of nine in the 1978 study were able to 

produce results which were consistent with the instructions. These 

results indicate that individual differences may be ~rtant but only 

small samples were used in both studies. 

If, as Farkas (1978) suggests, therapists in either treabnent or 

assessment situations particularly with "incarceratEd patients subject 

to oontingencies of the judicial system," should assess the degree of 

inhibitory oontrol at the baseline-assessment stage, then the validity of 

any statements about the degree or otherwise of sexual preference might be 

questionEd, if sane control was dem:nstrated. lbwever the cxmnents of 

Abel(1978) regarding the presence of erections rather than their absence, 

could equally well be applied here. 

Firstly if such voluntary control was derocnstrated, it would not , by 

itself, negate the validity of any subsequent decrease in response to 

children. Such a decrease oould either be "genuine" or an improvEd ability 

to "fake". Either way the suppression of the respoose, whether or not it 

generalises to other environments and other responses, must be oonsiderErl 
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as a useful am progressive therapeutic outcane. Secondly if such control 

is not evident at the baseline-assessment stage, can we necessarily assume 

that such a skill is not present in the individual at thfat time? A clever 

strategy might be to fake only as treatment progressoo, to simulate the 

desiroo effect. 

All the studies, with one exception, which have investigated the voluntary 

control abili ty of differing groups of subj ects, have relied on a 

procedure which provides the relevant instructions prior to the stimulus 

onset. This design clearly allows the subject to "prepare" himself for the 

task ahead and it is probably easier to prevent arousal rather than 

suppress it. HcMever. Wydra et al ( 1 983) requiroo inhibi tion to be 

attempted to both rape and consenting stimuli, but only signalled this, by 

a buzzer, after the provocative stimulus had been ongoing, about 30-40 

seconds into the tape. They reasoned that this was more like the 

real-world situation. There was no difference between a rapist group and a 

nonnal group in their ability to shOW' sane voluntary control to both rape 

and consenting audiotapes, in these circumstances. ~r it is not clear 

whether the % mean reduction was the same as in other studies. 

Zuckennan (1971) asked the obvious question "Does the penis lie?". '!be 

timing of the publication of articles on self-control indicates that not 

many researchers thought that the answer could possibly be "Yes, in 

certain circumstances" but an overview of the research demands that this 

problem for the internal validity (Farkas 1978) has still to be taken 

seriously. Although the parameters of this degree of self-control are not 

yet clearly established, oore recent research has cx:ncentrated on two 

related issues. '!bese are: 
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1. The relationship between self-reported arousal and 

psychophysiologically assessed arousal. 

2. The degree to which laboratory assessments can discriminate 

between offending groups, ie. to identify correctly past 

deviant sexual behaviour and to be an accurate and reliable 

predictor of future sexual behaviour. 

'ltle next section examines the literature on the use of penile 

plethysroography as a predictor of future sexual behaviour and also the 

evidence for accurate retrospective classification. The current interest 

in synchrony between measures of sexual arousal is examined in Chapter 2. 
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SECrION E 

VALIDITY OF PENILE PIErHYSKlGRAPHY 

1. PREDIcrION 

If one generalised fron two well-known studies of an individual treatment 

prograrrme (Laws and Holmen 1978, Rosen and !<opel (1977), one might assume 

that penile measures do not, indeed cannot, predict sexual behaviour in 

the natural environment. In the Rosen and !<opel study a transvestite who 

had been treatErl by lalx>ratory methOOs for roore than a year indicatErl that 

he "had deceived the therapists for more than a year". &Jwever, the 

experimenters had only assessErl erectile responses up to the end of the 

ini tial four nonth follow-up period am had thereafter reliErl (1) on the 

patient's self-report. Rosen in fact admittErl that this actually 

deroonstrates the advantage of PPG data as far as the validity of the 

medium tenn follow-up procedure is ooncerned. In the Laws and Holmen study 

a 37 year old perlophile admitted faking and was subsequently able to 

deoonstrate a variety of methods to achieve an artificial response. 

&Jwever, Marshall (1973, 1975) found that the nost accurate predictioos of 

success or failure at follow-up involved changes in the relative 

magnitudes of circumferentially measurErl erectioos to deviant and 

non-deviant cues. On this basis he predicted success for 15\17 

individuals on the basis of either reductioos in deviant arousal or 

increases in arousal to appropriate cues. At a 3-5 year follow-up, all 

but one of these patients abstainei (or at least were not convicted) fron 

deviant sexual behaviours. 
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In a canplementary study, Csillag (1976) found that the (shaperl) ability 

to generate erections in 6 men with "primary erectile impotence" 

generalised to the natural environment in all but one individual. This was 

after 16 treatment sessions at the rate of two per day. 

This research was in the area of establishing sexual potency in men who 

were either already married or who had a regular and available sexual 

partner. The improvement seems therefore Ilk)I'e likely to generalise across 

situations than the roore "major" treatments e.g. roodifying age preferences 

in confinned perlophiles. 

Quinsey ( 1980 ) in an attempt to use biofeedback and signalled punishment 

to mxlify inappropriate sexual age preferences found that post-treabnent 

sexual preferences, as determined by erectile measures were indeed related 

to the probability of short-tenn recidivism but not to long-tenn out~. 

He therefore assumed that laboratory effects were transitory in nature am 

required additiCXlal procedures to maintain acceptable sexual behaviour 

patterns when offenders were released. 

A quite different sort of study was carried out by Malamuth (1983). He 

assessed the sexual responsiveness to rape stimuli of 69 student 

volunteers by requiring them to read consenting and non-consenting 

stories in the stamard PPG situation. In addition he asked them to 

oamplete two attudinal scales : 

Rape Myth Acceptance (1 9 i terns, fron Burt (1980» 

Acceptance of Interpersonal Violence (6 i terns, fron Burt (1980» 
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Forty-two of these subjects (not rated as different frcm the original 69) 

then volunteered for a further experiment into ESP. In fact this was a 

Milgrarnesque experiment where punishment delivering behaviour towards a 

passive, not-learning female confederate was assessed. Malamuth fourxl that 

the two attitude scales and the arousal to rape, assessed individually, 

together accounted for 43% of the variance of the dependent factor namely 

aggression against wanen. It is interesting to note that greater 

predictive success is gained by adding the two types of factor together, 

than by ei ther of them alone. It is probably easier to explain the 

association between atti tudes which condone aggression against wanen and 

actual aggressive behaviour, than that between relatively high sexual 

responsiveness to rape stimuli and relevant aggressive behaviour. 

It is not stated how long apart in time the two experiments were but the 

results do begin to shOll the "validity" of psychophysiological assessment 

methoos against extra PPG-laboratory behaviour. If the behavioural 

experiment was a little less contrivoo., it is hoped that the prerliction 

would be better. 

However, the majority of work in this area. has concentrated oore on 

identifying, retrospectively, particular types of sexual offender, where 

the offence pattern is knOlln, ie. inferred fran a list of convictioos. 
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2. CLASSIFICATION S'IUDIES 

Table If 

Classification Studies x "Hit" Rates x Groups 

Experimenters 

Kercher & 

Walker 

Abel et al 

(Study 1) 

Abel et al 

(Study 3) 

Abel et al 

Barbaree 

et al 

Date Groups 

1973 28 Rapists 

28 Non-Sexual 

offenders 

1977 13 Rapists 

7 Non-Rapists 

(but sexual 

offenders) 

1977 9 Rapists 

(including 3 

with young 

victims) 

1978 15 Norma1s 

15 Rapists 

1979 10 Rapists 

10 students 

Hit Rate Notes 

Not given No difference in 

penile measures, 

GSR measures 

significant 

77% Rapists Based on "Rape 

72% Non-Rapists Index" 

100% young Based on % full 

victim rapists erection 

87% Normals 

74% Rapists 

Not given 

Rape Index 

.7 

Rape sequences 

produced differ

ences between 

groups 
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Freund et al 1979 (106 pedophiles) 

(Study 1) 88 "Admitters" 

Freund et al 

(Study 2) 

18 "Non-Admitters" 

12 Students \ 

Immigrants 

1979 30 Non-Admitters 

65 Nonnals 

(30 Heterosexual 

35 Haoosexual) 

Freund et al 1982 20 Heterosexual 

pedophi1es 

25 Haoosexual 

pedophiles 

27 Hanosexua1 

hebiphi1ic 

79 Volunteers 

Quinsey et a1 1981 20 Rapists 

10 Non-Sexual 

Offenders 

20 Non-Patients 

20 Rapists 

10 Non-Sexual 

Offenders 

20 Non-Patients 

95% Admitters Standard lbie 

66% Non-

Admitters 

100% Haoosexual Non-Admi tter 

100% Hetero- Mode 

sexual controls 

Not given 

80% Rapists 

73% Non-Rapists 

Differences on 

basis of 

extema1 

genitalia 

Rape Index 

.8 

60% Rapists Rape Index 

80% Non-Rapists 1.0 
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Malamuth & 1983 146 Student Not given 

Check Volunteers 

Wydra et al 1983 10 rapists Not given 

10 nonnals 

Freund et al 1986 11 Rapists Not given 

(Study 1) 11 Paid Volunteers 

Freund et al 1986 12 Rapists Not given 

(Study 2) 12 Non-Rapist sexual 

offenders 

(Courtship disomers) 

12 Controls 

59 High LR 

(likelihood to 

rape) sig. 

different fran 

86 lOil LR. 

Rapists Index 

Mean=0.89 

Nonnals Index 

Mean=0.46 

Rapists 

preferrErl 

voyeuristic 

stimuli 

Volunteers 

preferrErl 

nonnal 

interCXJUrse 

Sexual 

offenders not 

deterred by 

agonistic 

canponent 
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Although penile responses can be used therapeutically, eg. IOOIrltoring 

treatment progress (Van deventer and Laws (1978), Laws and a'Neil (1981», 

there has been considerable research into the diagnostic efficacy of the 

approach with sexual offenders, non-sexual offenders and non-offenders. 

Table If shows the di versi ty of methods as well as the range of results 

which have been obtained. Although Freund (1963) was probably the first 

to use penile measures to differentially diagnose harosexual preference 

fran heterosexual preference, the use of convicted rapists and pedophiles 

did not begin until the 1970' s, and the seminal paper by Kercher and 

Walker (1973) indicated that penile volume data did not pennit 

discrimination between sexual and non-sexual offenders. 

Kercher and Walker (1973) used convicted sexual offenders and assessed 

them wi thin 3 weeks of their admission to the "Texas Deparbnent of 

Corrections". '!hey used a small number (7) of slides depicting a range of 

straightforward sexual behaviours (a ranantic pose, a nude female, a male 

masturbating, heterosexual petting, heterosexual fellatio, heterosexual 

coitus) and only ooe slide that oould easily be labelled as deviant 

(sadanasochism (male active». No specific rape cues were use:! and the 

slides were only presented for 20 seconds. 'Ihese factors seem to explain, 

in the light of later research, why no discrimination on the basis of 

penile measures was possible. 

However, Kercher and Walker did find significant differences in the 

ratings of the two groups of the slides, using five semantic differential 

itens taken fran Osgood, Suci and Tannenbaum (1957). This method of 

subjective assessment can be viewed as a distant prototype for the data 

presente:! in Chapter 6. Equally interesting was their observation that 

sane subjects (they unfortunately do not specify which) respomed with a 

decrease in tumescence, with in sane cases the decrease lasting throughout 



the slide presentation, whilst for others the decrease was follCMed 

shortly by an increase. Earls and Marshall (1983), a decade later have 

given this effort further credence by suggesting that an orientation-type 

decrease may be a rrore valid index of erotic stimulus value by being 

impossible to fake, in particular because of its short latency. 

Abel et al ( 1977) have also criticised Kercher and Walker's reliance on 

slide material, but his early research went too far in the opposite 

direction by using different, idiosyncratic rape sequences for each of the 

13 rapists examined. It is not exactly surprising that the 7 non-rapist 

offenders responded relatively little to the rape sequences (mean of 

15.5%) when canpared to the rapists (mean of 61.5%). Unfortunately Abel 

at this stage did not include a group of non-offenders and a group of 7 

"pedophiles, masochists and voyeurs" can hardly be viewed as having a 

non-deviant sexual preference. 

However, the principle of looking at individuals rather than overall 

differences between large groups is usefully am necessarily establisherl 

by this researcher, who has pioneered the use of a "Rape Index". Abel et 

al found that by rank ordering the responses of the 13 convictEd rapists 

they were not able to discriminate the high rape frequency individuals 

fran the other rapists. flc:Mever, by examining each individual's response 

to rape sequences against their response to descriptions of mutually 

consenting intercourse, they fourrl that there was sane positive 

correlation between high ratios and high actual frequency of rape. In 

this study they found that a 0.5 iOOex separated the two groups with an 

Wex of 2.0 as a cut-off point for "excessive" bodily injury to his 

victim during the rape". 
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In 1978 Abel and his associates answered some of these criticisms when he 

presented their standard audio tape package to 15 "normals". IrMever, two 

of these individuals had rape indices greater than o. 7, one of them with 

an index of 2.82. Abel suggests that this normal individual just happens 

to use sadanasochistic fantasies during masturbation. HcMever, the 

recarmerrled rape index is now 0.7 and this will identify 13\15 rapists. 

In addition, Abel looked at the issue of cognitive control and using video 

stimuli found the following results: 

Table 19 

Identification of Rapists by Rape Index Results to Video stinUlli 

Abel (1978) 

Nonna.ls 

Rapists 

Rape Index Used 

Suppress 

19\24 (79%) 

6\9 (66%) 

.8 

Arouse 

18\24 (75%) 

7\9 (78%) 

.9 

He then claims that suppress conditions are "roore accurate", but only in 

that a smaller cut-off index score can be used. What he fails to explain, 

or even acJmCMledge is why neither "suppress" or "arouse" conditions 

improve on the audio tape discriminatioo described in the very same study. 

Barbaree et al ( 1979 ) found that only 3 of their 10 convicted rapists 

became IOOre aroused to rape sequences than rutually-consenting sequences, 

but equally importantly their response was not significantly lCMeI' either. 

However, the non-rapists (graduate students, by self-report heterosexual) 

produced significantly lower arousal to rape ~ences than to the 

rutually-consenting sequences. 'Ihls result not only coofinns the 

suggestion that rape sequences evoke greater sexual arousal in rapists 



than in non-rapists, but suggests that this may be due to the force and 

violence of the rape sequences failing to inhibi t the sexual arousal 

pattern of rape offenders. It is all too easy to conclude that rapists 

are deviant because force or violence evoke or enhance their sexual 

response. This may well not be the case. 

Malamuth ( 1983) further examined the stimulus configuration which was IlDSt 

likely to differentiate a nomal but high likelihood of rape (high LR) 

group (on the basis of orientation, sexual ootivation and questionnaire) 

fran a low likelihood group. Both groups consisted of non-offender 

student volunteers. In rape sequences, where the female victim was 

portrayed as becaning sexually excited, the high LR group shOft1Erl greater 

arousal than the low LR group. Equally it seans as if the non-consenting, 

non-arousal portrayal of wanen is most likely to inhibit the arousal in 

the low LR group. Malamuth (1980, 1981) suggests that a sizeable minority 

of the adult male population (high LR subjects) are consumers of the rape 

fantasy in pornography sales where the victim is portraying sexual 

arousal. 

Malamuth therefore suggests that if the rape depiction includes a 

non-consenting female, who nevertheless beoc:mes sexually aroused, sexual 

arousal to "rape depictions" can be at least as high as those to 

consenting sequences in normal males. Malamuth and Donnerstein (, 982 ) 

propose that pomography sales of rape stimuli alIoost invariable depict 

the rape victim as beccming sexually aroused and therefore such material 

must be reinforcing for a proportioo of the populatioo. It is ally with 

depictioos where the victim CXXltinuously abhors the assault 
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that discrimination occurs. The research of Malamuth begs the question of 

whether he has found a method of identifying potential rapists, or at 

least those who are likely to aggress against women. Given the apparent 

idiosyncracy of the sexual experiment volunteer (see Olapter 2 Section C), 

it seems important to note that high LR subjects are partly identified on 

the basis of answers to questions about rape "if you could be assured of 

not being caught or punished" • '!he clear relevance of external, legal 

contingencies on the actual rape behaviour would therefore be established 

if this group of individuals were confinned as "successful" controllers of 

their sexual interests. (See also the experiment of Malamuth (1983) 

described in this section under "1. Prediction", on the relationship 

between arousal to rape and the liklihood of aggressive behaviour towards 

wanen, in a similar population) 

Emphasis on the precise content of the stimulus if further justified by 

the work of Blader am Marshall (1984) discussed in Cllapter 2 Sectioo 0 

am also the work of Freund ( 1986 ) • He fourrl that whereas 12 paid 

volunteers, "recruited in a public area in da.mt.a.m 'lbronto" resporrled 

rore to an intercourse situation with a "genuinely" responding wanan, 

whilst the 12 convicted rapists responded alIOOst equally to intercourse 

situations whether the wanan was genuinely participating or fearful. '!his 

would suggest tolerance, if not actual preference, for canponents of 

sexual stimuli with strong agonistic overtones. 

Despite the small samples used by Abel in his 1977 study, a rape-index in 

the range of .8 - 1.0 has been ooofinned by other researchers. C)rl.nsey 

am Carrigan ( 1978) am Quinsey et al (1981) used audio tape descriptions 

narrated by a male, first person, past tense. 
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Using 20 rapists, 10 non-sexual offenders and 10 non-patient volunteers, 

they were able to identify 80% of the rapists and 73% of the non-rapists, 

with a rape index of 0.8. With a cut-off index of 1.0 the percentage of 

false negatives declined, with 80% of the non-rapists identified, but only 

60% of the rapists. In this study, as in the work of Abel, rapists were 

found to have greater sexual arousal to rape themes than to consenting 

themes. Even when the camnmity volunteers were led to believe that 

sexual responsiveness to "unusual" themes was to be expected in the 

testing situation, the differentiation was still "possible", although in 

this case the probability estimate rose above the .05 level. 

Wydra et al ( 1983 ) provides further support for Abel' s use of the "rape 

irrlex" by showing that for a group of 10 rapists held in a medium security 

penitentiary the irrlex was substantially higher than for a group of 10 

volunteers (See Table 1 f) • 

Probably the best overall classification data published so far is that of 

Freurrl (1979). He was able to identify 84\88 (95% hit rate) pedophiles 

who admitted being pedophiliac. lblever, an addi tional 21 \88 were 

incorrectly classified as preferring children to adolescents or vice 

versa, but this can be accepted as a "lesser error". However, aIroIlgst the 

18 non-admitters (not yet convicted of a sexual assault) a third were 

misclassified as preferring adult partners. Freund was able to improve on 

this discrimination by having a "priming" stirmllus, a nude female precErled 

each crucial stimulus. By this procedure 30 non-admi tters were all 

correctly identified as preferring unier-age sexual partners when canpared 

to 65 nomal controls, 30 heterosexual am 35 haoosexual volunteers. 
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Freund suggests that the priming stimulus is effective because 

non-admitters will try to feign positive responses to physically mature 

females, which they claim to prefer, and that when a relevant, ie. 

pedophilic slide is subsequently presented it is difficult for the patient 

to turn off his voluntarily induced sexual arousal. It is again 

interesting to note that 2\65 nonnal controls were "misclassified" as 

pedophiles by this revised procedure. 

In conclusion, it can be seen that despite great incentives to fake, eg. 

being on remand for sexual assault, and with a number of altemative 

methcx1s available (laws and Holmen 1978) and with the exact stimulus 

configuration ie. roodality, content, etc. not yet standardised, it seems 

valid to accept that it is possible to detect certain sexual offemers by 

laboratory means. Whether such discrimination can generalise across the 

Atlantic remains to be seen, since Abel in particular seems to report on 

sexual offemers who have either a high number of proven sexual assaults 

on their record, oanpared to the patients currently held in British 

special hospitals, or carmit extremely violent sexual offences. 

Chapter 2 will examine the methodology of the procedure aId also the 

outcane of various sex-offender treatments. ltbre importantly fron this 

researcher's position, the recent attempts to assess self-reported 

arousal, whether cxncurrently or at stinnllus offset, will also be 

examined. 
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CHAPrER 2. 

A REVIEW OF THE Mm'OOOOLOGY OF PENILE PLETHYSK>GRAPHY (PPG) AND ITS USE 

WITHIN TRFA'lMENI' PROGRAMMS FOR SEXUAL OFFmDERS. 

INDEX. 

~ON A: rrhe EquiJ;JDeI1t 40 

~ON B: Hardware 44 

~ON C: Methodology 53 

~ON D: rrhe Desynchrony Phenanen.oo 62 

~ON E: Treatment Programns 85 
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~ON A : THE muIPMENI' 

The challenge to the use of penile data as a dependent variable for 

treatment efficacy or prediction of future sexual behaviour is based on 

two sources of error. These are best described as methodological and 

conceptual. 

The conceptual difficulties are based on the following problems: 

1. The main threat to the intemal validity is the ability of sane males 

to show sane degree of self-inhibitory control over their tumescence. 

This area has been covered in Olapter 1, Section D. 

2. The second problem lies in the fact that penile measures in 

particular tumescence, are generally found to be poorly related to 

self reported sexual arousal. '!his literature is reviewed in the next 

section. 

3. Whether or not penile measures predict or detennine subjective 

arousal, the question of the degree to which they predict external 

sexual behaviour is crucial for both the ocnceptual integrity am also 

the "poli tical" status of the procedure. Olapter 1 Section E reviews 

the literature on the subsequent behaviour change of "treated" 

Wividuals. 
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The methodological problems are as follows: 

1 Different researchers have used different hardware devices which makes 

comparison across studies difficult. Whether sexual responses are 

actually the same in tenus of timing, magnitude or reliability is 

unclear. 

2. If the measurement of the responses is open to different canclusioos 

the status and relevance of the stimuli is even less researched. 

Neither slides nor videotapes, with or without auditory overlay, seem 

to represent in either canplerlty or relevance the exact camrunity 

situation in which most sexual offences actually occur. Levin (1977) 

described a generalisation gradient to non-treatment slides in the 

treatment of pedophilia, but whether such a gradient would be evident 

when all the other environmental cues are present and available 

remains to be seen. It seems likely that inappropriate or deviant 

sexual behaviours are functionally depeOOant on external, 

environmental cues as well as geni tal/phYSiological cues. IndeErl 

there is sane evidence (eg Rosen and Kopel (1977)) that inappropriate 

exhibitionist sexual behaviour is functionally independent of the 

degree of erection. Certainly with pedophilic assaults, there are 

other behaviours, eg. stroking and fanling which may serve as 

discriminative stimuli for subsequent sexual behaviours. Certainly 

the lack of c:::alSistency across response systems, whether internal or 

external, require substantial further research. 
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Although Abel (1975) has pioneered the use of audiotapes to replicate 

the specific cues which detennine sexual arousal in the laboratory a 

variety of alternative stimuli have been used, mainly with volunteer 

harosexuals wishing to change their sexual orientation or 

transvestites amd fetishists. Feldman and MacCulloch (1971), Thorpe 

et.al (1963), and Freund (1979) all used slides which have the 

advantage of being both easily reproducible and easily presented. Not 

until the late 1960' s were videotapes used, apparently first by 

McConaghy (1967, 1969) again with treated harosexuals. But it was 

Abel who pioneered the examination of multi-IOOdal assessment, 

canbining a replication of the instructions/voluntary control effect 

with an experiment to determine the relative effectiveness of 

different stimulus modalities. 

Abel et.al (1975) found that video tapes were superior to slides and 

audiotapes in the generation of erections in 20 hanosexuals seeking 

evaluation or treabnent of their patterns of sexual arousal. lbweYer, 

when asked to suppress their sexual response, subj ects were not able 

to suppress to audio descriptions of haoosexual behaviour. lbweYer, 

this effect is qualified by the fact that responses were l~st to 

audio stimuli and it might be suggested that voluntary control is 

easier ( ?) at high levels of sexual arousal rather than low levels. 

See Olapter 1. 

A further refinement in the examination of video stimuli is provided 

by High et. al. (1979) who researched the use of oolour. Abel, Barlow, 

Freund and the other major researchers in this area very rarely, if at 

all, specify whether their visual materials, in particular their 
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films are in colour or black and white. '!hey found that each 

subj ect (heterosexual volunteer) produCErl his highest level of arousal 

to the first (all heterosexual) film regardness of whether the film 

was in colour or black and white. This order effect contrasts with 

that found by Kolarsky and Madlafousek (1977) discusSErl in Section C. 

Although most of the subjects (6/8) said they preferred the colour 

film, there was no actual difference in resporrling. However, this 

study has been one of many which have shown that order effects must be 

examined systanatically in the assessments of sexual arousal. 

3. 'nle third maj or methodological problem is the experimental design of 

the assessment procedure. Not only are order effects to be taken into 

account, but the effect of simple repetition and habituation RUlSt also 

be acknowledged. Only in the last few years has there been any 

systanatic research in this area. 

The first and third problems are now further examined in Sections B and C 

respectively. 
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SECl'ION B : IiARD'lARE 

The developnent of the 'hardware' pivots arourrl the year 1970. Before 

this date research effort was concentrated on the construction am. 

developnent of alternative methOOs with relatively few between-device 

canparisons. Basically, two devices were developed: 

- those which measure change in penile volume 

- those which measure change in penile circumference 

Table 2a (fran Glass 1986) shows the developnent of these two devices aver 

the period up to 1970 by when all the main devices had been deviSErl. 
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Year 

1947 

1965 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1969 

1970 

Table 2a 

Historical Developnent of Erection Measurement Devices 

Researchers 

Ohlmeyer & Brilmeyer 

Freund,Sedlacek & Knob 

Fisher,Gross & Zuch 

Bancroft,Jones & ~~llen 

~ghy 

Karacan 

Bar low ,Becker ,Lei tenberg 

& Agras 

Type of Device 

Electranechanical Gauge 

Air Volumetric Plethysnograph. 

Water Volumetric 

Plethysmograph/Resistance 

Gauge 

Resistance Gauge 

Air Volumetric PlethySl'fl:lgraph 

(alternative version to 

FreuOO) 

Electranechanical Gauge 

Electranechanical Gauge 
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Electranechanical circumferential gauges were first developOO. in Gennany 

am it was not until 1970 that Barlow am his oolleagues prcrluced a 

ccmnercially available product in conjunction with Farrall Instruments. 

Resistance strain gauges, usually a mercury-in-rubber loop, were 

originally developOO. by Whitney (1949) and substantially refined by Fisher 

(1965). Freund(1965) and McConaghy(1967} have consistently preferred a 

volumetric device which involves inserting the penis into a sealed 

container of known volume, which has a displac&mt capacity. Cllanges in 

volume result in displacement of air or water (Fisher (1965)). 

'!he relative merits and demerits have been thoroughly sunmarised by Rosen 

and Keefe (1978) and there has been oore recent research to evaluate the 

various methods. 
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Table 2b 

Advantages and Disadvantages of Alternative Devices for Measuring Penile 

O1ange. 

1. Electranechanical Strain Gauges. 

Barlow(1970) 

Laws(1977) 

Advantages 

M:Xierately sensitive 

Rugged, long lasting 

High reliability 

within and between 

sessions. 

Unobttrusi ve/Convenient 

Oammercially available 

Easy to use 

Identical measurement 

characteristics as 

mercury-in-rubber 

strain gauge 

Standard manufacture 

Expensive (40 $ 

in 1977) 

Easily repaired/durable 

Disadvantages 

Ring may slip 

Unacceptable for "small" 

subjects. 
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2. Resistance Strain Gauges 

Fisher(1965) 

Rosen & Keefe 

(1978) 

Md:bnaghy (1 974) 

Laws (1978) 

FreuOO(1974) 

Abel et al (1975) 

Advantages 

Moderately sensitive 

Least obtrusive 

Good test/retest 

reliability 

Fairly easy to use 

"Good reliability" 

Barlow et al (1970) 

Disadvantages 

Lasts 1-6 roonths 

Mercury separates/coagulates 

Would present initial 

longitudinal response as a 

decrease 

Permits only poor 

discrimination (age-wise) 

between offending styles 

Circumferential measures 

falling below 1 0% of maximum 

tumescence are due to randan 

fluctuations 

Gauge ally ex:pandable over 10% 

of its resting length 

Mercury separates 

Gauge is temperature sensitive 
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Laws (1977) 

Davidson et al 

(1981 ) 

Farkas et al 

(1979) 

Ditto 

Farls & Marshall 

(1980 ) 

Farls & Jackson 

(1981 ) 

No proprioceptive 

fee:fuack to wearers 

Clleap (4.5 $ in 1977) 

Linear response over 

typical penile range 

Reliable (. 94) baseline 

measurement over 7 days 

apart 

Reliable (. 75) maximum 

circumferential measure 

Mercury imparted by improper 

storage 

Roan temperature and subject 

temperature sensitive (Seeley 

1980) 

Changes with temperature 

very small 
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3. Volumetric Devices. 

Freund (1974) 

Advantages 

Permits a fine age 

discrimination (only 

12/48 produced a full 

data record 

~ghy (1974) High within session 

reliability 

Earls & Marshall 

(1983 ) 

4. Length Devices 

Disadvantages 

Problems in attachment 

lttM3ment artifacts 

Poor between session 

reliability. Very expensive. 

Obtrusive, difficult to use 

Initial length increase 

balanced by circumferential 

decrease producing 00 overall 

change 

Earls & Marshall Identified early sexual Cumbersane to wear 

( 1982 ) response not under 

voluntary control 

laws (1977) 

~ghy (1974) 

Length changes not important 
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Table 2b outlines the research which has sought to evaluate the four major 

devices which have been internationally USErl. One of the major 

difficulties has been the wearing of two devices simultaneously (Laws 

1977) and in the paper by Freund (1974) 34 out of 48 subj ects failed to 

proo.uce a canplete set of data, due to equiptent malfunction (1). However 

this latter paper was attempting to canpare the Barlow Strain gauge with 

the cumbersane Freund voltunetric device. 

Overall there seems little experimental difference between the two 

circumferential measures, namely the mercury-in-rubber device and the 

Barlow Strain Gauge. Given that the ease of handling and to a lesser 

extent durability are factors which both favour the nnre robust strain 

gauge (metal) , this is considered the device of choice for this 

particular, below average intellectual ability, patient populaticn. 
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SEXm:ON C : MElBJOOIDGY 

Table 2c 

Studies of Habituation of Male Sexual Response in Lal:x>ratory Settings 

Researcher Subj ects 

Rosen (1973) Nonnal Male 

volunteers 

Heiman (1977) 39 male 

volunteers 

Henson am 5 nonnal 

Rubin (1971) subjects 

Kolarsky am Paid 

volunteers 

Result 

No 

habituation 

Criticism 

Not counterbalanCEd 

stimulus presentation 

No difference Only audiotapes used 

two weeks 

later 

No variation Small sample size 

over 4 

sessions with 

differing 10 

minutes films 

1. First 

stimulus has 

Intrcrluctory/warm up 

stimulus required Madlafousek 

(1977) (N not given) weak effect 

c.f. later 

presentation 
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Schaefer and 6 male 

Colgan (1977) volunteers 

2. stimulus 

affect 

partly 

detennined 

by preceding 

stimulus 

1. "Novel" 

material 

v. slow 

habituation 

Same young female used in 

all films. No variation 

in content other than 

female's behaviour 

Habituation is better 

described as extinction 

2. Ej aculatory 

reinforcement 

increases 

response even 

to constant 

stimulus over 

6 sessions 

Julien and 

Over (1984) 

24 university 1. Increased Latin Square Design may 

male 

volunteers 

arousal 

within 

sessions 

2. No 

habituation 

over 5 

sessions 

maintain interest 

Self report assessment 

not concurrent. 
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Ceniti and 

Malamuth 

(1984 ) 

O'Donohue 

and Geer 

(1985) 

26 volunteers Satiation to No offenders used 

+48volunteers themes for"force-

40 male 

volunteers 

orientated" 

subjects. i.e. 

those showing 

high levels of 

arousal to rape 

stimuli. Non-

force subj ects 

showed no satiation. 

1.Cbnstant st~i Only slides used, 

produce short stimulus 

greater presentation pericds 

habituation 

than varied 

st~i 

2. No difference 

in habituation 

rates acco:rding 

to erotic intensity 

(high/medium) 
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Table 2c outlines the major research fioo.ings in this area. Although 

Riefler et al (1971) and Howard et.al. (1970) in very poorly designed 

experiments found that after 90 minutes a day exposure for three 

consecutive weeks, habituation to a variety of pornography was short lived 

and that after eight weeks the erection response was indistinguishable 

fran the initial finding. This finding has not been replicated in another 

laboratory setting. 

In the Riefler et al (1971) study the strain gauge was not calibrated and 

therefore there was no way of kncMing how arouSEd the subjects were at the 

begirming of the session. It is difficult however to equate results since, 

for example, Julien and Over (1984) simply state that the sessions "were 

separated by 24 hours or xoore". '!he Julien and Over study is further 

qualified by the fact that five cxntent-matched stimuli were used in a 

Latin-Square design and therefore sane novelty value was built in to the 

experimental design. Also only heterosexual stimuli were used and 

therefore generalisation across stimulus groups is difficult. '!hey did 

hCMeVer find that there was a build up in the level of sexual arousal, 

particularly (c.f. Kolarsky and Madlafousek 1977) fran the first to the 

seccnj presentation. The results fran the subjective measure are of 

little value since the whole range of scores for the whole session were 

only collected at the end of the sessioo and not cxncurrent1y. 

However, Ceniti and Malamuth (1984) did use a variety of stimuli. In a 

previous study (Malamuth et. al. 198Oa) they foun1 that repeated exposure 

to sexually violent behaviour may enhance sexual respalSiveness to other 
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such material, although this was yet another study using student college 

volunteers. Malamuth and Check ( 1983 ) also 'discovered' a group of 

students whan they labelled as 'high likelihood to rape' and therefore the 

fact that no other researcher has yet reported such responses anongst 

nonnal volunteers raises sane doubt about the reliability of the findings. 

Additionally he reports that the pre-exposure arousal pattern of the 

force-orientated subjects (N=28) was analagous to that of the rapists used 

in the study of Abel (1977) with a rape index of .7 or greater. Whether 

these individuals have a history of any offences against wanen or 

subsequently offend is not stated. However, in this study no habituation 

was shown to stimuli (mutually-consenting heterosexual) in the non-force 

subj ects, with two sessions a week for three oonsecuti ve weeks. 

A further refinement was attempted by O'Ik>nohue and Geer (1985) who 

suggested that materials (slides) judgErl as ma:lium erotic intensity would 

show nore habituation than those judgErl as high erotic intensity. 'Ihls 

was not the case. 'nlere was no difference between the groups of slides. 

'!he significance of the O'Donohue and Geer study is that they perseverErl 

with up to 27 stimulus presentations until no increase in penile 

tumescence was detectable. All the presentations were within a single 

assessment session. It was not surprising that a group of five 

interchangeable stimuli produCEd less habituation than a constant 

stimulus therefore limiting any specific fatigue effect. 

'!he subjective measure of arousal, by intercan after the presentatioo of 

each slide on a Likert scale of 'heM sexually aroused I felt' correlated 
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poorly (.47) with the physiological sexual arousal. However, this 

subjective arousal showed a dissimilar pattern of habituation. For the 

first 12 presentations stimuli of high erotic intensity were consistently 

associated with a higher magnitude of subjective responding than stimuli 

of medium erotic intensity. However fron trial 1 3 to 27 stimuli of melium 

intensity were associated with the higher magnitude response. O'Ialahue 

and Geer suggest that the degree of physiological habituation would have 

been higher if a greater level of ini tial sexual arousal had been 

obtained. 'lllis is a factor which was ignored by Ceniti am Malamuth 

(1984) and Julian am Over (1984) all of whan failed to elicit a maximum 

response for each subj ect and convert their raw scores to %. 

'!he problem with alroost all the studies on the effect of habituatioo are 

twofold. Firstly experimenters have ignored the reinforcement value of 

pornography resulting in full tumescence am ejaculation. Laws am Rubin 

(1979) in a study of the effects of instructioos foum that their four 

subjects could produce an alIrost full erectioo to a film which they had 

seen nine times within the single experimental session. Also with visual 

materials, Tennent et.al. (1974) foum that a pornographic film when shCMn 

to incarcerated sexual offenders at four, 6 weekly intervals foum a 

tendency for ever greater erectioos over time. Given that the exposure to 

pornography is aloost always follOlf.19d by an increase in the frequency of 

masturbation (e.g. Goldstein et al (1971», the subsequent sexual 

behaviour , am in particular between trials in a (so-called) habituatioo 

experiment needs to be taken into aCCOWlt. 

explain the Laws and Rubin result. 

ltM!ver, this would not 

Schaefer am Colgan (1977) fourrl that both novel and constant material 

which precedai ej aculation produCEd greater responses over 6 trials than 

material which was not "reinforced". However they also found that there 

was an absence of response decrement to novel pornography am that 
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researchers into treabnent effects should take care not to use identical 

stimuli as before and after stimuli, since the greatest 

extinction/habituation effect was found in this condition. 

The evidence in favour of novelty, and the lack of any evidence for the 

habituation of response potential, suggests that, with the exception of 

the Kolarsky and Madlafousek qualification (with single stimulus type) a 

configuration of five films of varying sexual activity need not take any 

specific account of order efffects. 

The secooo problem with the habituation studies is that they invariably 

(see Table 2c) rely on "volunteers". Studies of sexual behaviour, that 

necessarily include intrusive measures of sexual arousal, must employ 

volunteers who are fully informErl of the nature of the experiment, prior 

to participation. Rosen.thal (1975) has suggested that the sexual 

experiment volunteer may be roore biasse:i than volunteers for other types 

of experiment. It is not surprising that Farkas (1978) found that 

volunteers were "less fearful, roore sexually experienced, less guilty, and 

older than non-volunteers. In additioo, roore volunteers reported erectile 

difficulties " 1 

Similarly Wolchlk(1985) in the only other study in this area, reported 

similar findings to Farkas and also that volunteers valued sex-research 

rore than non-volunteers ani were nme likely to have been exposed to 

cannercial erotica. Naturally volunteer rates dropped , fran 67% to 30%, 

when there was a specific requirement to partially undress and wear a 

plethysroograph. 
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If one is to assume generalisation fron this self selected sample to a 

population of sexual offenders, whether of proneness to habituation, 

ability to self-control or be "conditioned", then additional differences 

must be acknowledged. 

Table 2d 

sane Potential Differences : Volunteers for Research v. Sexual Offenders 

Volunteers Sexual Offenders 

Abnonnal (psychologically) ~l(psychologically) 

Preianinantly heterosexual Mixed 

behaviour/preference 

sexual 

Student Occupational status 

Mean age 23-27 

Living in camnmity 

No obvious incentives to fake 

Above average IQ 

Sexual behaviour successful 

Wide occupational variaticn 

Mean age usually higher 

Incarcerated 

Every inoentive to "fake" ? 

Average or below average IQ 

Unsatisfactory (to self) 

sexual behaviour pattem. 

Quite clearly, to assume that the volunteer group are representative of 

the general populatioo, and therefore that what they can do others can, is 

an error prone assumtion. Equally, to examine the process, e.g. of 

habituation in one group and then to suggest that this methoo/process is 

universal is 
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also error-prone. Perhaps the roost important single difference is that the 

sexual offenders are living (in Special Hospitals), in a situation with 

relatively low levels of sexual stimulation, canpared to the ccmnunity, 

curl also exceedingly limited opportunities for sexual contact, and then, 

on any regular basis, only of a harosexual nature. The effect of such a 

living situation per se on sexual responsiveness cannot easily be 

estimated. Such deprivation may make sane individuals respond to a wider 

range of sexual stimuli or conversely general sexual responsiveness may 

"decay" over time. '!here are no published studies of changes in penile 

response patterns in incarcerated sexual offenders over time,am without 

any specific treatment/ intervention. '1herefore the effect of 

institutionalisation alone cannot be assessed. 

The only other methodological artifact to be taken into account is fran a 

study by Avery-Clark and Laws (1984). They found that the % of maximum 

erection obtained after a 4 minute presentation was significantly higher 

than that obtained after a 2 minute presentatioo. Since audiotapes were 

being used, they concluded that child abusers, in particular, required 

l009er stimulus times. Certainly the films used in the research described 

in Olapter 4 were all of 5 minutes duratioo am therefore exceeded this 

experimental requirement. 

'1he next section examines the literature on concurrent and non-concurrent 

subjective assessment and examines the apparent limits on the desynchraly 

effect. 
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SECl'ION D : THE DESYNCHRONY p~ 

Given that the direct observation of sexual behaviour presents a "catch 

22" situation ,in that observers will alter the event being studied, arxi 

there is no guarantee that people will act in the same way in front of 

observers, and yet observers are required for the sake of obj ecti vi ty. It 

is not surprising that the emphasis in the current legal and scientific 

environment is alloost entirely on analogue situations. In the Special 

Hospitals, this means the psychological laboratory and whatever 

behaviours/attitudes are demonstrated or detected within the institution. 

Since the review by Zuckerman (1971) which concluded that the penile 

response was the best physiological index of sexual arousal in the male 

and also because sexual arousal arrl/or penile erection is c:amall.y assumed 

to be a necessary am integral part of sexual offending, the focus of 

sexual assessment has been on {ilysiological respalSes in the laboratory 

environment. Barlow (1977) sunmarises the position as follows : 

"'!hese procedures have in CUllllOll a rovement back down the behavioural 

chain to a point where earlier aspects of sexual arousal are measure1. 

'!he assumption has been that sexual arousal has been a necessary step 

in the chain leading to the COOSUllllBtion of sexual behaviour. As such, 

changes in the strength or pattern of sexual arousal will have a 

direct relation to the strength or patterns of later behaviours in the 

chain... In view of these relationships assessment (and treabnent) of 

early events in the chain of the genital aspects of sexual behaviour, 

may be IOOI'e important to long-lasting sexual satisfactioo than 

assessment of the end point of the chain." 
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The laboratory situation can therefore consider itself to be relatively 

"free" fron noise fron the natural environment and also has the advantage 

that it pennits the examination of the fundamental canponents of the 

problem. However it is surprising that the objectivity which physiological 

procedures purport to demonstrate has served to considerably ~ the 

focus of psychosexual assessment. Rachman and Hodgson (1974) were arrong 

the first researchers to suggest that behavioural, physiological and 

cogni tive/ experiential changes may not be synchronous, as least with 

respect to the learning of adaptive behaviours in a fear-avoidance 

situation. Although Abel (1977) was the first experimenter to examine the 

synchrony of self-reported sexual arousal in a controlled laboratory 

situation, it is ally in the last five years that this area has begun to 

be explored by many different centres of research eIXleavour. 

Because subjective experience can ally be assessed by the iInividual 

themselves, and because the 1970's zeitgeist emphasised strict reliability 

and objectivity (e.g. Farkas 1978) research has been slow to .. develop. 

An important additiooal factor is intrinsic to the assessment situatioo ; 

given that the results of any investigatioos may well have a substantial 

bearing on the probabili ty of release fran secure settings for any one 

offeIXler, there is every incentive for offeIXlers to deny becaning arwsed 

to "deviant" stimuli, even when this is clearly not the case. Because 

offeIXlers occasionally reveal current pedophiliac interest by their 

behavior in social Situations, clinicians, researchers and decision makers 

have learnt to regard anything which sexual offen:lers say about their 

sexual preference as, at best, suspect and, at worst, irrelevant. '!bese 

exncurrent atti tudes to both research and irxli vidual 
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therapeutic endeavour have served to "th.row the baby out with the bath 

water" • At last the balance is being redressed and Blader and 

Marshall ( 1 984) and Owens ( 1986 ) and beginning to provide a potential 

therapeutic framework against which much of the research work in this area 

can be evaluated. 

'!he need to assess all response systems in the quest to find the best 

predictor of behaviour (even in another physical and human envirament and 

at another, future time) is clearly vital. CMens (1986) points out that a 

simple detenninist, stimulus-respcnse model is insufficient to explain 

sexual offending behaviour. Even the roost frequent and persistent sexual 

offender does not take every opportunity to assault and therefore a model 

STIMULUS----------RESPONSE 

is excluded. 'ftle fact that a sexual offence probably requires the presence 

of sane physiological sexual arousal, whether cxntemporaneous with sexual 

behaviour or not, and that we have a unique sexual response, namely penile 

erection, requires that our model includes a physiological cClnponent. 

Hence a model, 
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STIMULUS-----------------AROUSAL--------------------BEHAVIOUR 

I 

I 

I 

MEASURABLE RES~SES 

The ability of subjects to alter the pattern of their sexual responses, 

see <llapter 1, Section D quite clearly indicates that external demand 

characteristics must also be taken into account. Additionally, the fact 
~\ 

that sexual" in the laboratory to a deviant stimulus can occur without the 

consequent sexual behaviour (except covertly), couplErl with the pattern of 

sexual offeOOing, i.e. not in response to each am every opportunity, 

means that the ccntingencies which apply, or at least the subj ects 

perception and urrlerstanding of them, are also relevant. Hence Owens 

(1986) revisErl model: 
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STIMULUS----AROUSAL----LlKELY NEX;ATIVE ~------NO BEHAVIOOR 

I I (yes) 

I I (no) 

I I 

MEASURABLE RESKlNSES BEHAVIOUR 

However the problem, not unique to arousal ,is that there is no uniform 

definition or even method of assessment (see Sections B and C this 

chapter) • Not even the obj active presence of a full erection necessarily 

indicates that the maximum experience of full sexual aroosal has 

simultaneously been reached (Sakheim et al 1984). This obvious desynchrcny 

between subjective measures and physiological measures suggests that 

certain stimuli, e.g. violent or aggressive sexual stimuli, may affect ooe 

measure disproportionately or desynchrcnously fran the others. Fqually the 

research of Malamuth (1 983) suggests that there nay be individuals who 

experience clear phYSiological arousal to deviant rape stimuli, with or 

without subj ecti ve experience, who "manage" to avoid sexual offerXiing, 

~ 
perhaps It. to the inevi table adverse consequences. 'Ihls 

physiological/behavioural desynchraly is an alternative fom to that IlQf 

described , which ooncentrates 00 the subjective/physiological fom of 

desynchrony. 
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Table 2e 

Studies into the Correlation between Subj ecti ve and Physiological 

Methods of Examining Sexual Arousal 

Who 

~ghy 

(1969) 

Kercher & 

Walker 

(1973 ) 

Abel et al 

(1977) 

Subj ects Result 

40 hanosexuals Only 4/15 in one treatment group 

seeking treatment oorrectly identified that they 

responded IOOre to male stimuli at 

the baseline assessment stage. 

28 rapists 

28 non-sexual 

offenders 

13 rapists 

Rapists showed higher GSR rsponses 

to sexual slides but rated them 

rore negatively on a Semantic 

Differential. 

Self reported arousal to a stimulus 

consistently lower than 

acoanpanying erection in % terms. 

Mavissakalian 6 hanosexuals 5/6 in each group produced r = .61 

or roore ; mean of r =.57 for 

ha'oc>sexual group ; mean of r = .74 

for heterosexual group 

et al (1975) seeking treabnent 

6 heterosexual 

volunteers 
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Schaefer 8 volunteers 

et al 

(1976 ) 

Farkas et al 32 university 

(1979) volunteers 

Wincze et al 6 university 

(1980 ) volunteers 

Abel et al 21 paid 

(1981 ) volunteers 

Study 1 

Underestimate of degree of 

erection when reading non-erotic 

material • , for erotic material 

overestimated degree of erecticn up 

to 50% level, underestimate 

thereafter. 

Av.Corr. Coeff •• 46 (attention 

mode, .25 (distraction mode). 

Improved oorresporrlence at higher 

levels. Wide between individual 

variability (e.g.-.21 to .93 for 

attention mode). 

Average Corr.Coeff. r = .69 (range 

-.01 to .93). When "cognitive 

lever" used, less arousal recoxded.. 

1. Self report of sexual arousal 

& % full erection, mean r = .735 

2. Self rep:>rt of % erection am 

real % erection, mean = .768. 

3. Self report of sexual arousal 

and self rep:>rt of % erection, mean 

r = .824 

4. 5/21 did not reach sig. r (.54 

or greater) 
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Abel et al 

(1981 ) 

Study 2 

Wincze & 

QuaIls 

(1984) 

Blader & 

Marshall 

(1984) 

O'Donohue 

& Geer 

(1985) 

1 4 mixed voluntary 1. Self report of sexual arousal 

outpatients seeking & % real erection, mean r= .62 

treatment 2. Self report of % erection and 

real % erection mean r= .79 

8 volunteer 

hcm:>sexuals 

16 male students 

40 volunteers 

mainly 

heterosexual 

3. Self report of sexual arousal 

and self report of % erection mean 

r = .764 

4. 3/14 (21 %) did not reach sig. 

correlation. 

Penile circumference and continuous 

subj ecti ve sexual arousal, mean r = 

.86 (range .62 to .98) 

1. No sig. cliff. in overall 

Plysiological response when self 

reporting. 

2. ~re divergence between measures 

for the nore deviant stimuli (e.g. 

rape sequences) 

Corr. Coeff. = .447 on first trial 

Correlaticn decrea.sErl over trials 

(27) • Iow levels of overall 

physiological response due to 

slides not films being use1 ? 
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Sakheim 

et al 

(1984 ) 

8 volunteers 1. High levels of physiological 

arousal produCEd less concoroance 

for intensity than lCM levels 

2. High levels of physiological 

arousal produCEd oore CX)llcoraance 

for direction than lCM levels. 

3. Subj ects reported that full 

subjective arousal was not 

equivalent to full erection. 

4. Ability to see erection made no 

difference. 
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It was McConaghy (1969) whof was probably the first researcher to produce 

infonnation about the awareness of subjects of their own level of sexual 

arousal. It was unfortunate that this reporting of underestimate (see 

Table 7) is buriai within a generally pcx>r piece of research. Not only 

were treabnent effects only followed up for two weeks, but a paradoxical 

result was obtainai in that, 

"Sane subjects who showed a heterosexual orientation before treatment 

showed a change in the hanosexual direction". 

and this result was reported with a treatment paradigm for the treatment 

of harDsexual impulses. 'Ibis seems an early example of the power of simple 

exposure to change sexual behaviour. Additionally an unspecified number of 

subjects reported that they had resumed halDsexual relatioos after 

aversion-relief therapy. 

Table 2e therefore charts the developnent of knowledge in this area since 

1969. Table 2f gives further information about the same studies , but 

concentrates 00 the method used" particularly how the self-estimate was 

obtainai and its precise relatiooship in time with stimulus presentatioo. 

Unfortunately not all the studies are ccmparable with each other. 
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Table 2f 

Methcrl used for Subj ecti ve!Physiological Correlation Estimaticn 

Who 

~ghy Verbal questioning by 

(1969) experimenter 

Kercher & Seoond presentation of slides 

Walker (1973) for 1 minute each, canpleterl 

Semantic Differential Scales (7) 

Schaefer Pranpted by buzzer to state 

et al ( 1 976) degree of erection in 10 % 

steps. 

Abel et al 

(1977) 

Scale 0% "not sexually erotic" 

100% "extremely erotic" 

Not clear whether 1 rating 

per slide or continuous. 

Mavissakalian Single rating of "annmt of 

et al sexual arousal" en a 0 (no 

(1975 ) arousal) to 100 hnax. 

arousal scale. 

When 

Post single 

assessment sessicn. 

Concurrent with 

slide presentaticn. 

Buzzer at irregular 

intervals (i. e. 

concurrently) 

Not stated 

Immediately after 

each film 
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Farkas Potentiometer/external dial 

et al rotating 120 degrees, end 

(1979) points signifying high and 

low arousal; 60 data points 

per subj ect usErl. AskErl to 

rate degree of arousal. 

Wincze et a1 Potentiometer rotating 90 

( 1980) & degrees ; to nadtor "how 

Wincze & 

Qua1ls(1984) 

Abe1 et a1 

(1981 ) 

Study 1 

Abe1 et e1 

(1981 ) 

Study 2 

Blader & 

Marshal 1 

(1984) 

arousErl you think you I re feeling". 

Single rating on 0-100 scale of 

- degree of arousal 

- degree of erection 

ditto 

but m:>re stimuli used. 

11 inch lever in groove, with 

50 marked intervals. used to 

narltor their arousal. 

Discrete measure also. 

Concurrent and. 

continuous with 

presentation of 2 X 

10 minute b/w films 

1 sexual and 1 

sexual. 

Concurrent and. 

continuous. 

non-

After each stimulus 

(concurrent video 

and audiotape) 

ditto 

Continuous. 

Discrete point 

measure taken after 

each stimulus. 
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Sakheim 

et al 

(1984) 

O'Donohue & 

Geer 

(1985) 

Mechanical lever rotating 90 

degrees to record hOof sexually 

aroused they felt. 

Degree of concordance estimated 

i.e. if within 10% (IRSC), or 

moving in the same direction 

(DRSC). See text for details. 

Verbal indication on 7 point 

Likert Scale of "how sexually 

aroused they felt". 

Continuous 

Immediately after 

presentation of 

each slide. 
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Perhaps the IOOSt idiosyncratic procelure is that of Kercher and Walker 

(1973). Not only did they require a second presentation of the slides, 

which may or may not have been equivalent to the presentation at the GSR 

stage, but they selected certain items fran the Semantic Differential am. 

therefore attitudes to the stimuli were assesSErl rather that the direct 

estimate of their aoncurrent sexual arousal. 

It was Abel (1977) in an otherwise excellent and innovative paper who 

published the first information about the ability of convicted sexual 

offenders to IIDlitor their sexual arousal. '!hey simply used a 0-100 scale 

with both errlpoint labelled am. foum that rapists, but not non-rapists, 

gave a consistently lower rating of their sexual arousal. However the 

precise method used am. its timing is not clear (Table 6). 

Two years earlier, Mavissakalian et al (1975) were the first to prcXiuoe a 

correlation ooefficient between the two measures, even though the 

subjective response procedure was simply to ask subjects to give a point 

on a 0-100 scale of their sexual arousal to a film, inmediately after each 

clip. 'they also concluded that there was a general tendency to 

overestimate sexual arousal with the heterosexual group' s response to the 

haoosexual film. It seems likely that attitmes to the stimulus might well 

have detennined the response, in that the heterosexuals were all medical 

students, possible eager to prove their heterosexuality by highly rating 

heterosexual stimuli am. underreporting the response to the hcm:>sexual 

stimuli ; the hatosexual group were "seeking evaluaticn or treabnent for 

their patterns of sexual arousal" am therefore their expectancy can oo1y 

be guessed at. Unfortunately, Mavissakalian et al do not specify in terms 
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of desynchrony the harosexual group's response to the haoosexual stimuli. 

Schaefer et el (1976) introduced three further canplications. Firstly and 

mainly, they found that the level of physiological sexual arousal partly 

. detenninoo the accuracy of the estimates. At levels below 50% erectioos 
t 

were overestimatoo , whereas above the 50% level they were ccnsistenly 
" 

urnerestimatoo. This raises the question of detennin1ng the basis of the 

decision. It seems, on the basis of the first result, that subjects are 

basing their decision on the basis of psychological cues rather than 

physiological cues. Secondly, they found that when subjects were reading 

an assumed non-erotic passage ( fran Sexus by Henry Miller) the erectioo 

response was always umerestimated. '!hey actually quote an example of a 

10-20% subjective estimate to non-erotic material when the measured 

erection was 100%. Is this a early example of the IMI+ pattern descibed in 

Olapter 41 This second finding by Schaefer et al again suggests that 

psychological cues may determine self-estimates IOOI'e that physiological 

cues. In this study (c.f. Sakheim et al (1984» no attempt was described 

to prevent subjects fran looking at their erectioo and therefore such 

desynchrony is remarkable. 

'!he third canplicatioo introduced by Schaefer et al is to questioo what 

exactly is being rated in the self-estimate response. Although subjects 

were requestoo to rate their degree of erectioo, Schaefer suggests that 

the results are nore explicable if the subjects self-report data are 

construed as estimates of degree of arousal. Perhaps the magnitude of 

erectioo really does fail to reflect the degree of subjective sexual 

arousal. 
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This suggestion is supported by the work of Abel et al (1 981 ). '!hey also 

relied on a post-hoc estimate, but did at least ask volunteers to rate 

their sexual arousal in additioo to their degree of erection. '!hey foum 

that neither a group of 21 nonnal subjects, nor a group of mixed (sexual 

problem) outpatients produced very high correlatioos between self-report 

of sexual arousal am self-report of 'erection, namely .824 and .764 

respectively (see Table 5). '!hey also foum that, for both groups, 

correlations were slightly higher with estimating 'erection than "sexual 

arousal" • Although the differences are very small, Abel suggests that 

subjects are using "built in biofeedback" to judge sexual arousal, 

although whether subjects were visually able to inspect their degree of 

erection is not stated. 

Farls am Marshall(1983) have suggestE:rl that experimenters who simply ask 

subjects to rate their highest point of sexual arousal during a particular 

stimulus presentation, are consequently oore likely to get a good 

correlation than those employing a ca1tinUOUS or m:rnent-to-manent method. 

All the research so far discussed has used a single point method whether 

ccncurrent or retrospective (see Table 2f). IJat.1ever Farkas ( 1979) was the 

first researcher to use a continuous method, to run throughout the film 

presentation. Using 60 data points per subject, he found that the overall 

correlation coefficient was indee:l lower (.46) but that there was better 

correspondence at higher levels of physiological arousal. This exntrasts 

with Schaefer et al (1976) in that Farkas emphasises that if physiological 

arousal is high individuals are roore able to narltor arousal. It is 

interesting that Farkas found no difference for his manipulatioo of 

expectancy, whether for tumescence or subj ective rating. However cnl.y two 

stimuli were usai am neither of these were sexually deviant. However the 
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Farkas study does partially support the Schaefer work in that penile 

tumescence did not discriminate between the two films and that erection 

responses can be obtained to non-sexual stimuli if sufficiently "sensual". 

Wincze et al (1980) found very similar results to Farkas. Again using a 

rotating potentianeter, pennitting oontinuous Pearson Product lbnent 

Correlations to be canputed, they found a reduced (c.f. Abel et al1981) 

coefficient of .69. However they also found slightly lower levels of 

physiological arousal when the "lever" was being used. 

Wincze also supports Farkas in postulating an interaction between the 

degree of arousal and the degree of accuracy. Although a very small sample 

size was used, he suggested that those people who denDlStrated the highest 

physiological arousal also obtained the highest correlations. However he 

was careful to ensure that visual cues were eliminated, by the deft use 

of a sheet, and that only internal cues were therefore available. Perhaps 

this extra demand was responsible for the lower levels of physiological 

arousal being obtained when concurrent assessment was required. Wincze 

and QuaIls ( 1984 ) in a similar study using 8 volunteer hatosexuals 

reported a higher correlation ooefficient (.86) but there was no mention 

in this latter study of removing visual cues. 

O'Donohue and Geer ( 1985 ) although they used a relatively large sample, 

found one of the lowest mean correlation coefficients of all the studies. 

They attributed the lOt levels of I,ilysiological arousal which they 

obtained to the stimulus roodality (slides)and given the Wincze/Farkas 

firxlings, that high levels of physiological respoose aid accuracy, using 
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weak stimuli might well produce relatively inaccurate self-esttmates. 

The most canplicatal experiment in this area is undoubtedly that of Blader 

and Marshall (1984). They manipulated all of the following : 

1. The demand characteristics i.e. telling the subjects (or not) that 

arousal to all the stimuli is nonnal and expected 

2. The effect of self-reporting (or not) on penile tumescence. 

3. The range of stimuli (audiotape) : 

mutually consenting intercourse 

rape with restraint 

rape with gratuitous physical violence 

assault on female without sexual oontent 

Unlike Wincze et al (1980) they foum that the requirement to self-report 

made no difference to the overall physiological arousal, but there was a 

difference to certain stimuli. "Reporting" subjects showed less response 

in both channels than "non-reporting" subjects but no such difference was 

reported for the rape-restraint sequence. Blader am Marshall suggest that 

the social demands are such that irdi viduals could not claim sexual 

arousal to such stimuli and that beyond a certain point, i.e. the 

introduction of clearly gratuitous violence, the self-report task can 

influence physiological responses. The rape-restraint S9:JUence may simply 

not be perceived as "deviant" (see Malamuth (1983) discussed in Olapter 1 

Section E ) 
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Although two methods, namely the continuous and the discrete point were 

used, they were highly correlatoo and. therefore continuous measure scores 

are presented : 

Cbnsenting episodes 

Rape-restraint 

Rape-assault 

Assault 

r = .90 

r = .96 

r = .98 

r = .93 

'!he instructions/demand characteristics did not affect the two measures 

"to any meaningful extent across stimuli" although there was a trend for 

permissive instructions to produce higher indices. Despite these unifonnly 

high correlations, there was sane divergence according to the deviance of 

the stimulus. '!here was the greatest discrepancy between the two measures 

for the rape-restraint condition, where a strong effect on the subjective 

measure was noted, but the erectile response was little affected. '!he 

ad:1ition of violence to the stimulus did have an inhibitory affect, but 

because of a floor effect (i.e. both measures down) subjective-objective 

discrepancies did not occur. '!he only effect of demarn on the 

discrepancies was in the rape-assault oornition where regular (neutral) 

instructions produce a near significant difference between subjective and 

objective responses, whilst with the pennissive instructions there was no 

difference. This would suggest, as does the work of Malamuth, that 

subjective responses to very violent cues are relatively easily influencEd 

by extemal demands, as CXJOpared to purely coercive cues. It is not clear 

why such a disinhibiting effect is not evident for the rape-restraint 

oorxlition, given that the levels of erectile respoose were much higher in 
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this condition. 

Finally, just when it seemed that at least the level of physiological 

response (Farkas et al (1979) , am Wincze et al (1980» presented a 

consistent contributory factor to the production of higher levels of 

concordance, Sakheim et al (1984) describes a result which contradicts 

this finding. Again using a continuous measure (potentianeter) they found 

that the DRSC (Directional Response System Concordance) defined as 

agreement when both measures were increasing, decreaSing or staying the 

same, fran one time interval to the next, supported the Farkas/Wincze 

result in that higher arousal levels praiucal more agreement. 

Surprisingly, being able to see oo.e I S erection made no difference 

whatsoever to the OOSC score. 

HcMever the msc (Intensity Response System Concordance), where agreement 

was definoo as the two measures being within a given % of each other, 

usually 10%, showed that higher arousal producei less concordance. 'Ibis 

was despite the clearly stated expectation on the part of the 

experimenters that physiological arousal at higher levels should lead 

subjects to better matching with subjective ratings. However a number of 

the volunteers suggested that full erection was not equivalent to full 

subj ecti ve arousal. '!he experimenters noted that full erection often 

occurroo well before maximum subjective responding was reached. Hence if 

the subj ect reports increase in subjective arousal after the erection 

measure has reached its maximum ( also similar to IMI +, see Cllapter 4), 

the IRSC will shc:M a disagreement and therefore prOOuce a relatively poor 

correlation. 
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Table 29 

Nature am Pattern of Desynchrony in Identified Studies 

Who Materials 

Overestimate of Physiological Response 

Heterosexual 

volunteers 

(N=6) 

Single girl/leSbian/ 

heterosexual films 

Researchers 

Mavissakalian et al 

(1975) 

Heterosexual 

volunteers 

(N=12) 

Reading heterosexual erotica Schaefer et al 

where erction is less ( 1976 ) 

Heterosexual 

volunteers 

(N=6) 

than 50% 

Accelerated lever too 

quickly to heterosexual 

films 

Underestimate of Physiological Respoose 

11/15 about-to-be Male nude slides 

treated hCJtDSeXUals. 

Rapists (N=13) Rape audiotape 

Wincze et el 

(1980) 

McConaghy (1969) 

Abel(1977) 
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Heterosexual 

volunteers 

(N=6) 

Hanosexual film Mavissakalian et al 

(1975) 

Heterosexual 

volunteers 

(N=12) 

Reading heterosexual Schaefer et al 

erotica where erection (1976 ) 

greater than 50% 

ditto Reading non-erotic passage di tto 

at all levels of erection 

Heterosexual Rape-restraint film umer 

student volunteers both pennissive and regular 

(N=32) instructions 

ditto 

Paid volunteers 

Rape-assault film, regular 

instructions 

High arousal film 

50% of the time 

Accurate Self Report 

Non-rapist 

Offerrlers (N=7) 

Rape audiotape 

Blader and Marshall 

(1984) 

ditto 

Sakheim et al (1984) 

Abel et el (1977) 
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32 volunteers Heterosexual film 

Heterosexual Rape-assault film, 

student volunteers permissive instructions 

(N=32) 

Farkas et al (1979) 

Blader and Marshall 

(1984) 

Table 2g sumnarises the findings where the nature of the desynchrony is 

either stated in the article or can be deduced. It would seem that the 

only examples of an over-estimated response occur in situatioos where 

"normals" i.e. heterosexual volunteers are exposed to "nonnal" stimuli. In 

alroost any other situation, with offenders or deviant stimuli, the 

physiological response is either accurately estimated or underestimated. 

If offenders are unable or unwilling to recognise and accurately estimate 

their degree of sexual arousal or , full erection, then this would suggest 

that such individuals are unlikely to benefit fron treabnent which 

concentrates on the alteration of the sexual response as the main focus. 

The final section briefly outlines such treatments and discusses their 

effectiveness. 
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~ON E : TRFA'lMrNl' PROGRAMMS 

Treatment progranms, at the level of the individual offerner, have 

generally followed the advice of Barlow (1974) and diligently attemptai to 

be canprehensive. Broad-based treatments have assessed the attudinal, 

cognitive conponents of the sexual offending behaviour (Crawford 1981), 

the social and interpersonal skills (e.g. Segal and Marshall 1985) and, 

most directly the specific sexual arousal pattems (Abel et al 1978). 

Cone (1978) has proposed a continuum between direct am indirect methods 

of assessment, based on the extent to which the situation fran which the 

observations are taken, resembles the actual situations of clinical 

interest. He describes three factors which contribute to this directness 

continuum : 

1. The nature of the response observa:1, with verbal, self-report 

measures being the most indirect, where the real respoose is a 

non-verbal, motor/physiological, psychological response 

2. Time - with observations I'E!IlK)te in time (either after cxmnission 

of the offence, or before asSl.1I1l81 release) being the roost indirect 

3. Situation - with observatioos taken fran artificial, institutiooal 

environments being roore irxtirect than those fran the natural 

environment. 

Quite clearly, institutional custc:rlial treatment IlUlSt be oonsiderai as 

Wirect on criteria 2 and 3 and much psychoanalytically-orientate:l sexual 
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offender therapy e.g. Groth (1982) violates criterion 1. Paradoxically, 

physiological approaches e. g. castration (HetiIl'\ am Hursch 1979) and 

anti -androgen chelrotherapy (Langevin 1983) could meet the criteria of time 

and place, were it not for their dubious ethical status, and non-specific 

locus of effect. 

It has been behavioural approaches with the emphasis on specific targets, 

functional relationships between offending behaviour and the delivery of 

reinforcement, am individual treatment methodology, which have ItDSt 

utilised the procerlures to alter the pattern of sexual arousal. Although 

Masters and Johnson (1966) have directly assesse:l sexual behaviour in the 

laboratory, ethical considerations have precluded such procErlures fran 

being used with sexually abnonnal offenders. Indeed, the more the focus 

roves towards sexual and intimacy skills, the rore one is urged or 

required to rove away fran direct methods of observation and treatment. 

Hence, the reliance, in the case of sexual offending, on self-report, 

whether of past sexual acts or current sexual preference. Even the 

assessment of sexual krlc:Mledge, so often hailed as an essential CXlllponent 

of the canprehensive progranm (Barlow 1976, Lanyon 1986) exists in 

practice only on the basis of face validity, since the relaticnship, 

between sexual k:n.oIlledge and overt deviant and non-deviant sexual 

behaviour is no clearer than that extracted fran individual case 

sumnaries. 

lfa..iever behavioural approaches which have sought to examine and alter 

sexual arousal patterns, continue to attract research attentioo. Kelly 

(1982) has cnne to the conclusion that "therapeutic behavioural 

reorientation of child molesters has been clearly deoonstratEd". This 
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statement was made on the basis of reviewing 32 studies publishErl since 

1960, of which the best is probable Maletsky (1980). He found that 34/38 

child roolesters whose hanework included : 

aversive imaginal procedures 

changes in masturbation fantasies 

manipulation of the environment 

had rema.ined offence free after a nationwide three year follow up pericx1. 

other outcane data show a major reduction in the self-reported frequency 

of deviant urges and specific masturbatioo fantasies and also positve 

changes in plethysroographic records. 

Table 2h outlines roost of the approaches which have focussed on sexual 

arousal patterns as the main target for change. Although Barlow (1976), 

Abel (1978), and Crawford (1979) have repeatErlly urgErl a canprehensive 

overview, there is a dearth of research evidence into the relative 

merits/efficacy of the treabnents described in Table 2h as canparai to the 

pure~y social skill type approaches (Sagal and Marshall 1985) 
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Table 2h 

Treatment Progranmes for Sexual OfferY3ers which have sought to 

Suppress or Increase Specific Patterns of Sexual Arousal 

Method of Treatment 

Suppression of SeXual Arousal 

Aversion therapy (Electrical/ 

chemical/olfactory) 

(Hallam and Rachman 1976) 

Covert sensitization (Cautela 

1967, Levin 1977) 

Shame aversion therapy 

(Serber 1970) 

Satiation therapy (Marshall 

and Barbaree 1 978, Marshall 

1979) 

Orgasmic reconditioning 

(Vandeventer am Laws 1978, 

Laws 1985) 

Outcane 

33 % success (Bancroft 1974) 

Fails to roodify deviant fantasies 

of sexually aggressive offenders 

(Christie et al 1978) 

70 % (Serber am Wolpe 1 972, only 

for exhibitionists) 

Very effective with 75 % 

pedophiles 

Single case studies only 
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Increasing Sexual Arousal 

Aversion relief (BarlC7il 1973) 

Fading (BarlC7il am Agras 1 973, 

Laws 1974) 

Orgasmic reconditioning! 

masturbatory switching! 

alternation (Laws and a'Neil 

1981 ) 

Biofeedback (BarlC7il et al 1975) 

Not effective as an independent 

procedure (Perkins 1983) 

Sane limited effect on increasing 

heterosexual interest in haoosexual 

males, Effect lost on follC7il-up 

Single case studies but useful 

within a cognitive approach 

Unsuccessful wi th male harosexuals, 

sane success with impotent males 
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If one adopts the criteria of directness, i.e. that treabnent will be 

specifically for those behaviours which result in incarceration etc., then 

there is ample justification for taking a narrOVl and discrete view. If a 

pedophile is sexually aroused by children, then this is the problem which 

should be directly addressed. It may be that these imividuals are also 

frightened of adults, have had a restrictive upbringing, and are generally 

socially deficient, but it is doubtful whether ameliorating any of these 

secondary problems, will affect, as a spin-off, the pattern of sexual 

arousal. BarIOVl himself (1977) quoted in Section 0, adds weight to this 

argument by highlighting the relevance of penile responses to the 

ccmnission of certain sexual offences. It oould be argued that a variety 

of these non-specific social deficits are often found in populations 

seeking treabnent or intervention fran the mental health professional. It 

is only the specific sexual differences which are distinctive in the 

s~ual offender. 

The outcanes of the various treatment procedures, and also their 

effiCiency, might well be vastly iInp:r<M:rl if the level and accuracy of the 

subjects awareness was taken into acoount. One can only speculate that 

where there is oonsistent desynchrony between dem:nstrated sexual arousal 

and the associated experience, a progranme aimed at the alternation of 

mastubatory fantasy, or the association of previously reinforcing stimuli 

with unpleasant visual stimuli etc. might well serve to further destroy 

the essential link between the response systems. Indeed, Leonard am 

Hayes(1983) point rut that although alternation of masturbatory fantasy 

can eaSily affect measured sexual arousal, the direction and magnitude of 

the effects are "unprErlictable" 1 Since they canpletely i~ the 
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IX>ssibili ty of desynchrony in their subj ects, this result may not, in 

retrospect, seen too surprising. 
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Intrcrluction 

'lllis pilot study is based on four patients, one of whan was the first 

patient to indicate to me that there was sane desynchrony in his pattem 

of sexual arousal. His self-report, but not his physiological arousal 

pattern, at the end of a routine penile-plethysnographic session was 

consistent with the pattern of his CMl sexual offences, which had led to 

his admission to a maximum security hospital. 

'!he reported desynchrony was then further investigated in a prototype 

procedure and became the basis for Experiment I. 

Section A 

Experimental Hypothesis 

'!hat sexual offenders would be ~lly able to correctly identify pericrls 

of sexual arousal, as non-sexual offemers. 

Section B: Selection of Subjects 

( i) Sexual Offenders 

a. '!he two sexual offenders used in this Pilot Study includoo the 

original client to which reference was made in the introduction. One 

of them, Subject A, had offerdEd against both boys and girls, with a 

ratio of approximately 4:1. '!he other, Subject B, had offended solely 

against young and adolescent boys. '!heir ages were 29 and 35 

respecti velYi both had a full-scale level of intelligence between 80 

and 90. 
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(1i) Non-Sexual Offenders 

'!bese two subjects had both been convicted of violent offences against 

people, one in the coorse of arrest. '!bey were age:} 26 (SUbject C) and 31 

(Subj ect D) and also had full-scale levels of intelligence between 80 and 

90. 

(iii) Length of stay. 

All four subjects had been detainErl in maximum security for at least five 

years, but none nnre than 1 0 years. 

i v) Relationship to other concurrent assessments. 

'!be two sexual offerrlers were both atterrling the Psychology Department as 

part of their assessment/treabnent progranme. '!bey therefore had sane 

experience prior to the experimental sessioo of plethsroographic 

assessment. 

The non-sexual offerrlers were also being seen 00 a regular basis for 

counselling and a self-control progranm. The two noo-sexua1 offenders were 

both asked individually if they would undertake a single-session research 

experiment, and their acceptance was duly recorded in the ward report. No 

separate infonnatioo package/consent fonn was usErl. 

section C : Setting/FquiIJnent Details. 

1. Setting. 

'!he setting was very similar to that usOO in Experiment 1. 
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a) Testing Roan 

Subjects sat in a canfortable chair in a private roan, 12 feet square, 

adjacent to the equipnent roan. 'lhls roan offered very little distractioo 

am consisted only of a portable roonitor and table. 

b) Operator Roan 

The operator IS rocm was the same size as the testing roan and was adjacent 

to it. The operator was able to oontrol the delivery of the film 

sequences via a two-way connection between the two roans. 

c) Psychology Department 

Both roans were houSErl in the Psychology Department at M:>ss Side Hospital. 

'llle department occupied the first floor of a separate building am in a 

generally quiet part of the hospital. All the patients had atterned the 

department on a number of previous occasions. 

2. Eguipnent Details 

a) Polygraph\Circumferential Device 

Penile tumescence was measured using a mercury-in-loop resistance strain 

gauge (Fisher et al 1965) where resistance was fouOO to be mathematically 

related to the cross section of the mercury column. Hc:MeVer, such a 

device is exceedingly difficult to calibrate am the mercury was prone to 

separate\coagulate within the loop am i.Imradiately give an infinite 

resistance to the electrical circuit. 
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'nle output fran the strain gauge was monitored continuously by ~ing 

the output, via a coupling unit (Electronet 2583) to a J;X>lygraph amplifier 

and reoorder (Devices Ml9\3559). 'nle output fran the amplifier was 

recorda:l on 10" paper using a standard PDA (pen drive amplifier). 

b) Slide Presentation 

'!be slides were presenta:l in the same testing\operating roans as described 

in <llapter 4. However, the slides requira:l using a Kodak Carousel 

Projector (z..tXiel No. Carousel S.) which projected directly onto a screen, 

approximately ! feet in front of the seated subject. A reroote control 

facility allowed coordination of both the projector and the polygra];il_ 

'nle image on the screen was approximately 2-2.5 feet high. 

c) Self-Evaluation 

'!he self-evaluation procedure a::msisted of two simultaneously operating 

systems. 

(i) Signal Generation 

The North star Horizon Canputer was usro to generate a Variable Interval 

15 second scha:lule to light according to this schedule a small bulb placed 

inmediately below the screen in the testing roan. 'Ihls light therefore 

lit for 3 seccnls four times a minute (on average). 'Ihls light served as 

a signal for a dichotanous response to be made by the subject. It was 

anticipated at this stage that the delay time in making a respoose might 

be a useful measure of distractibility or additiooally the "value" of the 

stimulus for the subject. 'lhls VI schedule operated cootinuously 

throughout the sessioo and was irnependent therefore of the stimulus 

presentatioo sche1ule. 



( ii ) Response Channel 

'Ibe resp:>nSe channel was simply a two switch manipulandum with cne switch 

marked "1" ani the other marked "2". 'Ibe aim was that "1" would indicate 

"arousal" and "2" would indicate "no arousal". It was hoped that this 

numerical scale could be extended to a four or eight point scale 

allCMing\requiring finer discriminaticn. '!he pressing of either 1 or 2 

was indeperrlently recorded. 

Section D: Stimulus Materials\PsychoPhysiological Response Definition 

(i) Stimulus Materials 

Slides were used at this stage because of two reasons. Firstly, the 

psychology department had a greater variety of slides in stock at this 

rrmaent in time, ani secondly, it was oonsideta1 important, clinically, to 

present sane stimuli of young boys ani no such material was then available 

on usable film. Unfortunately sane of the slides were in black and white, 

mainly those of the children, and sane, the adult male ani female slides, 

were in colour. For all four Pilot study patients the slides were as 

follows: 
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Table 3a 

Slides x Type x Pilot Stagy 

Individual Colour\Black & White 

Slide No. 1 Adult Female C 

2 Adult Male C 

3 Child Male BW 

4 Adult Female C 

5 Child Female BW 

6 Child Female BW 

7 Adult Male C 

8 Child Male BW 

9 Adult Female C 

10 Adult Male C 

11 Child Male BW 

12 Child Female BW 

(ii) Psychophysiological Response Definiti<Xl 

At this stage, no <Xl-line canputerised recording and analysis facility was 

available and therefore a very direct am reliable naninal 

classification of response was used. The physiological response was 

classified. as:-

High 

Medium 

IDtl 

'1hese were operationally defined as:-

75% - 100% of maximum = High 

25% - 75% of maximum = Medium 

0% - 25% of maximum = Iow 
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The maximum for each patient was detenninErl by asking them to masturbate 

(with or without usual aids) to full erection and after they had wrapped 

the mercury-in-loop gauge twice around the base of the penis. It was 

possible in all four patients to reliably confinn this maximum by checking 

that it was not exceerled during the session. 

Section E: Operational Procedure 

(i) Consent 

The two sex offenders underwent this one session experimental trial as 

part of their baseline sexual assessment progranme. '!here were 

substantial clinical grounds on the part of one of them (AH) to suggest 

that a lack of awareness regarding the nature of sexual respoming 

existed. 

The two main non-sexual offenders' consent was recorded in the nursing 

notes. Consent was considered necessary because of the exposure of 

non-sexual offenders to sexually explicit materials. 

(ii) Infomation 

All four patients were informed that no infonnatioo regarding the success 

or not of the task would be enterEd 00 their clinical file. '!hey would, 

however, be recorde:i as having voluntarily taken part in a ooe-sessioo. 

research experiment. 
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( iii) Familiarisation 

'Ibe patients were shown both the operating roan and the testing roan and 

mre particularly the response channel apparatus. 'l\ley were then read the 

following:-

liThe light below the screen (pointed out) will cane on for a few seconds 

and then go off during the session. When it canes 00 I want you to press 

either Switch 1 or Switch 2 according to whether you feel sexually aroused 

or not at that IlDlBlt. If you feel aroused press 1, if you do not feel 

aroused press 2. Do you understam? Have you any questioos?" 

b) Practice Trial 

'Ibe four patients were then given two minutes practice, without any slides 

being presented, at responding to the light onset. 'lhls meant that the 

light came on eight times and criterioo was that they pressed either 1 or 

2 (only 2 was pressed at this stage) within 5 seooOOs of the light caning 

on. All the patients were able to responi within this time peried am 
were therefore deemed oc:mpetent to progress to the two channel task. 

c) Stinnllus Presentatioo 

'!he stimuli were presented in the same order for all four subjects. The 

order of presentaticn was as listed in Table 3a. There was an 

inter-stimulus interval to permit any physiological response to retum to 

baseline (or within 5% if necessary). 
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On the VI 15 second schedule approximately 200 light-on signals were given 

for each individual session which lasted for about 50 minutes. Each slide 

was shown for 2 minutes and the inter-stimulus interval varied between a 

few seoonds, if there had been no response at all to the slide, to 

approocimately five minutes. 

Section F: Results 

1. Stage 1 

Fftle first stage was to categorise the degree of sexual, physiological 

response at each lOCI1e1t of self-evaluative response. 'lbis was carried out 

for the whole sessions' data for each of the four subj ects and provided 

two rows of naninal data, eg. 

Self-Evaluative Response 

Physiological Response 

(Lo.f\Medium\High ) 

N N N Y Y Y N N N 

L L L L M H H M L 
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2. Stage 2 

The four sets of data can be put into table form: 

Table 3b 

Pilot Study Individual Scores x Degree of Arousal x 

Self-evaluative Response x Raw Data 

% PhYSiological 

arousal 

&)A SOB SOC SOD 

o - 25 

25 - 75 

75 - 100 

Total 

Individual 

total 

Where: 

Individual 

total = 

Total: 

Yes(%) No(%) Yes(%) No(%) Yes(%) No(%) Yes (%) No (%) 

15(20) 72(55) 18(25) 73(66) 4(3) 73(75) 6(8) 79(85) 

31(41) 39(29) 26(36) 27(24) 53(37) 21(22) 30(43) 10(11) 

29 (39) 21 (16) 28(39) 11(10) 86(60) 3(3) 33(48) 4(4) 

75 132 72 111 143 97 69 93 

207 183 220 162 

Number of Yes\No decisions within testing session (ie. at 

the average rate of 4 per minute) 

Number of Yes, Number of No decisions within session 

Raw Scores = The classification of the degree of sexual arousal at the 

IIDnent of the self-evaluation response. 

Table 3b indicates the mismatch by indicating the % responses of "No" to 

states of higher arousal and "Yes" to states of low arousal. 
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Table 3b(i) 

Mismatch Scores x Individuals x Pilot study 

High Physiological Arousal/ Low Physiological Arousal/ 

"No" self-evaluation Response "Yes" self-evaluation Response 

% of total "No" Responses % of total "Yes" Responses 

SOA 16 20 

SOB 10 18 

NSO C 3 3 

NSO D 3 8 

Fran Table 3b(i) it can be seen that ro A has the highest overall "error" 

rate. However, the self-evaluation responses are not randanly distributed 

even for this iniividual. 

Table 3b(ii) 

Sex Offemer A x Self Evaluation Response x Degree of Arousal 

Self Evaluation 

Response 

Yes 

No 

LcM 

15 

72 

Degree of Arousal 

Medium 

31 

39 

High 

29 

21 

A Chi-Square test on the data fran Sex Offemer A produces the fo1100ng 

result: 

Chi-Square 

Significance 

= 27.02 

= greater than .01 (9.21) 
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Section G: Discussion 

1. Subjects 

Obviously four subjects are too few to finnly state that certain sexual 

offemers as a group have sane desynchrony in their pattern of sexual 

arousal. However, en the basis of this evidence there does seem to be 

sane consistent difference between the two groups of offemers. It is 

also unclear as to whether the nature of the offeOOing and psychological 

history presupposes a particular scanning or narltoring deficit which 

might relate causally, to the original offending behaviour. It is 

important to canpare pedophile offenders where reinforcers seem m::>re often 

sexual ( orgasmic) with rapists, for whan current research suggests a 

multipliCity of contingencies, both sexual and non-sexual. 

2. Procedure 

'!he intennittent decision-making pranpt, ie. the light signal below the 

screen, is both potentially distracting and certainly not ocntinuous. 

Given the current anphasis on initial sexual respoose (Earls and Marshall 

1983) it is possible to fail to prallpt at the appropiate manent, because 

of the relatively (canpared to cxntinuous) few decision making pranpts on 

the interrni ttent schedule. 
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3. Analysis 

'!he operational definitions of the degree of sexual arousal are arbitrary 

am far too coarse for any close examinaticn of mismatch to occur. '!he 

simple counting of data points, without taking into account the sequence 

of events gives no infonnaticn as to, for example, whether the 

dysynchronous points occur consecutively or to certain potentially 

relevant sexual stimulation. A continuous correlaticn coefficient would be 

better able to examine this interrelationship. 

4. Egu1pnent 

The mercury in loop strain gauge has been superoeded, in the UK, by the 

BarlOol gauge am therefore the physiological response cannot be assumed to 

be reliably measurEd. Any further experimental work should use the nore 

easily calibrated equipnent. 
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Introduction 

Following fran the Pilot study results as presented in Chapter 3, it was 

decided to investigate the generality of the finding, within the the knotm 

sex offender population. The sample sizes are therefore much increased 

and the monitoring procedure is continuous rather than on a VI schedule. 

Chapter 4, therefore, represents the main test for the desynchrony coocept 

and canpares sex offenders with non-sex offenIers on a sexual arousal and 

self monitoring task. 

~ONA. EXPERIMENl'AL HYPCYl'HESES 

1. '!bat sexual offenIers would exhibit more impulsive patterns of sexual 

responding than non-sexual offenders. 

2. That the sexual offenders will be a more haoogenous group than the 

non-sexual offenders. 

3. That the pedophiles, as a group, will be distinctive fran the rapists. 

4. 'lllat there will be no discrimination aOOve chance level between the 

two pedophile groups. 

5. 'lllat deviant material will provide greater discrimination than 

non-deviant material when differentiating sexual offenders fran 

non-sexual offenders. 
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~ION B. ~ ~ION 

i) Sexual Offerxlers 

a) regal Status 

ihe 25 male sexual offenders were all detained patients, resident in 

either r.t>ss Side Hospital (85%) or Rampton Hospital (15%). ihey were 

detained under the Mental Health Act (1959) am subsequently the Mental 

Health Act (1983). lotlst of them (95%) were subject to a Restrictioo 

Order, ie. they could only be released with the permission of the ~ 

Office and were subj ect to canpulsory supervisioo on release. '!he high 

proportion of restriction orders (Section 65 am 41 in the two Mental 

Health Acts) reflects both the seriousness with which the legal system 

views the offences and also the relatively long tenn view which is 

taken in the area of sexual crime. 

b) Definition of Sexual Offence (See Appendix 1 for details) 

All the sexual offenders had been convictei of at least one offence in 

their category. '!he pedophile offemers had all been convictei of 

assaulting at least one boy or girl urrler the age of 16 and the rapists 

had been convictErl of at least one offence of rape or attempted rape. 

'!he sexual offenders were selectej fran the whole sexual offender 

population in the two hospitals on the basis of offending solely 

against one particular victim group. '!his proved lOOre difficult for 

the pejophile subjects since sane of them had offerrled, perhaps only 

once or twice, against the altemative gerder group, during a 

consistent offence history of offen:iing against one particular garner 

class. 
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Many of the sexual offenders had other types of offence recorde:l 

against them and this varied fran property acquisitive offences, often 

in adolescence, to "roA, absconding, assaulting staff\teachers etc. 

c) ~ (See Appendix 1 for details) 

The age range was 22 - 46 with a mean of 27.56 and S.D. 4.68. 'Ihls 

reflects the current Special Hospital male offerrler population where 

the 20 -30 age range is the modal group. 

d) Level of Intelligence (See Appendix 1 for details) 

Because of the requirements of the experimental task itself, namely the 

concurrent mani toring aspect, and also because a clear level of 

canprehension was required, it was decide:l to limit the lower level of 

full scale intelligence to 70. 'lhls excludErl approximately 30% of the 

sex offender population fron consideration but many of these had 

offended against mre than one victim group and would therefore have 

been excluded under the definition category (b). 

e) Length of stay 

Because subjects were guaranteed that the research data would not be 

entered on their file, it was decided that it would be oore difficult 

to withold sexual arousal infonnation fran, for example, Mental Health 

Review Tribunals, if the procedure was canpleterl soon after admission. 

In addition, there is increasing pressure to conduct a full 

psychological assessment at this stage and the research prOCEdure 

needed to be "clear" of other, clinical activity. Only patients who 

had been in hospital for IOOre than 2 years were consequently testEd. 
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ii) Non-Sexual Offenders 

a) Legal Status 

The non-sexual offenders were also all detained patients. Although the 

majority were again resident in lbss Side Hospital (80%) and the minority 

in Rampton Hospital (20%), fewer of them (75%) were subject to a 

restriction order umer either the 1959 or 1983 Mental Health Acts. 

b) Definition of Non-Sexual Offence (See Appendix 2 for details) 

These were selectErl fron a population which consisted of about 150 

people. It was actually mre difficult to define a non sex offender 

since, although they may have been oonvicted of an apparently non sexual 

offence, eg. assault, theft, arson and manslaughter, their subsequent 

account of the offence and their interacticns may well indicate that a 

sexual outcane was at least considerEd during or prior to the event. 

Since only 25 subjects were required, it was possible to examine the case 

records carefully, to exclude participants where there was a hint or 

suggestion of sane sexual intent. '!his meant that mst of the subjects 

had been convictei for property offences, assault en non-sexual victims, 

eg. family members, policemen, or retaliatory-type arson. 

c) ~ (See Appendix 2 for details) 

The age range was 23 - 44 with a mean of 32.4 and a S.D. of 6.51. This is 

a slightly older group than the sexual offenders (mean of 27.56, S.D. 

4.68) but is not considered important in the context of this experiment. 
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d) Level of Intelligence (See Appendix 2 for details) 

The same lower limit of full scale level of intelligence was adoptErl as 

for the sexual offenders, namely a full scale 1.Q. of 75. There was very 

little difference between the means of the two groups, although the 

non-sexual offerrler group had a greater range of scores. 

e) Length of stay 

As with the sexual offenders, the same guarantees were offered to the 

non-sexual offemer group. Understandably, this group were generally llUlch 

less "suspicious" of the procedure. 'lhe subjects had all been originally 

assessed on admission, although assessment of their sexual response 

patterns was not considered as part of the baseline procalure. In 

practice, this meant that all the non-sexual offenders had been detainei 

for at least two years prior to being askei to participate in this 

experiment. 
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iii) Summary of Sub-Groups in Experiment 1 

a) Summary Table 4 ( i) 

Experiment I, Subject x Offence (See Appendix I for details) 

~p 1 N=7 Rapists 

Group 2 N=lO Heterosexual pedophiles 

Group 3 N=8 Hanosexual Pedophiles 

Group 4 N=25 Non-Sexual Offem.ers 

Total Sexual Offemers = 25 

Total Non-Sexual Offenders = 25 

b) Summary Table 4 ( ii ) 

E?tpe;iment I, Subj ects x Age (See Appendices 1 & 2 for details) 

Mean staOOard Deviation 

so 

NSO 

27.56 

32.36 

c) Summary Table 4(iii) 

4.68 

6.51 

E?tpe;iment 1,Subjects x Intelligence(See Appendices 1 & 2 for details) 

00 

NSO 

Mean 

84.9 

84.3 

StaOOard Deviation 

8.5 

9.5 
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iv) Information Package/Consent Fonn 

Each subject was then given the follCMing Information Package and Consent 

Fonn for them to sign, if they were willing to take part in the 

experiment. 

a) Information Package 

This project is part of a series of experiments which, hopefully, will 

help us understand why sane people cxmnit a sexual offence. An experiment 

might be thought of as a task which has not been carried out before, in 

such a precise way that we can measure very easily the results which we 

get. 

You will see a series of five films which will include a film of a 

pretend-rape, a harosexua1 film and a film including sane young boys. 

There will also be two films of adult wanen. Fach of the films will last 

for about five minutes and there will be a gap between each film. The 

gaps between the films might be either long or short. 

You will see the films, on your own, in me of the small roans in the 

Psychology Department. Nobody else, other than myself will be present. I 

will sit in the roan next to the testing roan. The testing session will 

probably be during the afternoon, and you will cane down to the department 

as if you were atterrling for a regular appoinbnent. 
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Whilst you are watching the films, I will measure your sexual excitement 

by means of a small gauge which you will place on your penis. 'Ibe gauge 

is entirely safe and is also made sterile before you use it. You will 

also have another gauge which you will be able to use to tell me hC7tl 

sexually excited you actually feel. I will shoVl you hatl to use this when 

you cane to the department. 

At the end of the session, I will ask you hatl you feel and will answer any 

further questions. The results will be stored in the canplter and no 

entry about the results will be made on your file. Of course, the ward 

notes will show that you attended the Psychology Department on that 

particular day. 'lbe results will only be used by me for my research 

purposes and will eventually be written up for my degree. 

Please ask me for any further information which will help you make up your 

mind. If you refuse no reoord will be made of your refusal. Also, 1f you 

accept, you will not gain any advantages within the hospital. 
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b) Consent 

Consent to Take Part 

If you decide to help, sign this form and give it back to me. 

If you do decide to help and later change your mind this will not be held 

against you. No reoord of your change of mind will be made. 

1 ...••••••.•••••.••••...••••••••••••• agree to take part in this 

project. I have read and. understood the information package (or had it 

read to me), and understand the nature of the project. 

I umerstand that 

a) Taking part will not affect my position in Rampton/l>k>ss Side, for 

better or worse. 

b) I can withdraw co-operation at any time. 

c) No infonnation fran this project will be enterEd on my file. 

Signature: 

Date: 

Received by: Peter S Pratt, Principal Clinical Psychologist 

Date: 
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~ONC. STIMUWS MATERIALS 

Originally in the area of sexual physiological assessment, Freund (1965, 

1970, 1974) usai slides to assess the preference for gender and age. laws 

arrl Rubin ( 1969) and Henson am Rubin (1971) began their assessrtelt 

procedures by using 10 minute film and have further researchai the use of 

both film and slides. 

Barbaree (1979) and Abel & Barlow (1970) pioneered the use of audiotape, 

since this method allowed specific sexual uses in individual offenders to 

be narrowly isolatei and in particular, where offenders were not able to 

pinpoint verbally the most potent features of their arousal to 

offence-relatai material. Hatlever, Bancroft (1971) and others have 

suggestei that audiotape may not be particularly useful where offenders 

are low-imagers and also where the demand characteristics of the testing 

environment on the individual subject are not known. 

Previous clinical experience of this patient population showai that they 

frequently did not respond to audiotape description of a typical offence, 

and in many cases not even an individualisei account of their own 

offence. Therefore, since it was technologically difficult to adequately 

synchronise visual and audi tory material and because Abel (1976) fourn 

that films were the I1k)St powerful single stimulus type, it was decided to 

use 5 minute pieces of film. 'lhese segments were related to represent a 

oontinuous thana, whilst depicting a variety of different activities 

within the theme. Unfortunately, no film was available of young girls. 

'Ibis category was therefore the only one, given the sexual offenders 

criminal behavioural history, which was unrepresented. 
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The five films which were used were as follows:-

1) Heterosexual 

Single male and single female petting, hand-genital manipulation, 

followed by close-up of sexual intercourse. 

2) Female Masturbation 

Single female lying on bed, close-up of vaginal area, masturbating. 

3) Male Homosexuality 

Two adult males, close-up of hand-genital manipulation, oral and anal 

intercourse. 

4) Rape 

Two adult males seize a young female, close-up of forced intercourse 

of one of the males, whilst other holds her anus. 

5) Male Pedophilia 

One teenage boy fondling two younger boys, agei about 7 and 10. 

Close-up of genital areas. No intercourse. 
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~OND. DEFINITION OF RESPONSE 

i) PPG 

It is a long standing and widely accepted convention that circumferential 

measures falling below 10% of maximal b.mtescence are due to rardan 

fluctuations (Abel et al 1975, Abel & Blanchard (1976». laws (1981) 

disregards changes below 20% of full erection. '1hl.s convention appears to 

have arisen through popular use, in earlier experiments, of 

mercury-in-rubber strain gauges. 'lhese experiments often used gauges 

manufactured by Parks Electronics Limited. '!be operating instructicns for 

these carried the warning that the gauge must be stretched 10 to 15% of 

its resting diameter while in use. Why, hcMever, this should invalidate 

early changes in penile diameter is unclear. Mercury-in-rubber gauges are 

CCJmK)nly used in both animal and human surgery to measure extremely small 

physiological changes, for example, detecting pulse. In any case, caliper 

gauges do not suffer fran this limi tatim. 'lbere is, hC1tt'eV&, sane 

evidence (Earls & Marshall 1983) that imp:>rt:ant infoxmation can be gained 

by examining the arousal responses below the 10% level. 

As far as this experiment is ooncemed, a respoose level of at least 20% 

full erection in Cllannel 1 (PPG channel) was necessary for a respoose to 

be classified as positive. 

ii) Self Estimates 

'!be self-estimate channel (Channel 2) was subject to the same 20% criteria 

for a positive response to be identified. 
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SEXm:ON E. OPERATICNAL PROCEDURE 

i) Eguipnent 

Penile tumescence was measured using a thin BarlCM metal strain gauge (See 

Photograph A), (M:rlel SBG-10, supplier's name and address in Appendix 3). 

'!he strain (resistance) measuring element was cxxmected by wires to a 

balance box (Electronet 2583 - coupling unit) to balance the transducer 

(BarlCM strain gauge) output, to the amplifier. '!he balance box was 

connected to a polygraph amplifier and recorder (Devices Ml.9/3559) 

transducer function unit. 

Recordings of conductance changes in the strain gauge resulting fran 

changes in penile circumference were nonitored continuously. In additioo, 

an on-line canputer, North star Horizon, was coupled to the polygraph. 

Sampling rate of the channels was at the rate of x 2/secoril. 

'!he video tapes were on 3/4" Sony U-matic Video cassette system No. V02631 

and a Sony Triniton lbdtor No. KV2040UB. (See Photograph B) 

'!he self assessment channel uSEd a purpose built manipulandum (see 

photograph C) and resistance waS measurEd via a Devices pre-amplifier (PGR 

4130) • The output fom this channel waS also recx>rded, on-line, by the 

oanputer at the same rate of x 2/ secxni. 
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Photograph A. 

Photograph B. 
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Photograph C. 

Photograph D. 
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ii) Experimental Setting 

a) Testing Roan 

'l11e subjects sat in a reclining and cx:mfortable armchair in a private 

roan adjoining the ~pnent roan. 'Ibis private roan was approximately 

1.5 m x 2.5 m and was designed to offer minimal distractioo for patient 

consumers. '!be nnrltor was placed at eye level, 1 m off the grouni and 

2 m away fron the patient. Carmunicatioo between experimenter and 

subject was via a 2-station intercxm. (See PhotograP'l C) 

b) Operator Roan 

'l11e operator's roan was the same size as the subject's roan, but 

ocntained all the ~pnent. '!he operator was able to operate the 

video recorder and cxxnputer interface simultaneously and thus ensure 

synchrooyof stimulus onset and stimulus offset. (See Photograph D) 

See Plotographs B and C for visual descriptioo of these two roans. 

c) PSYchology Department 

Both the roans were housed within the Psychology Deparbnents at Moss 

Side and Ramptoo Ii:>spital. Ramptoo Hospital has a purpose built 

department and lb3s Side adapted, situated (Xl its own within the secure 

perimeter of the hospital. ltbst, b.lt not all, of the patients had 

attendE:rl the deparbuent for sane other rea8al during their stay in the 

hospital and were therefore familiar with general layout. 
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iii) Introduction of Subj ect 

The subject was again shown the suite of roans. He had in fact seen 

the roan before, since a visit to the department was a part of the 

original request to be a research subject. He was reminded that he had 

signed a consent fom and was again asked if he wanted to know any roore 

about the experiment. 

Then, specifically, he was asked the following questions (not 

necessarily in the same order for every subject):-

1) Was he still willing to take part in the proj ect? 

2) Did he feel well, and able to oooperate? 

3) Did he want to go to the toilet? 

4) Did he remember the general aims of the research? 

5) Did he remember the instructions as to how to fit the strain gauge? 

If he answered appropriately, then he was allowerl about five minutes to 

acclimatise to the testing roan and then instructed to fit the 

transducer • 

No subject refusei to canplete or initiate the task at this stage. 

However, two subj ects had to have their session postponed because of 

minor infections and on a small number of occasions subj acts were 

reminded that no information would be entere:l on their hospital file 

regarding the nature of their sexual response. 
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iv) Calibration 

Prior to the patient arriving in the Psychology Deparbnent and before each 

iOOividual session, both the two response channels were imependently 

calibrated • 

The PPG channel was calibrated using the BarlOof strain gauge callbratioo 

instrument. 'nUs is a metal stepped pyramid of 3 fixed circumferences, 

with radii increasing by increments of .5 1lIn. By selecting a sensitivity 

range and adj usting the "wind.cM" of the coupling unit (togther with the 

"back-off" unit), it is possible to ensure linear increases of .5 1110 at 

this level are reflected by an en-line, analog-to-digital cooverted 

increment of 9 points, ie. 

Table 4(a) 

North Star Output 

4.5 1110 18 

5.0 1110 27 

5.5 1110 36 

'lhls calibration routine was standardised for all the individual sessioos. 
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'Ibe self-assessment channel was calibrated only by ensuring that one 

canplete turn represented full use of the available scale, namely 0 to 

127. 

At the em of the session, both channels were checked to ensure that the 

same outputs were being obtained. 

v) Presentation of Materials 

a) Pre-stimulus 

After the period of acclimatisation, the subject was instructed to 

masturbate to full erection and then to fit the sterilised gauge. At this 

point data begins to be collected. 

A further baseline period of approximately 5 minutes follCMS. During this 

period a numerical baseline for each subject is established to which he 

IlUlSt return after each film presentatioo. 

b) stimulus Sequence 

'!he five films as described in Sectioo C are then shown to the subject, in 

the order in which they are descri1:m. Inter-stimulus baseline must reach 

the individual's established baseline, before the next film is shafm. 

At the end of the session the subj ect was asked to rem::we the gauge am 

leave the roan. He was also asked if he wishErl to ask any further 

questions and thankErl for his co-operatioo. 
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SECl'ION F. Results 

i) General Description 

'!he results of both channels were storErl in two separate ways:-

a) Paper Trace 

'Ihls is the well known and still most carm:n way of storing PPG data. 

Although the rate of paper can be easily altered, there is usually little 

alternative to "counting squares" in order to estimate, for example, the 

maxinrum response for each film or slide. 

Similarly, the self-assessment results oould also be simultaneously 

reoordErl on the same recording paper as the PPG results. Indeed, this was 

how the original pilot study was carried out (See Cllapter 3). 

b) On Line/Disk Storage 

Because both channels were continuously sampled, it was possible to store 

all the data on 5 1/4" floppy disks. For a session of one am a half 

hours, allowing for a minirown of 5 minutes between each film, 10,000 data 

points are collected and stored for each subject, for each of the two 

response channels. 
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ii) Initial Correlational Analysis 

a) Rationale 

A correlational analysis was carrie:1 out on the first 20 subjects who were 

assessed, ie. 13 sex offenders and. 7 non-sex offenders. This was designed 

to assess the degree of correspondence between the two channels. 

'1herefore, Pearson's Product Ibnent correlational statistic was use:1 to 

assess this correspc:>OOence over the five film presentations for this 

sub-group of the total teste:1 groups. 

b) Results 

The correlational analysis originally involved computing a correlation 

coefficient for every consecutive second of stimulus onset for each of the 

five films for all subjects. Since there was quite clearly a "lag" 

between the two channels, it was possible to select data points at 

increasing intervals between the two variables. In practice 70 

correlations coefficients were oanputErl for each of the first 20 (out of 

the eventual 50) subjects who were assessed. '!his series of 70 resulted 

fran time intervals of -10 to +60 seconds: this can be described as 

taking a data point on Variable 1 (PPG channel) and. pairing it with the 

point 10 seconds earlier on Variable 2 and working progressively through 

contemporaneousness to a data point 60 seconds in advance. 

'!be following table shCMS the mean of the highest correlation coefficient 

for each of these 20 subjects, across the 5 films:-
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Table 4b 

Mean Correlation Coefficient x All Films x Groups 

r = r = 

SOl .72 NSO 1 .34 

S02 .49 NSO 2 .09 

S03 .33 NSO 3 .22 

S04 .53 NSO 4 .17 

SOS .05 NSO 5 .19 

S06 .35 NSO 6 .33 

S07 .76 NSO 7 .35 

808 .42 

809 .58 

SO 10 .20 

SO 11 .63 

80 12 .48 

SO 13 .58 

Means .46 (S.O.= .19) .24 (S.0.=.10) 
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Conclusions from Table 4(b) 

1) Although the sex offenders mean oorrelation c:oefficient as a group 

(.46) is higher than that for the non sexual offenders (.24), this 

does not give an indication of the pattern of the two response 

channels. 

2) Taking a mean across all films serves to obscure the wide variation 

between individuals and films, and also within individuals. 

Table 4b(i) gives the individual-by-film data which was averaged to 

produce Table 4b. 
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Table 4b(i) 

Correlation Coefficient x Films x ~ps 

Films 1 

SOl .96 

S02 .44 

S03 .28 

S04 .39 

SOS .06 

S06 .02 

S07 .82 

S08 .09 

S09 .81 

SO 10 .15 

SO 11 .93 

SO 12 .82 

SO 13 .69 

NSO 1 .23 

NSO 2 -.03 

NSO 3 .38 

NSO 4 .10 

NSO 5 .02 

NSO 6 .68 

NS> 7 .65 

Means (over 20) .42 

Mean (SO) 

Mean (NSO) 

.49 

.30 

2 

.97 

.94 

.25 

-.63 

.00 

.21 

.97 

.87 

.76 

.02 

.81 

.87 

.91 

.51 

-.15 

.37 

.65 

.15 

.36 

.52 

.55 

.63 

.38 

3 

.76 

.13 

.29 

.54 

.14 

.54 

.61 

.76 

.32 

.22 

.51 

.10 

.45 

-.00 

.13 

.15 

.14 

.40 

.37 

-.05 

.33 

.41 

.17 

4 

.91 

.92 

.92 

.94 

.01 

.94 

.87 

.29 

.01 

.93 

.80 

.54 

.82 

.95 

-.11 

.21 

-.01 

.22 

.17 

-.11 

.53 

.68 

.25 

5 

.01 

.06 

-.07 

.13 

.02 

.02 

.08 

.09 

.62 

.09 

.10 

.08 

.05 

.03 

-.04 

.01 

.03 

.15 

.07 

.44 

.11 

.11 

.11 
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COnclusions fram Table 4b(i) 

1. Clearly there are wide variations not only between the groups as a 

whole, with the sexual offenders having generally higher correlation 

coefficients than non-sexual offerrlers, but also between films. Film 

5 (pedophile film) produces markedly different results fran arrt of the 

other four, and might on the initial perusal, fram the view point of 

discrimination, be discarded. 

2. loDre important is the variation wi thin individuals. Many of the 

sexual offenders have a range of correlatioo coefficients even for 

films 1 - 4 of .1 to .9, namely SO's 6,8,9,10,12,13, 

3. lklwever, the pattern of respcn:iing can seriously urdennine the use of 

the statistic in detennining the acceptance\rejectioo of Experimental 

Hypotheses 2,3 or 4. If we examine the pattern closely, we realise 

that no responding (both channels at or about baseline) and maximal 

respording (both channels at plateau) both serve to deflate\inflate 

the coefficient, respectively. 'Ibe "lag" which produces the highest 

coefficient gives sane indicatioo of this effect. 

Table 4b(ii) shows the individual-by-film data for the delay interval 

(lag) producing the highest correlatioo ooefficient for each subject. 
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Table 4b(ii) 

rag (in seconds) x Films x Groups 

Films 

SOl 

S02 

S03 

S04 

SOS 

S06 

S07 

S08 

S09 

SO 10 

SO 11 

SO 12 

SO 13 

NSO 1 

NSO 2 

NSO 3 

NSO 4 

NSO 5 

NSO 6 

NSO 7 

Mean Lag (secs) 

SO's 

NOO's 

1 

41 

28 

39 

8 

10 

10 

31 

32 

15 

13 

37 

51 

23 

-1 

26 

-2 

5 

2 

2 

-10 

26 

3 

2 

41 

21 

40 

-9 

11 

11 

42 

35 

25 

35 

25 

54 

35 

29 

21 

19 

0 

34 

15 

-10 

28 

15 

3 

51 

56 

45 

29 

0 

9 

28 

30 

37 

3 

10 

15 

27 

39 

15 

8 

40 

37 

12 

37 

26 

27 

4 

51 

26 

45 

44 

10 

0 

23 

36 

41 

12 

33 

21 

39 

20 

11 

12 

31 

22 

31 

37 

29 

23 

5 

0 

46 

7 

15 

11 

12 

10 

31 

12 

42 

22 

12 

12 

29 

17 

16 

24 

35 

21 

-9 

18 

19 
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Cbnc1usions from Table 4b(ii) 

1. With one exception (F3 ) the mean "lag" was higher for the sexual 

offenders than for the non-sexual offemers. As a measure of 

desynchrony, the results would suggest that the higher correlation 

coefficient is obtained for this group of 13 sexual offenders at the 

cost of a11CMing a lag range of 66 seconds. 

2. It is difficult to canbine the lag information with the infonnatioo 

arising fron the proportion of the variance accounted for by the 

coefficient. It seems that high correlations and high lag values are 

themselves relata:i, since, as a group, the sexual offenders achieved a 

much higher score on each of these two variables. 

c. General Sumnary of Correlational Analysis 

1. The oorrelational analysis is based ally on the first 20 subjects. 

This represents 40% of the total sample. There is no reason to assume 

that this sub-sample is in anyway idiosyncratic in tenns of its 

response pattern. 

2. The analysis as presented does not allow us to examine the overall 

group of 50 subjects as 50 unique individuals. What is needed, to 

accept or reject Experimental If¥pothesis 2,3,4 is a pr~ure which 

utilises each irxlividual' s respoose to each of the five films. 
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3. It should also be noted that an experiment which utilises the 

canputing of a correlation coefficient on a manent-to-nonent basis, is 

not using the statistic in an entirely appropriate way. Pearson' s 

method requires the assumptioo that observatioos within each variable 

(penile-tumescence and self-report) are independent. When a subject 

is asked to report arousal at time N, his report is dependent on his 

level of tumescence at time N=l. '!he effect of this particular 

dependence is to spuriously inflate the value of r. Therefore, the r 

statistic is appropriate in terms of a "descriptor" of a particular 

relationship but cannot be interpreted as an exact numerical 

representation of co-variance and, roore importantly, cannot be 

justifiably used within an inferential statistical IOOdel. 

The correlatioo coefficient will not however offer any discrimination 

between the groups and will therefore not allC711 the acceptance or 

rej ection of Experimental Hypotheses 2, 3 or 4. 

4. '!he plateaux\baseline problem also seems to inflate the coefficient 

beyorn its valid time score. No correlatim can take into aCXXlUIlt the 

precise interactioo between the two variables and hence potentially 
\1' .'"",, 

important distinctioos, ag. IMI+ v NIM2 v NoP (see page'.. for 

descriptioo of terms) are lost. 

On the basis of the above initial analysis using correlational procedures 

and the criticisms arising fran this approach, the decision was made to 

look for a simpler and oore relevant method of analysis. 
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sos 

Row variable 1427.3 

Column Variable 1934.8 

Interaction 

Error 

Cell rooans 

Row 1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

1852.2 

19946.9 

Colurm 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

ANOVA Table 4b(ii) 

OF 

1 

4 

4 

90 

26.0 

28.2 

26.2 

29.3 

17.9 

3.1 

15.4 

26.9 

23.4 

19.0 

MS 

1427.3 

483.7 

463 

221.63 

F 

6.44 (p = .05) 

2.2 

2.1 
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Mean Row 1 

2 

Mean Column 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

25.5 

17.6 

14.6 

21.8 

26.5 

26.4 

18.4 

a. '!he mean lag (row variable) shows a significant difference between the 

groups, with the sexual offenders having longer "lags" than the noo-sexual 

offerXier group. 

b. '!his difference between the groups is indeperrlent of the stinnllus film. 

c. Pattern data, as described on pages 139 onwards, shCM that IMI+ require 

a distinct lag to be so identified and the looger lag in Table 4b(ii) is 

consistent with this pattern. 

d.'nle fact that there seems to be an increasing lag for both groups as the 

films are presented,at least fran film 1 to film 4, suggests sane 

habituatioo to the attention demands of the task. Film 5 prcxluced a 

reversal of this pattern and suggests that a oore randan type of respcnse 

was made, also supported by the later pattern data. 
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Fran further oonsideration of the nature of the data and the original 

theoretical analysis of the clinical prOblem, it was felt that a number of 

"physiological" and "self-report" changes CX)Uld be identified. Attention 

was therefore paid to defining specific "response patterns". 

iii) Description of Response Patterns 

were eight, mutually exclusive, response patterns for 

tumescence/film presentation. 

For all patterns the points were labelled as follows:-

Point A Where PPG channel exc:eOOs 20% criterion 

Point B Maximum point (obtained for at least 3 consecutive data 

points, ie. 1.5 seconds) of PPG channel 

Point C Where self-estimate channel excee:is 20% criterion 

Point 0 Maximum point of self-estimate channel 

The eight response patterns identified were as follows: 



Pattern 1 (IMI+) 

This was the pattern that was first identified in the original pilot 

study. For this pattern to be identified, Point C must occur after Point 

A and also after the point of maxDnum penile inflation (Point B) has also 

been reached. 

Secondly, the rate of increase of the self-assessment channel must be 

greater (sharper) than the increase for the penile channel. 
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Pattern 2 (IMI-) 

This pattern is different from Pattern 1. The self awareness channel does 

indeed move later than the physiological change but with a much slower 

acceleration. 

B 
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Pattern 3 (1M2) 

This is another variation on Pattern 1, when C-D accelerates faster than 

A-B, and also where Point C occurs after Point A. However, the 

physiological increase continues after Point D has been reached and 

reaches asymptote at a later point in time. 

B."".... ____ _ 

A 
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Pattern 4 (NIMl) 

This is different from previous patterns in that the self-awareness 

channel moves first (C-D) and canpletely crosses over the more rapidly 

increasing physiological channel. 

D 

A---------
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Pattern 5 (NIM2) 

This is the inverse of pattern 2, in that C-D moves first and may even 

reach asymptote before there has been any change in the physiological 

channel A-B. 

A 
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Pattern 6 (No P) 

This pattern is different from the first five in that only one channel 

showed any evidence of change. "No pIt means that there were no 

physiological changes above the 20% criterion level during or after the 

presentation of any of the five fi~ stimuli. However, there was a 

criterion change on the rating (self-assessment ) channel. 

-
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Pattern 7 (No R) 

This is also not a pattern in the same style as the first five patterns. 

This is because there was no use of the self-assessment channel (the 

Rating channel) and hence the only observed changes were in the 

physiological channel. 
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Pattern 8 (No pINo R) 

This was when there was no change in ei ther of the two channels 

throughout the session. 

-
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iv) Fr§gUency of Pattern 

Each subj ect' s response pattern for each film was classified acoording to 

one of the above eight response patterns. '!he frequency of these eight 

response patterns for the non-sex offender am sex offender groups is 

Shown in Table 4c and 4c(i). 
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Table 4c 

(See Appendices 4a and 4b for raw data) 

Total Frequency of Pattern (1 - 8) by GrouPS 

NSO (%) EO (%) 

Pattern 1 (IMI+) o (0) 33 (26) 

Pattern 2 ( IMI-) 6 (5) 15 (12) 

Pattern 3 (1M2) 10 (8) 1 (1) 

Pattern 4 (NIMl) 3 (2) 1 (1) 

Pattern 5 (NIM2) 13 (10) 12 (10) 

Pattern 6 (No P) 10 (8) 17 (14) 

Pattern 7 (No R) 31 (25) 29 (23) 

Pattern 8 (No P ,R) 52 (42) 17 (14) 

Total 125 125 

Where EO = Sexual Offerder (N=25) 

NOO = Non Sexual Offender (N=25) 

125 = 5 fi~ x 25 sukdects 
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Table 4c(i) 

Frequency of Pattern x Groups x Films 

Film 

1 2 3 4 5 

NSO SO N9) SO NSO SO NSO SO NSO SO 

Pattern 1 o 10 o 12 0 6 0 5 0 0 

Pattern 2 1 3 4 4 1 0 0 8 0 0 

Pattern 3 4 0 3 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 

Pattern 4 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 

Pattern 5 8 5 4 2 1 3 0 1 0 1 

Pattern 6 2 1 3 1 2 4 3 2 0 9 

Pattern 7 9 3 3 3 3 8 11 6 5 9 

Pattern 8 1 3 7 3 17 4 9 1 18 6 

'lbta1 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 
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Conclusions from Table 4c and 4c(i) 

1) Assuming that Pattern 1 fram Table 4c roost clearly represents the 

impulsivity pattern, then it can be seen that this pattern is provided 

exclusively h¥ sexual offenders. 

this pattern of response. 

No non-sexual offenders prcrluced 

2) Table 4c also shows that an absence of response in either channel (No 

P ,R) is probably more likely to be found in non-sexual offenders than 

in sexual offenders. 

3) The figures in Table 4c carmot be set against the experimental 

hypotheses directly because they do not refer to people, only to 

patterns. It is possible, for example, that 18/25 non-sexual 

offenders were responsible for the 52 patterns of No P,R and similarly 

6/25 sexual offenders were respoosible for the 17 No P,R patterns 

found aIOOngSt their group. 'Ibis is because each .2!!E. of columns for 

anyone film can also be viewed as a measure of people as well as 

pattern. Hence 18 non-sexual offenders am 6 sexual offenders 

represent the minimum number of people producing the No P,R pattern of 

resporrling i. e. responses to Film 5. 

4) Therefore, an analysis is needai which will take into account whole 

individuals rather than single patterns of response. 
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Table 4c(ii) 

(See also 4d(iii) am text) 

People x Pattern x Total Film 

'!his table gives the number of people producing at least one example of 

each of the eight possible patterns to any of the five films. 

Sexual %of all Sexual Non-Sexual % of all Non-Sexual 

Offenders Offenders Offenders Offenders 

Pattern 1 17 (68) 0 (0) 

2 12 (48) 6 (24) 

3 1 (4) 7 (28) 

4 2 (8) 3 ( 12) 

5 7 (28) 10 (40) 

6 9 (36) 6 (24) 

7 14 (56) 15 (60) 

8 9 (36) 23 (92) 

'!he % colunms give the % of the total sample (N=25) for each group. 

The discriminant function analysis describErl en the follOtrlng pages 

attenpts to discriminate the two groups of people taking all the pattern 

infonnation into acoount. 
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v) Discriminant Function Analysis 

a) Rationale 

In order to discriminate amongst the 50 subjects of Experiment 1, we 

~re a rule or set of rules to classify each subj ect into one of a 

finite number of mutually exclusive classes. '!here are five nain 

classification decisions which are necessary to test the Experimental 

Hypotheses: 

Classification 

Al: Sex offenders against non-sexual offenders 

(Groups 1,2,3 v Group 4) 

A2: Irrli. vidual sex offender categories against each other 

(Group 1 v Group 2 v Group 3) 

A3: Ind1 vidual offender categories against each 

other(Group 1 v Group 2 v Group 3 v Group 4) 

A4: Pelophi1es against rapists (Groups 2,3 v Group 1) 

AS: Male pedophi1es v female pedophi1es (Group 3 v Group 

4) 
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The allocation to one of these categories can be based on a number of 

observations, which in this case is as follows:-

1) The pattern of response to any one film, ie. 

Film 1 

Film 2 

Film 3 

Film 4 

Film 5 

Heterosexual 

Single Female 

Ebtosexual 

Rape 

Pedophile 

2) A canbination of films. For the purpose of this experiment the first 

three films have been classified as noo~eviant am the last two as 

deviant, ie. 

Films 1,2,3 

Films 4,5 
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The discriminant function or key takes the fom of a sequence of rules for 

the classification of an, as yet, unclassified, data set. Each variable 

(here - film) can have up to 10 values which need not be ordinal. In fact 

they are only at naninal level. 

The canputer program (Sturt 1981) will search for "rules" which will 

reduce the misclassification error rate by a finite number. Where IOOre 

than one variable is being used, ~ criteria for using the new rule are 

possible. 

"Stringent" (S) 

This criteria only allows for new rules to be generated when the error 

rate is reluCErl by 5. Generally this criterion is most applicable 

with larger samples of subj ects (eg. 50) or the maximum number of 

variables ( 5) • 

''Relaxed'' (R) 

This criterion allCMS new rules to be generated if the error rate can 

be improved by 2 

Obviously, the roore stringent rule allows for safer generalisation to 

other groups am guards against the possibility of the group being 

idiosyncratic in its response style. 
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b) Results 

Table 4d shows the error rate for each of the five classifications and 

each of the single films and the four canbinations of film. It also gives 

the best (minimum) error rate for the five classification tasks and 

canpares the overall error across all the tasks for each of the sources. 

Table 4d 

% Error Experiment 1 Classifications 1,2,3,4,5 

Classification Al A2 A3 A4 AS 'lbta1 % Error 

Film 1 22 28 32 12 28 122 

Film 2 26 36 40 12 34 148 

Film 3 20 40 36 28 28 152 

Film 4 24 44 38 20 34 160 

Film 5 22 48 38 28 34 170 

123(8) 20 32 

123(R) 16 20 22 4 28 90 

12345(8) 20 32 

12345(R) 16 20 22 4 28 90 

N 50 25 50 25 18 

% Minimum Error 16 20 22 4 28 90 
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~ON G <DNCLUSIONS 

1) Classification Al 

Experimental hypothesis 2 statoo. that, as a result of this data 

oollection, the sex offenders should be identifiable as a haoogenous 

group. In fact, 8 errors were made (16%), on the basis of a "relaxoo." 

rule and using a oombination of the first 3 films. It is interesting 

to note that it is a <XJnbination of films anj not one particular film 

which was responsible for the discriminating role. 

'!he 16% error rate means that 8/50 people are incorrectly classifioo.. 

Examination of the actual misclassifictions is show below: 

Table 4d(i) 

Classification Al, Misclassificatioo Pattem x stringent Rule 

Actual 

so 

9) 21 

NOO 6 

Predictoo. 

Nro 

4 

19 

(Best 5 error rule, Film 3 (Iboosexual Film), 80% "hit" rate, 40/50 

correctly classified) 
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Table 4d( ii) 

Classification Al, Misclassification Pattern x Relaxed Rule 

Actual 

so 

9) 21 

NSO 4 

Predicted 

NOO 

4 

21 

(Best 2 error rule, canbination of films (2 and 3), 84% "hit" rate, 

42/50 correctly classified). 

The best rule for classification Al was to classify on the basis of the 

response to Film 3, and if the pattern was 6 (no physiological 

response) to examine response to Film 2. 

Fran Table 4c(i) it can be seen that no non-sexual offerders prciiuced 

pattern No 1 (IMI+). This ad hoc rule oould be used on its 0Iln and 

oanpared against the discriminant function rule described above. 
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Table 4d(iii) 

Classification Ai BY Pattern Rule 

N 

Sexual Offenders 

(Groups 1,2,3) 

25 

Pattern 1 17 

2 U 

3 1 

4 2 

5 7 

6 9 

7 14 

8 9 

Non-Sexual Offenders 

(Group 4) 

25 

6 

7 

3 

10 

6 

15 

23 

'Ibe numbers in the two columns represent the actual number of people 

dem::>nstrating on at least one occasioo each of the eight pattems. Using 

the ad hoc rule (1) which states that: 

"IMI+ indicates a sexual offerrler am an absence of 00+ indicates that 

the individual is not a sexual offerner" -

we would have the following classificatioo table. 
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Table 4d(iv) 

Classification Al, Misclassification Pattern x Ad hoc rule (1) 

Actual SO 

NSO 

Predictei 

SO 

17 

o 

NSO 

8 

25 

(84% "Hit" rate, 8 SO's would be classified as NSO, all NSO's correctly 

classified) 

'Ihis hit rate is exactly the same as the much roc>re canplictEd rule as 

developed by the analysis. ~,if one was not canpellEd to make a 

decision on every individual, a 100% hit rate oruld be established by 

identifying the "known" sex offerners am leaving the remaining 33 people 

unclassified. In this case the ad hoc rule narnen ad hoc rule (2) would 

only state that: 

"IMI+ irdicates a sexual offender". 

A refined ad hoc rule, ad hoc rule (3) would state that: 

"If IMI+, classify as a Sex Offerneri if absence IMI+, but presence of No 

P,R (Pattern 8), classify as a Non-Sexual Offemer". 
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This rule produces the following classification table. 

Table 4d(v) 

Classification Al, Misclassification Pattern x hi hoc rule (3) 

Actual 

g) 

NOO 

Total 

so 

17 

17 

Prediction 

4 

23 

27 

Total 

21 

23 

By this rule, a 92% "hit" rate for classificatioo Al is obtainOO (ie. 4 

errors out of 45 classificatioos) but 12% of the sample (N=6) cannot be 

classified at all by the rule. 'Ibe four errors cannot be further reduCEd 

by, for example, ccncentrating on an individual film, or canbination of 

films. 

Ad hoc rule (3) am the best discrimination functicn rule are together 

taken as a partial refutation of Experiment Hypothesis (2), in that 

haoogeneity of the non-sex offerrler group is IOOre apparent than that of 

the sex offaooer group. 
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Table 4d (vi) 

Sunmary of rules, Classification Al 

Misclassifications 

so Total "Hit" rate % of sample 

(%) classified 

Best Discrimi- 6 4 10 80 100 

nant function 

Rule, Stringent 

Best Discrimi- 4 4 8 84 100 

nant function 

Rule, Relaxed 

Ad hoc rule (1) 0 8 8 84 100 

Ad hoc rule (2) 0 o o 100 34 

Ad hoc rule (3) 0 4 4 92 88 
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Experimental Hypothesis 1 statErl that sexual offenders would exhibit nore 

"impulsive" patterns than non-sexual offenders. Defining pattems 1, 2 

and 3 as impulsive, fran Table 4c(ii) we can extract the following 

infonnation:-

Table 4d(vii) 

Classifiction Al, "Impulsive" Patterns (1-3) x Groups 

so (N=25) NSO (N=25) 

Pattern 1 

2 

3 

17 

12 

1 

Total 30 

Chi-Square Test = 6.72 (8ig. at .01 (76.64» 

6 

7 

13 

'!be Chi-Square result shows that impulsive patterns are indeed IOOre 

frequent amongst the sexual offender group am therefore Experimental 

Hyp:>thesis 1 receives support. 
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2. Classifications A2 and A4 

Classification A2, individual sex offender categories against each other 

am Classification A4, perlophiles against rapist will, if taken together, 

provide the infonnation to test Experimental Hypothesis 3. 

Classification A2 for the subject sample of 25 has a hit rate of 80%, with 

20 out of 25 correctly classified. See Table 4d(viii). 

Table 4d (viii) 

Classification A2, Misclassification Pattern x Stringent Rule 

Predicted 

Actual 1 

2 

3 

Group 1 = Rapists 

1 

7 

1 

Group 2 = Heterosexual Pedophiles 

Group 3 = Haoosexual Pedophiles 

2 

8 

2 

3 

2 

5 

(Best 2 error rule, 80% hit rate, by a canbinatioo of Film 1 and 3) 
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lblever, Classification 4 by taking the two sets of pedophiles as a 

tmitary group prOOuces fewer classification errors. 

Table 4d ( ix) 

Classification A2, Misclassification Pattem x Relaxed Rule 

Actual 

1 = Rapist 

2 = Pedophi1e 

1 

2 

Predicted 

1 

7 

1 

2 

17 

(Best 2 error rule 96% hit rate (only 1 misclassificatioo) by a 

canbination of Film 1 am Film 3) 

'Ibis particular discriminatioo task prOOuces the roost accurate 

discrimination of all the five classificatia'lS which were propose1. 

Classification A2 has a best error which is very little above the mean of 

the best error rates ( 18%) • '1berefore, EKperimental Hypothesis 3 is 

supported. 
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3. Classification AJ 

, 
Classification AJ, individual offemer categories against each other, did 

not contain any specific data related to the Experimental Hypotheses. 

HcMever, treating the four groups as equally important produces an 

above-average best error rate even with relaxed 2 error rule. 

Table 4d{x) 

Classificatioo AJ, Misc1assificatioo Pattern x Stringent Rule 

Actual 1 

2 

3 

4 

1 

7 

1 

2 

2 3 

2 

4 

2 

4 

7 

2 

23 

(Best 5 error hit rate = 68%, 34/50 correctly classifiei, c1assificatioo 

by Film 1) 
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Table 4d(xi) 

Classification A3, Misclassification Pattern x Relaxed Rule 

Actual 1 

2 

3 

4 

1 

7 

1 

1 

Predicted 

2 

4 

1 

3 

2 

5 

2 

4 

3 

1 

23 

(Best 2 error rule hit rate = 78%, 39/50 correctly classified, 

classification by Fi~ 1 followed by Film 2 and 3) 
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4. Classification AS 

Classification AS, male pedophiles against female pedophiles further 

explores the differences between the two groups. It is kncMn (See 

Classifications 2 and 4) that ocmbining the two pedophile categories 

prcrluces fewer errors. It is therefore expected that Experimental 

Hypothesis 4 will be supported. 

Table 4d(xii) 

Classification AS, Misclassification Pattern x Stringent Rule 

Actual 1 

2 

PrEdicted 

1 

7 

2 

2 

3 

6 

(Best 2 error rule 72% hit rate, 13/18 correctly classified using Film 1 

or Film 3) 

'!his classificatioo produces the worst, best error rate of the five 

classifications. Five of the sample of pedophiles were misclassified. 

'!his is relevant to the issue of the nature of the films, especially since 

ale of the films was exclusively a male pedophile film. 

1fo..lever, this is a better than chance discriminaticn, am therefore 

Experimental Hypothesis (4) is rejectEd. 
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5. Deviant v Non-Deviant Material 

Table 4d(xiii) shows that for the 5 classificatioos taken as a whole, the 

IOOre deviant the material, the worse the relevant discrimination. This is 

discussed further in Section B (3) in Olapter 7. 

Table 4d (xiii) 

Tbtal % error for Classifications 1 - 5 x films 

% error 

Film 1 122 

2 148 

3 152 

4 160 

5 170 

l23(R) 90 

l2345(R) 90 

'!he best single material (film) for 4 out of the 5 classifications was a 

consenting heterosexual film. However, a oanbinatioo of films pennits a 

clear improvement in the discrimination. 

Table 4d(xiv) 

Canbinatioo of films for Rule l23(R) x Classification 

Classification Al A2 A3 A4 AS 

Film basis 3,2 1,3 3,2 1,3 1 
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Ncne of the hit rates for the classificatioo tasks was improved by the 

addition of films 4 and 5. As can be seen frail Table 4c(xiv), only the 

first 3 films, in particular, Films 1 and 3 formed the basis for a 2 or 3 

film "rule". 

'1berefore, EKperimental Hypothesis 5, that there \Qlld be fewer errors 

when discriminating sexual offemers fran non-sexual offenders (ie. Al) 

using deviant material than when using non-<Ieviant material is rejected. 

Only if Film 3 is classified as deviant can this Experimental Hypothesis 

be accepted. 

A similar pattem of increasing error can be seen for classification A4. 

'!he first two films are much better than the last when discriminating 

pedophiles fran rapists. HcMever, the best rule is with a canbinaticn of 

Film 1 and Film 3 producing cne error am:ngst the 25 subjects in the 

sample. Classification AS (male pe:Iopliles v female paiophiles) does not 

even rely on the pedophile, all male film when producing its best 

discrimination. '!hese two results taken together lead to the rejectioo of 

Experimental Hypothesis 6. 

However, the rape sequence (Film 4) was best, anongst the five 

classifications, at A4 with an error rate of 20% oanpared to its mean 

error rate of 32. A4 is, in fact, the pe:Ioplile v rapist classificatiQl 

am although other sources of information do this task roore efficiently 

(eg. Film 1 or Film 2), Film 4 should obviously be roore useful here than 

any other classificatioo. However, despite these findings, Experimental 

Hypothesis 7 must be rejected because the rape ~ is clearly oot the 

best infonnatioo source. 
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SECI'ION H. RATIONALE FOR SUBSEUJOO EXPERIMENI'S 

Self recording is the IOOSt CClIIlCIl proceiure for the collection of data 

on the frequency am intensity of oovert events. As a result of the 

increasing popularity of "Cognitive Behaviour r.t:dification" (Mahoney 

1974) , self IOOIli taring is usei during the baseline and interventioo 

stages of various treatment procedures. 

However, there are four main problems regarding the use of 

self-monitoring:-

1. Reactivity 

2. Accuracy 

3. Expectatioos 

4. labelling 

'!he first is the problem of reactivity. It is never IX>ssible to 

estimate the effect of the IOOnitoring procedure en the frequency of the 

covert event. leDre problematic though, is the sexual problem namely 

that oovert events are only directly observable for accuracy, by the 

subject themselves. Various attempts have been made to corroborate 

self-recording Skills. 
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Kanfer ( 1970 ) was the first to point out the need to make this 

cormection and since then various researchers have investigated this 

relationship. Hannum et al (1974) found ally a minimal relationship 

between teachers self repeated positive and negative self statements 

and their actual classrocm behaviour as recorded by observers. 

Cooversely, Williams (1976) found a good corresporrlence between 

self-re<:x)rdings of paranoid thoughts and episeXies of clear paranoid 

behaviour. 

It is possible that the correspcxnence between the physiological 

channel and the self-estimate is low because the two events are not 

related. Zuckerman (1971) states quite categorically that penile 

tumescence is recognised as the IOOSt reliable iOOex of male sexual 

arousal. However, he does not make any statements about the degree of 

correspondence between objective, external assessment and 

self-assessment. One would expect, however, that if physiological 

measures are detecting sexual arousal, these measures \<IIOUld correlate 

highly with subject's self-reported arousal. As the literature review 

has already menticnei, sane investigators have fourd a reasooable 

agreement between the two indices (Abel et al 1977, Mavissakalian et al 

1975) while others have found the relationship to be quite low (Farkas 

et al 1979, McOonaghy 1979, Wincze et al 1980). 
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"Good" correlations have generally been found in experiments where 

subj ects have been asked to simply indicate the highest percentage 

erection achieved during a particular stimulus presentation. 

Conversely, experiments resulting in lower correlations have IOOSt often 

employed a continuous self-report measure. It seems likely that at 

least sane of the between experiment discrepancies may be due to their 

differing pI'OCErlures. It is possibly easier for a subject to report a 

single estimate of maximal arousal than to maintain a precise tracking 

of changes in tumescence or perceived-arousal. 

'!he third problem, after reactivity aId accuracy, is that of 

expectations and labelling. the subjective experience of sexual 

arousal requires both physiological arousal am appropriate labelling. 

'!he physiological must not only occur am be accurately detected, but 

it must be ascribErl sane "erotic" measuring for the total event to be 

perceived as sexual. 'lbese are the maximum requirements, although the 

precise order of events for any one particular subj ect is unclear, am 

may even vary wi thin subj ects, for example, aver time or according to 

environmental cues • Given that sexual arousal has both physiological 

am subjective cuuponents, which may be symbiotically relatai, the 

envirooment may well provide sexual stimuli which may enhance the 

subjective experience of the situation. Zuckennan (1971) has noted 

that the early phases of the sexual respoose are non-specific and 

resemble the type of physiological responses elicited in other 

EIOC>tional reactions. 
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Mis-attribution errors can be of two major types. Firstly, 

physiological arousal that is in fact evoke! by a non-erotic stimulus 

may be labellerl as sexual under certain oorditioos. In Experiment 1 

all the stimuli were de facto "sexual" and therefore this IX>ssibility 

does not arise. 

However, the seconj possibility is that arousal elicitsi by an erotic 

stimulus may be labelle! as non-erotic. Table 4c(i) shcMs that this 

was indeerl a possibility in Experiment 1. 

Table 4e 

Analysis of "No Rn (Pattern 7) Respcase 

% of each group 

prodUCing at 

least one No R 

type response 

No of patterns 

(No R) produced 

by above iI¥ii v

iduals (Max=125) 

as , of total 

Sexual Offerners 

(N==25) 

56% (14/25) 

24% (30/125) 

Nal-Sexua1 Offenders 

(N==25) 

60% (15/25) 

23.2% (29/125) 
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Table 4e shows that approximately 25% of all the patterns produce3. were 

of the "No R" type. This means that despite "evidence" of 

physiological arousal, 60% of the non-sexual offenders and 56% of the 

sexual offenders "produced" a situatioo where sexual arousal was either 

not experienced or misattributed. Also, Apperxllces 4a and 4b, partly 

reproduced in Table 4f show that for only three individuals (2 

non-sexual offenders and one sexual offender) was this a consistent 

response (ie. for every film). 

Number of subj ects 

producing only Pattern 

7 (No R) 

Number of additiooal. 

subjects producing a 

mixture of incanplete 

responses (ie. Patterns 

6,7,8) 

Total 

Renainder (fran N=25) 

Table 4f 

Sexual Offerners 

1 

3 

4 

21 

Non-Sexual Offerders 

2 

4 

6 

19 
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Therefore, there remained 10 ( 14-4) sexual offenders and 9 (15-6 ) 

non-sexual offenders, who despite producing at least 1 canplete 

response (Patterns 1-5) also produced at least ale "No Rn. 

There have been several social psychological studies of misattrlbutioo 

in the area of sexual responsiveness. For example, cantor, Zillman & 

Bryant ( 1975 ) found that residual physiological arousal producei by 

physical exercise enhanced male subjects self-reported sexual arousal 

and liking for an erotic film. The time interval between the exercise 

and the viewing of the film was systematically varied and the self 

rata:i arousal was mst pronounced when there was measurable residual 

physiological activatioo that the men did not attribute to the 

exercise. Also, Bercheid & Walster (1974) fOUl'D that in a laboratory 

setting male subjects who experienced fear-induced arousal or residual 

arousal following fear reducticn reported roore attraction to a female 

coofederate than did OOIltrol subjects. 

If ate looks at the number of individuals in each group who 

daoonstrata:i a zero response in both charmels (ie. No P,R Pattern 8) to 

at least ooe of the five films, it is possible to suggest that group 

differences regarding the way in which the experimental situation is 

perceived may be revealing. 
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Table 4g 

Analysis of No P,R (Pattern 8) Response 

% of each group 

producing at least 

one No P,R type 

response 

% of patterns of 

No P ,R produCErl by 

aOOve irxU viduals 

Sexual Offemers 

30% (9/25) 

13.6% (17/125) 

Noo-Sexual Offenders 

92% (23/25) 

42.4% (53/125) 

Table 4f shows that although each group could anticipate sexual arousal 

in the experimental situation, they differed in the frequency with 

which they found the various films "not arousing". 'Ibis would suggest 

that a subsequent experiment should attempt to examine the differing 

coo.textual demand characteristics for these two groups. 
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'1llese four problems produce numerous further experiments of which ally 

two have been carried out. The first of these is therefore to assess 

whether two marked groups of offemers can track, accurately, an 

extemal, objectively verifiable stimulus. 'Ibis procedure would employ 

a continuous or nonemt-to-manent IlDlitoring require.m:mt and would act 

as control experiment for this skill. 

Seocn:lly, an experiment is needed to carry out a number of further 

classification and demand/labelling tasks. An attitude scale would 

enable the same classifications to be perfonned and would assess the 

degree to which the "staOOard" IOOdel of narltoring penile 

circumference, with the additioo of the concurrent self-roonitoring 

requi:rment, in a sexual stimulatioo si tuatioo produces the roost valid 

methOO for discriminating aItDngst the various groups. An attitude 

scale would also describe the varying perceptioos of at least two 

groups of offenders towards differing sexual behaviours am might allow 

sane idea. as to whether they ooosidered it "desirable" or "not" to 

respoOO in any systanatic way in the two-channel task. 
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INTROOUCrION 

This chapter describes the first follCM-up experiment proposed at the end 

of <llapter 4. It tests whether two groups of known offenders, ooe sexual 

offenders and one non-sexual offerners, can track accurately an extemal 

stimulus, on a rocment to nnnent basis. The desynchrony evidenCEd by at 

least 17\25 sexual offenders, could be due to the inability to detect 

stimuli, particularly at low levels of intensity, and hence the sharper 

acceleration of IMI+ when a "threshold" has been reached. Subjects were 

drawn fran the same large pool and were selectei according to similar 

criteria as the subj ects for Experiment I. 

1. 'lblt acceleratioo and deoeleratioo periods \Qlld produce higher 

oorrelation between measures (synchrony) than periods of baselines and 

plateaux. 

2. 'n1at sexual offenders and noo-sexual offerners will be equally able to 

track an external visual stimulus. 

(i) Sexual Offenders (See Appendix Sa for details) 
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a. Definition of Sexual Offence 

The same definition of a sexual offence as USEd in Experiment I was 

employed, in that pedophiles had been convicted of at least one sexual 

assault on an individual below the age of 16, whilst rapists had been 

convicted of at least one rape or attempted rape. liJweVer, there was one 

difference with the pedophile offemers. Because "pure" pedophiles were 

by definition needed for Experiments 1 am 3, ie. those who had 

consistently offended against ally one gender\victim group, a number of 

individuals had to be discarded because of perhaps only one offence 

against the alternative group. It was simultaneously realise:! that 

because the captive sexual offender population was not in fact, ever 

exparrling, there would not be enough volunteer subjects to carry out the 

three experiments. 'nlerefore the decision was made to include sane of 

these mixed pedophiles in this group, where cx.mparisoos between different 

groups of offenders was not necessary. 

b. ~ 

'!he age range was 20 - 50 with a mean of 35.9 am a starnard deviatioo of 

8.5. 'Ibis is higher than the mean for sexual offemer subjects in 

Experiment I (27.6), mainly because of the 1nclusioo of a number of mixed 

pedophile offenders who because of the difficulty in both assessing am 

treating them are over-represented in the older, lcnger stay sexual 

offender populatioo. 

c. Level of Intelligence 

'!he lower limit of 70 was again used, to be OCIlSistent with Experiment I. 
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d. Length of stay 

'1be same size of population constraints, also affected the length of stay 

criteria. Because the task would not be seen as 

"decision-making-sensitive", the nal-inclusioo of nafly admitted patients 

had less justification. In fact 4\20 sexual offemers had been in maximum 

security for less than 2 years. 

(ii) Nal-Sexual Offemers (See Appendix Sb for details) 

a. Definition of a Nal-Sexual Offence 

'!he same search criteria were used as in Experiment I. Because of the 

larger pool of potential recruits (about 150) it was not difficult to 

select a further 20. '!he offeOOing histories therefore includOO the usual 

range of property offences, arsoo, assault and hanicide. 

b. ~ 

'!he age range was 21 - 51 with a mean of 33.6 and a stamard deviatioo of 

8.9 Although the range is wider than for the IXIl-sexual offeOOers in 

Experiment I, the mean of the group 1s alnaJt identical (Experiment I, 

mean = 32.4 stamard deviatioo = 6.5). 

c. Level of Intelli9!!lCe 

'!he lower limit of 70 was adopted for the same reasalS as ootlined in 

Sect100 I ( c) above. 
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d. Length of Stay 

Because the population constraints did not affect the non-sexual offerrler 

population, it was possible to adopt the criterioo that subjects had to be 

in the hospital for at least two years. 

(iii) Consent \ Information Package 

Patients were individually invited to participate in this short 

experiment. Because of the very short time requirements to carry out the 

task am the non-invasive, non-persooal nature of the procedure, a formal 

information package was issued. However, all patients I agreement to 

participate in the research was rec:x>rded in their clinical files. 

Each patient was given, orally, the following information: 

1. '!he experiment would take about 5 minutes am would be carrie:1 out in 

the Psychology Department. 

2. No sexual materials would be used am no part of any sexual respcnse 

00 their part would be reoorded. 

3. Subjects would be require:1 to look at a JOOViIl9 pen-trace (Xl oaltinUOUS 

paper am operate a manipulaOOum to oorrespom with the nw::wenent of 

the pen. 

4. No details of the experiment would be entered a'l their files, am 
their success or otherwise at the task would not affect the 

prcbability of a rec:xmnendatioo to leave the hospital. 



SECl'ION C : EQUIPMENI' IEl'AILS 

1. Setting 

Subjects sat in the Operator Roan, described in Olapter 4 (Experiment I). 

'!bey sat directly in front of the polygraph in direct line of vision with 

paper trace readout, normally used in penile plethySlOOgI'ahic sessioos. 

'!be experimenter was therefore able to use the testing roan to manipulate 

the signal. '!be subject was therefore alate in the operator's roan and 

free fran human distraction. 

2. Hardware 

A spare BarlCN metal strain gauge (M:ldel SM-10) was used to increase or 

decrease resistance. 'nlis strain gauge was oamectEd to a balance box 

(Electronet 2583 - coupling unit) am then to the polygraph amplifier 

(lblel No. 3559) and PDA 3380 (pen drive amplifier) onto 10" wide 

recording paper. 

The assessment "charmel" included the same manip.ll.ation as used in 

Experiment 1, and the change in resistance was into a PGR Pre-amplifier 

(4130) • Naturally no "oanpeting" paper readout was arranged and the 

output of this chanel was stored en floppy disk via the en-line North star 

Horizon Canputer. 

3. Storage of Data 

Olta was stored <Xl 2 x 5 1\4" floppy disks in 40 separate files, against 

the patient's name. 'Iba data was "chunked", le. 12 separate sectioos of 

data were stored for each subject. 
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SECrION D : OPERATIONAL PROCEDURE 

1. Subjects 

Subjects were tested individually, but were arranged that up to 5 could be 

seen in any one rorning or afternoon. Fach subject was reminded of the 

infonnation which he had been given and asked whether he had any questions 

which he would like to ask. 

Subjects were then shown the operating roan and directed to ocncentrate 

their attentioo. 00. the paper readaut. They were then asked to hold the 

manipulandum and shotm that the knob would in fact turn for one full 

circle. '!hey were then told to turn the knob fron left to right acoording 

to the annmt which the pen rooved. 

2. stimulus Presentation 

It was decided to simulate a penile increase and subsequent decrease and 

then to replicate this on two further occasicms. With a little practice 

it was possible to produce, manually, a trace which was visually very 

similar to the "starnard" penile increase response found in roost penile 

plethysroograhic sessions, ie. 70-100' increase, O'l& approximately 30 

seconds. The stimulus presentatioo sequence was therefore made up of the 

following 12 segments: 
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Baseline • 30 seconds • 

Increase I · 30 seconds • 

Plateau • 15 seconds • 

Decrease I • 30 seconds • 

Baseline • 30 seconds • 

Increase 11 • 30 seconds • 

Plateau • 30 seconds • 

Decrease 11 • 30 seconds • 

Baseline • 30 seconds • 

Increase III • 30 seconds • 

Plateau • 45 seconds • 

Decrease III • 30 seconds • 

Baseline • 30 seconds • 

'lllerefore, three separate trials of tracking increases were follCMErl by 

plateaux of varying duration am then three separate trials of tracking 

decreases. 

3. Debriefing 

At the end of the procErlure, subj acts were again asked for any questioos 

and thanked cordially for their parUcipatioo. None of the subjects 

reported that they found the experience at all stressful, iOOeEd nost of 

them seemed to expect saoething which was roore exciting. 'lbey were 

advised at this stage not to discuss the pI'OOEdure with any of the 

patients in the hospital. 
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SECTION E : RESULTS 

1. General Description 

'lbirteen chunks of data were recorded against each individual subject. 

Seven chunks referred to baseline \ plateaux perioos am six to perioos of 

increase (3) or decrease (3). 

The sampling rate fran the two channels, ie. 

a. Signal 

b. Tracking response 

was twice a secorrl; therefore for a period of 30 sec::x>nds, 60 pairs of 

soores were stored. 

2. Cbrrelation Coefficient 

A series of Pearsoo's Product ltbnent Correlatioo Coefficients were 

canputed, for each of the thirteen chunks of data, for each of the 40 

subjects, a total of 520 separate ooefficients. 

3. Baselines\Plateaux 

It was ant1cipatErl that the correlatioo coefficients for these 6 pericrls 

would be close to zero, either positive or negative. 
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Table 5a 

(See Appendices 6a am 6b for details) 

Experiment 2 x Mean Correlation Coefficient x Offender Group 

x Baseline\Plateau 

Mean Correlation 

Coefficient 

Mean Correlation 

Coefficient 

Sexual Offenders (N=20) Non-Sexual Offenders (N=20) 

Baseline 1 .001 .052 

Plateau 1 .018 .043 

Baseline 2 -.006 .002 

Plateau 2 -.091 .088 

Baseline 3 .017 .009 

Plateau 3 .177 .004 

Baseline 4 -~ .011 

Mean .008 .029 

Both these sets of correlation CXlefficients are predictably close to zero 

am because the ability to track a OCIlStant-1eve1 signal is of little 

importance when canpared to the ability to track, for example, a calStant 

increase, this data does not merit any further discussion. 
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4. Increase\Decrease Correlation Coefficients 

Table 5b 

Mean GrouP Correlation Coefficient x Increase or Decrease x 

Offending Group 

Increase 1 

Decrease 1 

Increase 2 

Decrease 2 

Increase 3 

Decrease 3 

Mean Correlation Coefficient Mean Correlation 

(N=20) Coefficient (N=20) 

Sexual Offenders Non-Sexual Offemers 

.7985 .7955 

.7955 .7700 

.7455 .7485 

.7565 .8210 

.8030 .8065 

.8415 .8325 

Mean .7900 .7956 
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Table 5c 

Mean Correlation Coefficient x Increase or Decrease x Baseline or Plateau 

x Offerm.ng Group 

Mean Correlation Coefficient 

Sexual Offenders Non-Sexual Offerrlers 

(N=20) (N=20) 

Increase Periods 

(1,2,3) 

Decrease Periods 

(1,2,3) 

Baseline Periods 

(1,2,3,4) 

Plateaux (1,2,3) 

.7823 

.7978 

-.0122 

.0347 

.7835 

.8078 

.0185 

.0450 

Cooclusion fran Table 5b and Table Se 

1. 'lbe mean correlation coefficients fran both sexual offenders and 

non-sexual offemers are much higher for periods of increaSe and 

decrease than for periods of no change, ie. baselines and plateaux 

(Table Sa). Clearly, this group of subjects can discriminate change 

fran no change, am produce a coosequently much higher "trac1dng 

zone". 
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2. The differences between the two groups for periods of baseline ani 

plateau are clearly very small arrl therefore do not justify any 

further analysis. 

3. The rcost important difference, with reference to Experimental 

Hypothesis 2, between the two groups would be their ability to detect 

change in stimulus value arrl therefore an Analysis of Variance was 

perfonned on the data excluding baseline and plateau periods. 

4. On the basis of table Se, Experimental HypothesiS receives 

considerable support. The periods requiring synchronous rocnitoring 

produce much greater correlation between measures than periods of 

stability. 

5. Analysis of Variance (See AppeOOices 6 & 7 for raw scores) 

Factor 

A 

B 

AB 

Sub 

SB 

Sum of 

Squares 

18.70 

1731.64 

473.47 

24572.29 

33963.06 

Table 5d 

Analysis of Variance Table 

Degees of 

Freedan 

1 

5 

5 

38 

190 

Mean Square 

18.70 

346.33 

94.69 

646.64 

178.75 

F 

0.03 

1.94 

0.53 
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6. Conclusions fran Analysis of Variance 

1. Factor A, difference between the two groups (ie. Sexual Offerxiers am 

Non-Sexual Offerders) is not significant at the P=.05 level. 'lhis 

supports Experimental Hypothesis 2 that both groups would be equally 

able to track an external visual stimulus. 

2. Factor B, differences between the columns is also not significant at 

the P=.OS level. The columns refer to the six periods of change, 

namely 3 increases and 3 decreases, arrl excludes baselines am 

plateaux. 

3. The first order interaction is, not surprisingly, not significant. 

SEX:!'fIOO F: OVERALL <ncLUSIONS 

1. 'Ibis experiment supports the statement that the b«> groups of sexual 

offenders are equally able to track an extemal stimulus. 

2. It is an assumption that this capacity would extern to an internal 

stimulus. Naturally, it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to 

externally control such a physiological variable arrl to manipulate it 

fron baseline to maximum on at least 3 separate occasions. 
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3. One advantage of using a simulated PPG trace is that such a stimulus 

has at least sane relevance to the situation where desynchrooous 

patterns are so important. It was not only carried in the same 

testing envirooment within the same hospital, arxl should therefore be 

sensitive to similar demand characteristics as Experiment I, but also 

is exactly the same event which is a caaponent of the response in the 

first experiment. The only desynchrony is that the stimulus is not 

produced by the irdividuals themselves. 

4. If, therefore, there are 00 differences in ability to track between 

the two groups, we are left with the secorJd possibility, itemised at 

the end of chapter 4, that there are important differences in the 

relevance am meaning of the stimuli for the two subject grouPS. 

Experiment 3 attempts to investigate the attibxles tcMards relevant 

sexual behaviour am to use this type of data to discover improved 

discrimination can occur using noo-P'lysiological data. 
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IN'lRODUCI'ION 

'lhls chapter describes the second of the two further experiments proposed 

in Chapter 4. It is designed to investigate the attitudes of a further 

group of sexual am non-sexual offenders, together with a group of 

non-offenders, to the sexual behaviours, sane of which were depicted in 

the films used in Experiment 1. Clearly if it is possible to discriminate 

between the same types of groups using very different material, it will 

give further validity to the difference between the two populatioos. '!he 

general aims were therefore not ally to elucidate the demand "set" which 

offenders bring to the sexual narltoring task, but also to replicate the 

discrimination tasks using attitOOe questiamaire data. 'Iba same 

discrimination tasks which were attemted in Experiment 1 are repeata1, 

with the additicn of tasks which involve non-offenders. 
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sa:m:ON A 

Experimental Hypotheses 

1. That attitude measures will penn1t classification discrimination 00 

the follCMing five tasks at a level better than chance: 

i. Al: Sex offemers against other offerners 

ii. A2: Individual sex offerner categories against each other 

iii. A3 : Individual offender categories against each other 

i v • A4: Pedophiles against rapists 

v. AS: Male perlophiles against female perlophiles 

2. 'lbat attitude measures will permit roore accurate discrimination on the 

above five tasks, than discriminatioo based on patterns of penile am 

self assessment responding_ 

3. 'lbat attitude measure will discriminate, at a better than chance 

level, between the follC7td.ng groups: 

i_ A6: All categories of offeOOers against staff 

ii. A7: Sex offerners against offemers and staff 

iii. AB : All categories against all others 
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~ONB 

Subj ect Selection 

The general aim was to produce a matched sample of sexual and non-sexual 

offerders selected within the same parameters as those in Experiment One. 

'lhls was only possible because the majority of Rampton Hospital's loog 

stay population had an index offence of a sexual nature. In addition, it 

was necessary to include a non-patient group, the data fran which would 

pennit an evaluation of the uniqueness of the patients as a group. 

i. Sexual Offerders 

a. Legal Status 

All the subj ects of Experiment 3 were taken fron Rampton' s captive sex 

offerder population (N=146) • 'Ibis means that all were detained 

involuntarily. 'lbe allocation of sexual offenders to either M:lSs Side 

Hospital, fran where the majority of subjects for Experiment One came, or 

Rampton Hospital is based on loose geograpucal criteria and in no way 

reflects any degree of security risk or particular aspect of a client's 

history, for example, recidivism. 
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b. Definition of Sexual Offence (See Appendix 8 for details) 

'!he same definition of a sexual offence was USErl as in Experiment 1. All 

sexual offenders had been camrl.tai of at least one indecent assault or a 

nme serious sexual offence prior to admissioo to Rampton Hospital. Many 

of the sexual offenders had other types of CCIlViction, for example, 

property offences or other assaultive offences, but their sexual offences 

were against one consistent victim group. 

c. ~ (See Appendix 8 for details) 

'!he age range was 23-60 with a mean of 34.9 and a 5.0. of 8.9. '!his is 

higher than the sexual offender populatioo for Experiment 1, but not those 

in Experiment 2 and reflects differences in the overall patient ~atioo. 

(ani by inference DHSS administrative policy), between lb3s Side and 

Rampton Haspi tals. 

Sunmary Table 6 (i) 

Age X Sexual Offerners X Experiments 1,2,3 

Experiment 1 

Experiment 2 

Experiment 3 

27.6 

35.9 

34.9 

Standard Deviation 

4.7 

8.5 

8.9 
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d. Level of Intelligence (See AppeOOix 8 for details) 

The full-scale level of intelligence is alnDst the same as that for the 

non-sex-ual offemers in this group, and exactly (1) the same as the 

subjects for Experiment 2. 

Sunmary Table 6 (ii) 

Level of Intelligence X Sexual Offemers X Experiment 1, 2 3 

Experiment 1 

Experiment 2 

Experiment 3 

e. Length of Stay 

Mean 

84.9 

85.0 

85.0 

StamaId Deviatioo 

8.5 

9.1 

8.5 

As with Experiment I, patients had been resident in maximum security for 

at least 2 years. However, it can be assumed that length of stay for this 

population, for the same reasons as for their increased age, is generally 

lcnger. 
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ii. Non-Sexual Offemers 

a. Legal Status 

'1hese patients were all detained in Rampton Hospital; 10 were detained 

umer the 1983 Mental Health Act, whilst a further five, also detained 

umer the same act were transferred fran priscn umer Section 47\49. 

b. Definition of Non-Sexual Offence (See Appendix 9 for details) 

As in Experiment I, it was possible to exclOOe individuals with a known 

sexual motive to their offence, ag. any assaults al noo-familial (or in 

sane cases familial) wanen. Participants were therefore convicte1 of the 

usual range of offences, arson, theft, assault, manslaughter etc. 

c. ~ (See Appen:llx 9 for details) 

Subjects had an age range fran 27-53 with a mean of 34 and a starmrd 

deviation of 7.4. 'Ibis is very similar to the sexual offender populatioo, 

(see Summary Table 6(i», but is slightly oLder than the non-sexual 

offerders in Experiment I. 

Surrmary Table 6 ( iii l 

Age X Nal-Sexual Offemers X Experiment 1,2,3 

Experiment 1 

Experiment 2 

Experiment 3 

86.9 

84.0 

84.3 

Standard Devlatioo 

9.2 

9.5 

9.5 



d. Level of Intelligence (See Appendix 9 for details) 

The level of intelligence for this group was in fact the highest of all 

the groups in all the experiments. 'Ibis may be due to the relatively high 

IQ of sane of the Section 47/49 patients, transferred fran the prisoo 

system. 

SUnmary Table 6 ( i v) 

Level of Intelligence X Non-~ Offender X EKperiment 1,2,3 

Experiment 1 

Experiment 2 

Experiment 3 

e. Length of Stay 

Mean 

84.3 

84.0 

86.9 

Staroard Deviatioo 

9.5 

9.5 

9.2 

'!be 2 year criterion was again utilised. However, because of the 5 prisoo 

transfer subj ects, length of stay is less relevant because of the 

time-served nature of detention in the prisoo system. 

f. Non-Patient Subjects (See AppeOOix 10) 

Because Experiment 3 is basei en data fran attitude questionnaires, am 

not plethysmographic data, it was relatively easy to include a non-patient 

group in the sample. Such a group is obviously essential to test 

Experimental Hypothesis 3 (A6 am A7). 
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A wide variety of staff groups were "available" for this experiment. For 

example, occupational staff (mainly ex-tradesmen am ex-nurses), other 

professional staff (social workers, meti.cal staff, library staff etc) , 

non-professional staff (porters, auxiliaries, maintenance staff) were all 

potential target groups. However, the following principles \exigencies 

led to the choice of qualified nursing staff as the selected group. 

i. The group should be as close as possible, in terms of therapeutic and 

day-to-day input to the patient group. Clinical practice in Special 

Hospitals often suggests that patients' verbal statements (but not 

necessarily their "infrastructure") mimics roodal and expresSErl 

attitudes held by nursing staff. For example, a pedophiliac patient 

will often state that he oonsiders sexual assault en young children to 

be quite unacceptable and abhorrent, but is at the same time quite 

unable to give any explicit reasoos at to why this view is held. 

ii. The group should be as ll.cm:lgenous as possible. Because Rampton 

Hospital currently employs about 800 nursing staff it would be easy to 

select a relatively unifonn group of subjects. 

iii IOOividuals in the group should be willing to participate and not 

likely to refuse. 
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As a result of these three principles, it was decidEd to target qualifiEd, 

male nursing staff, below the grade of Nursing Officer, (ie. currently 

working on the wards) and currently working on days. Every respcnlent was 

at one of the following grades: 

iii. SuI!!nary 

Charge Nurse 

Staff Nurse 

Enrolled Nurse 

Senior Enrolled Nurse 

Because of the larger pool referred to in Sectioo B(i)a, it was expected 

that a much larger number of subjects would volunteer for the project. In 

addition, the nature of the task, namely a pen and paper questionnaire 

task was obviously much less "invasive" than the PPG procedure am only 3 

subjects refused (all sex offemer patients) to take part. Therefore, the 

following totals of participants were obtainOO. 

Group 1 N = 15 1boosexua1 PEdophiles 

Group 2 N = 15 Heterosexual PEdophiles 

Group 3 N = 15 Rapists 

Group 4 N = 20 Nursing Staff 

Group 5 N = 15 Nal-Sexual Offetders 
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SEXm:ON C 

Stimulus Materials 

'!he sanantic differential (Osgood 1957) was chosen as the best instrument 

for measuring the meanings of words and activities which are subj ect to 

verbal description. One can select any scales appropriate for the task in 

hand am these scales must be selected in advance. 

'!he questionnaire consisted of seven response sheets aiming at eliciting 

attitudes toward the following seven concepts. 

A. Heterosexual Intercourse 

B. Haoosexual Intercourse 

c. Female Masturbatioo 

D. Male Masturbatioo 

E. Rape 

F. Sexual Intercourse with YOWlg Boys 

G. Sexual Intercourse with Young Girls 

Of these seven concepts , five (AOCEF) were also closely representEd by the 

contents of the five films used in Experiment 1. 

'!he following 20 oonstucts were selected fran Jenkins, Russell and Suci 

(1958) and were as follows:-
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Constructs Experiment 3 

1. Cruel-------Kind 

2. Curved-------straight 

3. Masculine-------Feminine 

4. Untimely-------Timely 

s. Active-------Passive 

6. Savoury-------Tasteless 

7. Unsuccessful-------SUcoessful 

8. Hard-------SOft 

9. Wise-------Fbolish 

10. New-------Old 

11. Good-------Bad 

12. Weak------strong 

13. Important-------Unimportant 
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1 4. Angular-------Rounded 

15. Calm-------Exci table 

16. False-------True 

17. COlourless-------Colourful 

18. Usual-------Unusual 

19. Beautiful-------ugly 

20. SlC7tl-------Fast 

Each questionnaire was prefaced by a general introduction and a specific 

"Instructions" page. These are reproduced in AppeOOices 11 and 12 

respectively. 
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~IOND 

Operational ProcErlure 

a. Sexual and Non-Sexual Offenders 

The 60 patient subjects were all asked individually about the research 

procedure. When all the verbal acceptances had been gathered the subjects 

were "re-classified" according to their current villa or ward. '!his 

enabled all subj ects housed in anyone location to canplete their 

questionnaires in a group and supervised so that each canpleted sample 

consisted only of individual efforts. '!he seven different locations had a 

range of 5-9 patients taking part at each one. 

The subjects were asked not to discuss the project with any other patient 

in the hospital am Rk)st of them replied along the lines of "they did not 

particularly want to anywayl" 
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b. Nursing Staff 

'!his group was oonsidered before the administration of the questionnaires 

to be rore difficult. Because of the suspicious political climate anv:ngst 

the profession in the hospital at the time, it was decided to use an 

intermediary (the Charge Nurse seoome1 to the Psychology Department) who 

would approach nursing staff, selecte1 by him, on behalf of the main 

experimenter • 

It was decided to use nursing staff who were not base1 in any of the seven 

locations fran which the patient population had been drawn. 'Ibis, in 

itself, was not difficult in view of the fact that Rampton Hospital has 33 

different wards\villas housing its patient population. The inteJ:neli.ary 

therefore approached all the appropriately qualified staff on 6 of the 

male wards\ villas and asked them to read the intrOOuction (AppeOOix 11) 

and then decide whether to take part. Approximately 40 nurses were asked 

in order to get 25 definite acceptances. For these 25 people, they were 

then given the instructions and reply sheets am asked to return the 

questionnaire via the internal mail within seven days. 
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~ONE 

Results 

i. Raw Data 

'nle raw data for the seven concepts are sunmarised in Appendices 13 to 19. 

ii. Classifications 

'nle same five classification tasks as carried out in Experiment 1 can be 

repeated here. '1hese are:-

Al: Sex offenders against other offenders (Groups 1,2,3 v 5) 

A2: Individual sex offender categories against each other (Group 1 v 

Group 2 v Group 3) 

A3 : Individual offender categories against each other (Group 1 v 

Group 2 v Group 3 v Group 5) 

A4: Pedophiles against rapists (Groups 1,2 v Group 3) 

AS: Male pedophi1es against female pedophi1es (Group 1 v Group 2) 

iii. Information Base 

Fach of the eight classifications coold be based en the following seven 

information bases (Sets of Attitooes) for the discriminant functioo 

analysis: 
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l. A: Heterosexual Interoourse 

2. B: HcnDsexual Interoourse 

3. c: Female Masturbation 

4. D: Male Masturbation 

5. E: Rape 

6. F: Sexual Intercourse with Young Boys 

7. G: Sexual Intercourse with Young Girls 

In addition, sets of attitudes could be ccmbinErl in order to increase the 

pc7.t1& of the discrimination and also because of an "a priori" CQ'II'l¥)llality. 

The following 6 canbinations would seem to be the J'OC)St useful: 

8. ABCD: (Non-criminal Sexual Behaviour) 

9. EFG: (Criminal Sexual Behaviour) 

10. FG: (PEdophile Behaviour) 

11. AB: (Intercourse only) 

12. a:>: (Masturbation only) 

13. ABCDEFG: (Tbtal set of attitudes) 

Unfortunately the software progranme could not prOOuce "rules" fran the 

largest oanbinatioo of 140 variables and therefore only 5 subsets of 

attitudes were ex.aminOO. 
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i v) Discriminant Function Analysis 

'!he same discriminant anaylsis was used with the Semantic Differential 

data as was used with the pattem data of Experiment 1 (Sturt 1981). Only 

stringent rules were used in Experiment 3, due to the much laxger sample 

sizes and the oore abstact nature of the data. For the five classificatioo 

tasks of Experiment 1 (Al,2,3,4,5), the results are as follows:-
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Information 

Base 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

F 

G 

ABm 

EFG 

FG 

AB 

Cl) 

Subjects 

Minimum % 

error 

Table 6(a) 

Minimum % Error for Classifications Al,2,3,4,5 

Information Base x Classification 

Classification. 

A1 A2 A3 A4 AS 

26.6 31.1 28.3 13.3 16.6 

50.0 31.1 45.0 33.3 10.0 

23.3 22.2 36.67 15.5 3.3 

21.7 28.8 30.0 15.5 13.3 

50.0 28.8 43.3 17.7 13.3 

28.3 26.7 36.7 13.3 13.3 

28.3 31.1 46.7 33.3 13.3 

21.7 22.2 36.7 13.3 3.3 

28.3 26.7 43.3 13.3 13.3 

28.3 26.7 36.7 13.3 13.3 

26.6 31.1 31.7 13.3 10.0 

21.7 22.2 36.7 15.5 3.3 

60 45 60 45 30 

22 22 28 13 3 

Total 

116.0 

169.4 

100.9 

109.3 

153.1 

118.3 

152.7 

97.1 

124.9 

131.6 

112.7 

99.3 
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v) Conclusions fron Table 6 (a) 

a) Classification Al 

Experimental hypothesis for EKperiment 3, 1 ( i) stated that attitude 

measures would provide better chance discrimination for sex offerders 

against other offen:iers. It is clear, fron Table 6(a), Column Al that 

only Concept B (Haoosexual Interoourse) am Concept E (Rape) fail to 

provide a better than chance discrimination. In fact, the 50% "error 

rate" simply states that no discriminating rule oould be generated, and 

therefore chance provides the "best rule". 

The best rule is based on Concept 0 (Male Masturbation) and, using the 

"stringent" criterion, ie. improvements by a factor of 5, gives the 

following error pattem. 

Table 6a(i) 

Classification Al, Misclassification Pattern x stringent Rule 

Actual 1 

2 

Total 

1 

39 

27 

Predictioo 

where 1 = Sex Offender 

2 = Ncn-Sex Offen1er 

2 

6 

8 

14 

Total 

45 

35 
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Although there are 13 errors out of the sample of 60, it can be seen that 

the non-sex offerXiers are much nore likely to be mis-classified (7 errors 

out of 15, 46% error rate) than the sexual offerXier (6 errors out of 45, 

13% error rate). 

However, the overall error rate for Concept 0 (am other ocncepts 

involving D, for example, ABCD am CD) is clearly much better than chance 

am therefore Experimental Hypothesis l( i) is accepted. 
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b) Classification A2 

Classification A2 , individual sex offender categories against each other 

is an improvement on Classification Al in that all the concepts providei a 

beter-than-chance discrimination. '!he best infonnation base was C, 

attitudes to female masturbation, or variables including C, with an 

overall 22% error rate. 

Table 6a(ii) 

Classification A2, Misclassification Pattem x stringent Rule 

Actual 

Total 

1 

2 

3 

1 

12 

1 

13 

Predicted 

2 

11 

2 

13 

3 

3 

4 

12 

19 

where 1 = Hcm:>sexual Pedophiles 

2 = Heterosexual Pedophiles 

3 = Rapists 

Total 

15 

15 

15 

'!be three groups had 3,4,3 errors respectively, but the pattern of errors 

is that misplacements of the first two categories are usually plaCEd in 

the third category (7 out of 10 errors are of this type). 

Because of the total number of errors, Experimental Hypothesis 1 (ii) is 

accepted. 
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c) Classification A3 

Like Classificatioo A2, any of the individual cxncepts and also all the 

canbinations improve on chance. Individual offender categories against 

each other has the "worst" minimum % error rate, with Concept A 

(Heterosexual Intercourse) producing a 28% error rate. 

Table 6a(iii) 

Classificatioo A3, Misclassificatioo Pattern x stringent Rule 

Actual 

Totals 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Prelictioo 

1 2 

11 1 

11 

9 

2 

2 

14 

3 

3 

4 

12 

2 

21 

where 1 = Haoosexual Pedophi1es 

2 = Heterosexual Pedophi1es 

3 = Rapists 

4 = Non-sexual Offenders 

4 

2 

1 

11 

14 

Totals 

15 

15 

15 

15 

Although Experimental Hypothesis l(iii) can be accepted, since this 

discrimination is clearly greater than chance, the same pattem of 

over-inclusioo in the "Rape" category is seen as in Classificatioo A2. 

Also, as in the previous classificatloo, the lbtoSeXual PedoPUle 

category contains the fewest number of false positives (See 

Classification AS). 
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d) Classification A4 

'!his classification is the first of the two within sex offerxler 

categories. Although there are only 45 subjects, the best error rate of 

13% is much better than the mean for classification 1,2 and 3 (x = 24%). 

Concept A (Heterosexual Intercourse) and Coocept F (Sexual Intercourse 

with Young Boys) both provide rules which produce only 6 (13%) 

classification errors. 

Table 6a(iv) 

Classification A4, MiscLassificatian Pattern x Stringent Rule 

x Concept A, F 

1. Concept A (5 error rule) 

Actual 

Total 

1 

2 

Predictioo 

1 

29 

S 

34 

2 

1 

10 

11 

where 1 =- ~les 

2 • Rapists 

Total 

30 

1S 
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2. Concept F (5 error rule) 

Actual 

Total 

1 

2 

1 

28 

4 

32 

Prerlictim 

2 

2 

11 

13 

where 1 = Pedophiles 

2 = Rapists 

Total 

30 

15 

'!be following points are of interest when evaluating Tables 6a. 

Firstly, the pattern of errors is the cxnverse of that for 

Classifications A2 am AJ. Namely, that it is the mxlifferentiatEd 

~le category which contains the majority of the false positives. 

Using Concept A, 5/15 (33%) of the rape offerners are classified as 

perlophile and using Concept F this number is cnl.y reduced to 4. 

Secondly, the pedophile offerders who ~ misclassified, 1 using 

Concept A and 2 using Concept F are 3 separate individuals. 

1btIever, despite these notes ani reservatims, Experimental Hypothesis 

l(iv) is accepterl since any of the ccncepts produces a classificatioo 

error rate which is significantly better than chance. 
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e) Classification AS 

Classification AS (male pedophiles against fenale p9iophiles) prcXiuces by 

far the closest approximation to perfect classification with Cbncept C 

(attitudes to female masturbation) producing only 1 error amongst the 30 

subjects. 

Table 6a(v) 

Classification AS, Misc1assification Pattern x Stringent Rule 

Actual 

Totals 

1 

2 

Preticticn 

1 

15 

1 

16 

2 

14 

14 

where 1 = male pedophi1es 

Totals 

15 

15 

2 = female pedophi1es 
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vi) Classifications Unique to Experiment 3 

In addition to the five classification tasks, camon to Experiments 1 and 

3, three additional classifications are possible, because of the inclusion 

of a non-patient group. These are, briefly:-

To evaluate whether patients as a haoogenous group can be 

differentiated fron a non-patient group, 

A6: All offenders against staff (Groups 1,2,3,5 v Group 4) 

To evaluate whether sexual offerders can be differentiated fron a 

group of non-sexual offenders and non-offerders, 

A7: Sex offerders against non-sex offenders am staff (Groups 1,2,3 v 

Groups 4,5) 

To discriminate between all five groups equally, 

AB: All categories against all others. 
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Table 6b 

Minimum % Error (Overall) X Classificatioos involving Non-Patients 

Classification A6 A7 AB Total 

Infonnation Base A 18.7 15.0 47.5 81.2 

B 12.5 20.0 45.0 77.5 

C 7.5 15.0 26.3 58.8 

D 25.0 23.75 47.5 96.25 

E 11.3 22.5 40.0 73.8 

F 28.5 28.5 53.8 110.8 

G 25.0 43.75 45.0 113.75 

ABCD 15.0 10.0 36.3 61.3 

EFG 11.3 26.25 40.0 77.55 

FG 25.0 26.25 53.8 105.1 

AB 18.8 20.0 47.5 86.3 

CD 7.5 16.3 36.3 60.1 

Subj ects (N) 80 80 80 

Minimum % error 7.5 10.0 36.3 
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Conclusions fran Table 6b 

a) Classification A6 

Experimental Hypothesis 3 ( i ) state1 that attitude measures would prOOuce 

better than chance discrimination between all categories of offenders as 

one group and the non-patient group as the other. As can be seen, the 

best rule produces 6 errors (7.5% error rate) out of the 80 sample. 'these 

were distributed as follC7tlS: 

Table 6b(i) 

Classification A6, Misclassificatian Pattern x Stringent Rule 

Actual 

Total 

1 

2 

Prediction 

1 

58 

4 

62 

2 

2 

16 

18 

where 1 11 offerders 

2 11 noo-offeOOers 

Total 

60 

20 

In fact this error rate, or the 92.5% hit rate is the seoood best 

discrimination in Experiment 3, secxn:i ooly to classificatien AS with 

29/30 people correctly classifiEd. 'lbis rule is based en Informaticn Base 

C (attitooes to female masturbatial). otNioosly, the Experimental 

Hypothesis 3 can be acceptEd on the basis of this infotmation. 



b) Classification A7 

If the sex offerners are separated fran other subj ects and rules are 

generated between the two groups, the error rate increases slightly. 

Table 6b(ii) 

Classification A7, Misclassification Pattern x stringent Rule 

Actual 

Totals 

1 

2 

1 

43 

6 

49 

Prediction 

2 

2 

29 

31 

where 1 = sex offenders 

Total 

45 

35 

2 = Non sex offemers am non-offemers (staff) 

These eight errors, oaoprising a 90% hit rate for the sample of 80, are 

made on an infonnation base of AOCD. In fact ally two of these sets of 

variables are used to generate the rule, namely A (Heterosexual 

Intercourse) am C (Female Masturbation); this is to be expectEd given 

that these two single variables had the smallest error rate (15%). 

Table 6b( ii) which indicates that sex offenders can be discriminatei 

fran a mixei group at a much better chance level, and therefore 

Experimental Hypothesis A7 can be accepta:l. 
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c) Classification AB 

Experimental Hypothesis 3iii states that attitude measures will produce a 

better than chance discrimination aIOOIlgst all five categories. '!he best 

"hit" rate is 64% using Infonnation Base c (or canbinations involving C ). 

Table 6b(iii) 

Classification AB, Misclassificaticn Pattern x stringent Rule 

1 

2 

Actual 3 

4 

5 

Total 

1 

12 

o 

1 

2 

3 

18 

2 

o 

13 

9 

2 

4 

28 

3 

2 

1 

5 

o 

o 

8 

Prediction 

4 

1 

1 

o 

16 

3 

25 

5 

o 

o 

o 

o 

5 

5 

Total 

15 

15 

15 

20 

15 

Of these three classification tasks involving staff (A6, A7, AB ) this hit 

rate is by far the worst of the three. In this respect, it resembles the 

relative hit rate for classification of this experiment ( individual 

offemer categories against each other). Clearly, intrcrlucing a 

non-patient group serves only to add error to an already weak discriminant 

rule. 
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Introduction 

<llapter 4 am Olapter 6 both described the collection and collatioo of 

data which was used to discriminate between the same offending groups, 

although with different subjects. 'nlis chapter canpares the success rates 

for the two sources of data am also examines the types of rules which 

were generated am also the alternative infonnation bases which oould be 

used. It also describes the trade-off between the overt parsinDlious data 

collection procedures and the utility of the infonnation base. 

At the end of the chapter, the data fran the ncn-patient subjects is 

further examined and the discriminations oanpared for accuracy and 

parsi.loony with those ally utilising patient data. 

~ONA 

Discrimination Tasks 

'Ibe two experiments each attempt to provide "perfect" discriminatioo 00 

five (x]lllon classification tasks. 

follows:-

To remind the reader, these are as 

Al: Sex offenders against other offerners 

A2: Individual sex offender categories against each other 

A3: Irdi vidual offender categories against each other 

A4: Pedophiles against rapists 

AS: Male peIDphiles against female pEdophiles. 

Fach of these five tasks has been based cm the two available informatioo 

bases and therefore the first sectioo of this chapter discusses the 

SUi tabili ty am pc::Mtt' of these two bases for each of these tasks. 
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Sunmary Table 7i 

Best Error rates, Experiments 1 am 3 x Information Base 

Classification 

Al 

A2 

A3 

A4 

AS 

Exptl 

(% error) 

16 

20 

22 

4 

28 

Base 

123(R) 

123(R) 

123(R) 

123(R) 

Film 1 

Expt 3 

(% error) 

21.7 

22.2 

28.3 

12.0 

3.0 

Base 

D 

C 

A 

A 

C 

Stmmary Table 7i reviews the best error rates for the give CXJ[I[al tasks 

am also gives the sources on which the best rules are based. 

1. Classification Al 

The canparative hit rates for this very important classification are very 

similar as far as the best rules are ocnoernai. 'Ibe presentaticn of a 

haoosexual. film OJUpled with a film of a single wanan masturbating 

produces a 16% error rate (8 errors\50 subjects). 'ftle second film gives 

two errors fran the 6 noo-sexual offenders who are misclassified because 

they produced Pattern 6 (no physiological respoose, but use of the self 

rating scale). Two of these misclassified individuals produce a positive 

response in both channels (Pattam 2 an::l 5) to the single female film 

(film 2). 
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This rule is intrinsically interesting, in that seven of the correctly 

classified 21 sexual offenders were classified on the basis of presence of 

pattern 1 (IMI+) an:l a further eight en the basis of pattern 7 (No P but 

R) • '!he four misclassifications are all on the basis of a total lack of 

responding in either channel (pattern 8) which was IlUlch more prEd:xninant 

aroongst the nen-sexual offenders. Also, the four misclassificaticns were 

all in the pedO{irlle categories (two haoosexual an:l two heterosexual). 

Fran this basis, one might expect that hcm:>sexual behaviour (Coocept B) 

should equally well discriminate if presented via an attitude 

questionnaire. Examination of Table 6(a) partly reproduced here sl'lcMs 

this not to be the case. 

Table 7a (from 6a) 

Classificatioo Al x Exeeriment 3 x Minimum % Error. 

Informaticn Base Minimum % Error 

A 26.6 

B 50.0 

C 23.3 

D 21.7 

E 50.0 

F 28.3 

G 28.3 

ABCD 21.7 

EFG 28.3 

AB 28.3 

CD 21.7 
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Table 7a shows that attitudes to haoosexual intercourse do not allow a 

better than chance discrimination am is one of only two sets of 

infonnation which does not allow any improvement on chance. By contrast, 

attitudes to male masturbation produce the best discriminatioo rate of 

22%, closely followed by attitudes to female masturbation. In fact the 

difference between this hit rate and the 16% hit rate of Experiment I is 

negligible when one takes into acoount the "relaxed rule" criteria of 

Experiment I allowing new rules to be generated if they reduce the total 

number of errors by at least two. A stringent rule, which insists 00 an 

improvement by at least five, produces a canparison of 20% for Experiment 

I as opposed to 22% for Experiment 3. 

'!he different stimulus content for each of the two rules may well be a 

result of the differing experiences and imagery-ability of the subjects. 

In Experiment I no "effort" is required of the individual to, for example, 

recall any iOOividual experience am their attitudes, in retrospect, 

towards it, nor are subj ects required to res~ to "acti vi ty", of which 

they have had no direct experience. Indeed, the presentation of the five 

films, might seem to concentrate attention on the context of the films am 

not require any self-evaluation regarding any defined "attitude". 

However, the attitude task relies on the subject's ccnsideratioo of each 

activity, whether or not they have had direct experience of it. 

Therefore, hataleXUal intercourse and also rape (Ccncept E, 50% hit rate) 

which are the behaviours which are probably least a:xmOl cuoongst the group 

of subj ects as a whole, provide 00 improvement aver chance. Ccnversely, 

male nasturbatioo which is al.nk:>st certainly the nost widely currently 

experienced sexual behavior anrngst the group of subj ects provides the 

best discrimination of the seven sets of attitude questiamaires. 
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2. Classification A2 

The pattern of misclassification for Al should give sane irDication 

regarding the expectErl results for classification A2. 

Table 7b 

Misclassification Pr Best Rule for Classification Al 

Experiments 1 and 3 in % 

Experiment 1 Experiment 3 

% % 

Heterosexual 20 (2\10) 33 (5\15) 

Pedophiles 

Hcm::>sexual 

Pedophiles 

Rapists 

Non-Sexual 

Offemers 

25 (2\8) 7 (1\15) 

o (0\7) o (0\15) 

16 (4\25) 47 (7\15) 

Given fran Experiment 1 that viewing hataJexual behaviour and attitudes to 

male masturbation are respectively respoosible for the two rules, we might 

expect that classification A2 would not only rely on the same informaticn 

bases, but would be equally able to identify rapists, even if the 

palophile offenders are interchanged. 
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The ability to "detect" rapists was irrleed maintained in classificatioo 

A2, but only for Experiment I. In Experiment 1 two films were again 

nee300., on this occasion Film 3 am Film 1 (Heterosexual Interoourse) 

producing an overall 80% hit rate am this was alloost matched by the 78% 

hit rate of Experiment 3 using attitudes to female masturbation (Concept 

C) • 

Table 7c 

Misclassification by Best Rule for Classificaticn A2 

Experiments 1 am 3 in " 

Heterosexual Pedophiles 

Hcm:>sexual Pedophiles 

Rapists 

3. Classification A4 

Experiment 1 Experiment 3 

" 
20 (2\10) 

38 (3\8) 

o (0\7) 

" 
27 (4\15) 

20 (3\15) 

20 (3\15) 

Classificaticn A4 sOOuld show a similar pattern of results to A2, given 

that it is a derivation of the task. By oanbining the two pEdophile 

categories the joint-simplest ~t (ie. smallest number of 

categories) of the five classificatiQ'lS which are attemptai both in 

Experiments 1 ani 3 is produCEd, namely, is the known sexual offeOOer' a 

pedophile or a rapist. 
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The misclassifications of A2 in Experiment 1 are mainly within the 

pedophile category wi th 4 errors am only 1 pedophile patient plaoerl 

within the rapist category. The pattern of misclassifications in 

Experiment 3 is the converse with all 10 misplacements between the 

pedophile and rape categories, ie. 

Table 7d 

Misplacanents Classification A2, Experiments 1 am 3 in % 

Between categories 

(ie. Pedophile - Rapist 

Rapist - Pedophile) 

Within Pedophile categories 

Experiment 1 Experiment 3 

20% (1) 100% (10) 

80% (4) 0% (0) 

Hence classification A4, Experiment 1 produces the single error pedophile 

misclassified as rapist (out of 25 subjects) using the same two films (1 

am 3). 

Experiment 3 cannot match the single error misclassification rate (4%) of 

Experiment 1. Indeed, Tables 6a (iv) parts 1 am 2 seem to contradict the 

haoogeneity of the two categories. 
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Table 7e 

Classification A4, Experiment 3 in %, Type of Errors 

Concept A 

Pedophi1es miscLassified as rapists 

Rapists misc1assified as pedophi1es 

Concept F 

Paiophiles misclassified as rapists 

Rapists misclassified as pedophiles 

17 (1) 

83 (5) 

33 (2) 

66 (4) 

Either of these two concepts produces an error rate of 13% am for both 

concepts the Irore CClIIIIJn error is to misclassify rapists as pedophiles. 

There are two main reasoos to attach greater weight to this firdlng than 

to the superficially nore attractive greater discrimination of Experiment 

1. 

Firstly, the fact that ally 1 individual rapist appears in both the 5 

misclassifications with concept A and the 4 misclassificatioos with 

Coocept F suggests that only one irdividual lies "consistently" outside 

~ perimeter or space. 
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Table 7f 

Individuals Misc1assified, Experiment 3, Concepts A,F,C,D 

Rapist No 

Pedophi1e 

No 

43 

42 

38 

39 

37 

36 

34 

32 

41 

44 

Concept A Concept F 

(13% ervor) (13%~) 

35 

33 

26 

19 

29 

10 

12 

28 

11 

Concept C Concept D 

(15%~) (15% error) 
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HcMever, rapist no. 43 is not identified by the slightly II¥:)re error-prone 

Concept C or Concept D, am therefore may not be as idiosyncratic as 

Concepts A am F would suggest. Of the 15 rapists in the sample 12 (80%) 

would be misclassified by at least one of the four best discrimination 

rules. This would suggest that it is the pedophile category which is 

actually more haoogenous since ally 7\30 (23%) would appear using the same 

four best rules. 

Secondly, Experiment 3 is based on 45 subjects <:XJnpared to the 25 subjects 

of Experiment 1. In additicn, a "stringent" rule (rules prOOuce 

improvements in the error by at least five) was adopted for this larger 

sample size am these two factors taken together add weight to the 

generality of the firXlings. 

Conversely, the remnant of the rape category, namely those 3 irrlividuals 

who are identifiable by any of the four best ocnoepts of Experiment 3 

might be considerEd to represent a small but distinct haoogenous rape 

category. It is true that the pedoprlle category is roore haoogenous in 

that the "never-misclassified" proportioo is much larger than in the rape 

category. However, misclassifications might be better identified as 

not-rapist or not-pedophile than a valid identificatioo of the ally 

altemati ve category. 
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Classification AS 

Fran a clinical perspective, differentiating male pErlophiles fron female 

pedophiles is often an essential and crucial part of designing and 

implementing any treatment program. A response towaJ:ds children of both 

genders is generally considered to be IIDre difficult to alter than to one 

gender only, which often suggests deficient adult-orientated social 

skills, in particular towards peer group wanen. 

Subjects for both Experiment 1 and 3 were chosen on the basis of offerx:llnct 

solely against one particular group; of course, this does not predict any 

particular sexual response pattem but might serve to select at the 

extrenes fran a continuum on the lines of:-

Exclusively male -----------Pedophiles towards------------Exclusively 

perlophiles children of either female 

sex pedophiles 

Traditionally, (ag. Abel 1981), video materials slol greater 

discrimination both between am within irrlividual sexual offerners. 

However, Abel et al 1975 and 1977 suggests that audiotape is a~iate 

for differentiating sexual aggressiveness am also it enables precise 

variation, for example, of victim's age am quality of interactioo which 

is pre-determinEd by the use of video\ visual materials. Many of the 

research subjects presented in the research literature are not haoogenous 

offenders with regard to victim gender am therefore the task is rarely 

one of differentiating male pedophiles fran female pedophiles, but rather 

one of discriminating pe10philes fran ncn-pedophiles (nonoals). Since ale 

of the five films used in Experiment 1 was a film of male pedophilic 

CXllltent, it was expected that this film would probably provide the best 

discrimination for classification AS. 



Firstly, it can be seen that this was not, in fact, the case. 

Table 79 (fran Table 4d) 

% Error, Experiment 1, Classification AS 

% error 

Film 1 28 

2 34 

3 28 

4 34 

5 34 

123 (R) 28 

12345 (R) 28 

Not only does Film 5 not discriminate better than the other four films, 

but the mean error rate (30.6) am the "best" rate are by far the worst 

discriminations within Experiment 1 (See Table 4d). 

Table 79(i) (fran 4d) 

Best Error Rate, Experiment 1. in , 

" Error 

Classification A4 4 

Al 16 

A2 20 

A3 22 

AS 28 
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The errors (Film 1) are distributed alIoost equally between the two 

categories. 

Table 7g(ii) 

Experiment 1, Classification AS, Error Pattem (Film 1) 

Heterosexual Pedophiles 

Haoosexual Pedophiles 

30% error 

25% error 

(3 out of 10) 

(2 out of 8) 

By oanparison Film 3, also producing a 28% error rate (5 errors out of 18 

subj ects) , can produce a very different error pattern. This is because 

the discriminant analysis requires that a decision is made on every 

irrlividual and if 9;JUal probability exits then the inevitable 50% error 

will result. '!be matrix of response patterns for Film 3 is shatm in Table 

7h. 

Table 7h 

Film 3, Experiment 1, Obtained Patterns 

Group 2 (Heterosexual Group 3 (Hanosexual 

Pedophiles ( 10) ) Pedophiles (8» 

Pattem 1 1 3* 

2 1* 0 

3 0 0 

4 0 1* 

5 2* 0 

6 3* 0 

7 2 2 

8 2 2 
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The asterisk indicates the decision based on the presentation of that 

particular pattern. Four of the five errors arise because the oauputer 

program is obliged to make a decision where Pattem 7 (No R but P) and 

Pattern 8 (No P or R) • If no decision was made in these cases the 

following "error" rate would result:-

Actual 2 

3 

2 

5 

Pndiction 

where 2 = Heterosexual PEdophiles 

3 = Haoosexual PEdophiles 

3 

1 

4 

ani where 4 intividuals remain unclassifiable 

Film 5 classificatien would, necessarily, be based en the follOOng 

patterns: 

Pattern 5 

6 

7 

8 

Table 7i 

Group 2 

1* 

5* 

3* 

1 

Group 3 

o 

3 

2 

3* 

where asterisk irxlicates the decisim for each pattem. 'Dle overall error 

rate (34%) is little worse than that for the best film. HcMever, Table 

4c( i) shOtlS that Film 5 is indeai distinct, with regard to the fact that 

it "preXiuces" only 1 2-channel respoose (Pattem 5). 
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Table 7j 

% 2 <llannel Response v Incanplete Responses (Patterns 6,7,8) 

for Experiment 1 x film x Pedophi1e Groups (N=18) 

2 Channel Response Incanplete Response 

(%) (%) 

Film 1 11 (61) 7 (39) 

2 11 (61 ) 7 (39) 

3 7 (39) 11 (61) 

4 9 (50) 9 (50) 

5 1 (6) 17 (94) 

This increased probability of incanplete responses to film might suggest 

sane "voluntary" control for material which might be very sensi ti ve with. 

regard to the probability of future release (See <llapter 1). 

However, Experiment 3 produces a very different picture (See Table 6a). 

Firstly, none of the error-rates was worse than even the best error rate 

(28%) for Experiment 1. The concept least able to discrimate between the 

two groups, Calcept A, attitudes to heterosexual intercourse produces 5 

errors amc:ngst the 30 subjects (16.6%) whilst Ccncept C, attitOOes to 

female masturbation, produces a single error (97% "hit" rate) with a 

solitary hcm:>sexual peiophile classifiErl as a heterosexual pedophile. 

The diametrically c:g;x>sed error pattem of Experiment 3 against Experiment 

1 is further highlighted by the fact that classification AS is the best 

performed task within Experiment 3, as opposei to being the worst 

performed task of Experiment 1. 
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5. Classification A3 

'lhls classification task is, clinically, the least important anongst the 

five tasks call[Ol'l to Experiment 1 and 3. It is also the most difficult 

since it requires classification into the largest number of groups (4). 

On this basis it should produce the mat error-prone discrimination. 

'Ihls expectation is confinned for Experiment 3, since Table 6a shows that 

the 28% best error rate is indeed worse than for the other four 

classifications (See Table 7k). 

Table 7k (fran Table 6a) 

Best Error Rate, Experiment 3 

Classification AS 

A4 

A2 

Al 

A3 

3 

13 

22 

22 

28 

In Experiment 1 it is in fourth positioo above one of the two-category 

tasks, namely male pedophiles v female pedoph1les, see Table 7g(i). 

1icMever, classificaticn A3 allows a type of error which is distinct fran 

its nearest ooosin, classificaticn Al (Sex offerners against nal-sex 

offerners). Unlike AJ, classificaticn Al allows a particular type of 

sexual offender to be misclassified into the ncn-sexual offender category. 

In classification A3, Experiment 3 only three sexual offerders (2 

heterosexual pedophiles and 1 rapist) are misplaced am four non-sexual 

offemers are miSPlaced, two into the heterosexual pEnophile category ani 

two into the rape category. 
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Paradoxically, the misplacement of noo-sexual offemers (4 out of 15) is 

actually better than for classification Al, when the sex offemer 

categories were <XIllbine:i and 7 of the 15 nal sexual offerders were 

misplaced (See Table 6a ( i) ) • Overall, the attitude data, see Table 

6a(iii), does not suggest that a further classification, for example, 

rapists and nal-sexual offenders (ie. all "a~sitive" offenders) against 

a "pure" sexual offender category, (ie. a deviant pedophile category) is 

justified by this data. Classification A3, Experiment 3, only suggests 

that Group 1 (Haoosexual Pedophiles) are relatively distinct but this is 

not fully supported by classification A2. 

Experiment 1 (Table 4d(viii» also provides little support for a IIm'e 

rational classification. However, the same paradoxical pattern of 

misclassification occur, when only 2\23 non sexual offenders are misplaced 

when the sex offemer categories are sub-dividEd as against 4 

(Classification Al) when they are not. Similarly, 9 of the sexual 

offemers are misplaCEd into the non sexual offender category as opposed 

to 4 in the two-category task. Additionally, the haDogeneity of the 

haoosexu.al pedophile category is not preserve:} in Experiment 1, when, in 

fact, they are all misplaced using the best error rule. 
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SECrION B 

Infonnation Sources 

1. Overall 

Fran paragraphs 1-5 of Section A, it can be seen that the two different 

sources of infonnation are not of equal utility in decisioo making_ 

Experiment 1 permits up to 9 possible infonnatioo bases, namely: 

Film 1 Heterosexual film 

Film 2 Female masturbatioo 

Film 3 Haoosexual film 

Film 4 Rape film 

Film 5 Pedo{itile film 

1,2,3 (R) Canbination of nal~eviant films 

1,2,3,4,5 (R) Canbinatioo of all films 

1,2,3 (S) Canbinatioo of nal~eviant films ( stringent) 

1,2,3,4,5 (S) Canbination of all films (stringent) 

(Stringent rules only apply where sample sizes permit) 

Experiment 3 permits a similarly wide choice of informatioo bases (12): 
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A: Heterosexual Interoourse 

B: Hanosexual Intercourse 

c: Female Masturbation 

D: Male Maturbation 

E: Rape 

F: Sexual Intercourse with Young Boys 

G: Sexual Interoourse with Young Girls 

AOCD: Non-Criminal Sexual Behaviour 

EFG: Criminal Sexual Behaviour 

FG: Pedophile Behaviour 

AB: 

(l): 

Intercourse only 

Masturbaticn only 

If the canbinei 21 sources are rank orderEd for each of the five 

classification tasks, the follO'tling results are obtained: 
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Table 7L (i) 

Information Base x 5 Classification Tasks 

x Rank Order X Non-Deviant Material 

Classification 

Al (% error) A2 (% error) A3 (% error) 

Information Base 

123(R) 16 123(R) 20 123(R) 22 

12345(R) 16 12345(R) 20 12345(R) 22 

123(8) 20 c 22.5 A 28.3 ,; 

\' 
;t 

12345(s) 20 CD 22.5 D 30 
tl 

Film 3 20 ABCD 22.2 AB 31.7 

0 21.7 F 26.7 Film 1 32 

m 21.7 EFG 26.7 123(8) 32 

ABCD 21.7 FG 26.7 12345(8) 32 

Film 1 22 Film 1 28 Film 3 36 

Film 5 22 D 28.8 C 36.7 

C 23.3 E 28.8 F 36.7 

Film 4 24.0 A 31.1 ~ 36.7 

Film 2 26.0 B 31.1 FG 36.7 

A 26.6 G 31.1 CD 36.7 

AB 26.6 AB 31.1 Film 4 38 

F 28.3 Film 2 36 Film 5 38 

G 28.3 Film 3 40 Film 2 40 

EFG 28.3 Film 4 44 E 43.3 

FG 28.3 Film 5 48 EFG 43.3 

E 50.0 B 45 

B 50.0 G 46.7 



Table 7L (ii) 

Information Base X 5 Classification Tasks 

X Rank Order X Deviant Material 

Classification A4 (% error) AS (% error) 

Infonnation Base 

123(R) 4 C 3 

12345(R) 4 CD 3 

Film 1 12 AOCD 3 

Film 2 12 B 10 

A 13.3 AB 10 

F 13.3 D 13.3 

ABCD 13.3 E 13.3 

EFG 13.3 F 13.3 

FG 13.3 G 13.3 

AB 13.3 EFG 13.3 

C 15.5 FG 13.3 

D 15.5 A 16.6 

CD 15.5 Film 1 28 

E 17.7 Film 3 28 

Film 4 20 123(R) 28 

Film 3 28 12345(R) 28 

Film 5 28 Film 4 34 

B 33.3 Film 5 34 

G 33.3 Film 2 43 
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Calclusions fran Tables 7L (i) am 7L (ii) 

1. Classifications Al,A2,A3,A4 are clearly best carried out ~ rules 

generated fran sharing a canbination of the first three films. For 

classification Al, even the stringent rule of 123(5) is better than the 

best effort of the attitude data. 

'!his is consistent, for classification Al, with the "ad hoc rule(3)" \<drl.ch. 

relied on the presence of a sexual response (IMI+) to identify a sexual 

offender and the total absence of a resp:xlSe in either channel to 

designate a non-sexual offender. 

2. Classificatioo AS is quite different in a number of ways: 

a. All the sets of attitude data provide better rules than any of the 

films, either singly or in oanbinaticn. 

b. Discriminating between male perlopliles and female pedophiles is what 

the attitude data does best of all and the film data does worst of 

all. 

c. The attitude data has a much larger sample (N=30) fran which to 

discriminate the two populatioos, than the film data (N=18) ani 

therefore the high success rate is even ncre renarkable. 

3. Table 7L can be revised to answer the questicn as to what each 

infonnation does best, if that is all ale has at cne's disposal. 
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Table 7m 

Smallest Error x Information Base x Rank. 

Within Sexual Offender Between Sexual General 

Population and Non-Sexual 

Offenders 

A4 AS A2 Al A3 

Film 1 1 3= 3= 2 5 

2 1 3 4 2 5 

3 2= 2= 5 1 4 

4 1 3 5 2 4 
I,i' 

5 2 3 5 1 4 
, 

123(R) 1 5 3 2 4 

Attitude A 1 2 5 3 4 

B 3 1 2 5 4 

B 2 1 3 4 5 

D 2 1 4 3 5 

E 2 1 3 5 4 

F 1= 1= 3 4 5 

G 4 1 3 2 5 

ABCD 2 1 4 3 5 

EFG 1= 1= 3 4 5 

AB 2 1 4 3 5 

Q) 2 1 4 3 5 

FG 1= 1= 3 4 5 
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It is consistent that no one infonnatioo base is particularly gocd (within 

itself) at differentiating individual offemer categories against each 

other (A3) am that films generally are best at discriminating pedophiles 

from rapists (A4) or sexual offenders f~ non-sexual offenders (Al). 

2. Canbination v Non-Canbination 

An additional conclusion fran Table 7L is that films are much rore likely 

to be used in oanbination than sets of attitudes. Naturally the power of 

an individual informatioo base is contributed to the canbination but it is 

not apparent why this should be so for film data am not attitude data. 

Table 7n(i) 

Best Canbinatioo x Best Single Information Base x Classificatioos Al-AS, 

Experiments 1 am 3 x , error 

1. Experiment 1 (Film) 

Al 

A2 

A3 

A4 

AS 

Best Single Film 

, error 

20 (film 3) 

28 (film 1) 

32 (film 1) 

12 (film 1 or 2) 

28 (film 3) 

Best Canbinatioo 

, error 

16 (123(R» 

20 (123(R» 

22 (123(R» 

4 (123(R» 

28 (123(R» 

Improvement of 

Canbinatioo 

, error 

+4 

+8 

+10 

+8 

o 
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Table 7n(ii) 

2. Experiment 3 

Best Single Source Best Canbination 

A1 

A2 

A3 

A4 

AS 

% error 

21.7 (D) 

22.2 (C) 

28.3 (A) 

13.3 (A) 

3.0 (C) 

, error 

21.7 (CD) 

22.2 (a:» 

31.7 (AB) 

13.3 (AB & others) 

3.0 (a:» 

Improvement of 

Canbinaticn 

% error 

o 

o 

-2.4 

o 

o 
One possible explanation is that a single film does not provide an 

equivalent number of data points on which to make a discriminatioo. 'lbe 

reason could therefore be quantitative rather than qualitative. 

Table 70(i) (from Table 4d(xiv) 

Data Points x Best Rules x Experiment I x Classification 

Classificatioo Films used Data points Total Data Points 

Al 3 8 

2 4 12 

A2 1 6 

3 4 10 

A3 1 7 

3 4 17 

7 6 

A4 1 6 

3 4 10 

AS 1 6 6 

Pa.ae 2.:;1 



Excluding the apparently idiosyncratic classification AS, a range of 10-17 

data points are used fran 2 or 3 films to reach the best rule am maximum 

discrimination. 

Table 70(1i) 

Data Points x Best Rules x Experiment 3 x Classification 

Classification Attitude used Variable used Data Points 'lbtal Data 

Points 

Al 0 10 (new-old) 7 7 

A2 C 1 (cruel-kind) 7 7 

A3 A 7 (unsuccessful- 7 7 

successful) 

A4 A 1 (cruel-kind) 7 7 

AS C 8 (hal'd-soft) 7 7 

Table 70(11) shows that less information 1s used to qenerate the best rule 

in that only ale of the 20 oonstructs is required. Ibwever, this ale 

construct is in 1tself selected frau the 20 which are ava1lable and 

therefore the quantitative hypothesis of film cxmbination remains a viable 

possibility. 

3. Deviant v Non-Deviant 

Tables 7L( i) am 7L( ii) clearly show that the use of apparently deviant 

naterial does not enhance the discrimination obtained, for either films or 

attitude basis. 
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Al 

A2 

A3 

A4 

AS 

Table 7p(i) 

Additioo of Deviant Film x Best Single Film 

x Experiment I x Classificatioo 

l23(R) 12345(R) 

% error % error 

16 

20 

22 

4 

28 

16 

20 

22 

4 

28 

Table 7p( ii) 

Best Single Film 

% error 

Film 3 (20) 

Film 1 (28) 

Film 1 (32) 

Film 1 (12) 

Film 1 or 3 (28) 

Mean % Error Films 1,2,3 v Mean % error films 4,5 x Classificatioo 

Films 1,2,3 Films 4,5 

Al 22.6 23 

A2 34.6 46 

A3 36.0 38 

A4 17.3 24 

AS 33 34 

Tables 7p( i) am 7p( ii) show that offence-relata1 films do not cxntribute 

to the "hit" rate, Weed they are distinctly worse than the non-deviant 

material. 'l\«) particular points must also be made here. Firstly the 

"rape" sequence (film 4) is worse even (Xl Classification A4 (PaDph11es v 

Rapists) than IIk)St of the attitude data (Table 7c) and also films 1 am 2. 

Secorrlly, film 5 is the second worst discriminator between male pe:lophiles 

am female pedophiles. 'lbis is in contrast with the prevailing ethos that 

material should match the offence of the 0CX'lSlI'R9I'. 



A1 

A2 

A3 

A4 

AS 

Table 7p(iii) 

Deviant Attitudes X Non-Deviant Attitudes 

X Experiment 3 X Classification 

AIQ) Base Em Base 

(% error) (% error) 

21.7 o 28.3 F 

22.5 C 26.7 F 

28.3 A 36.7 F 

13.3 A 13.3 F 

3.0 c 13.3 E 

'!he attitude confinns the results of the film data, in that the use of 

"deviant" concepts does not add to the power of the discriminatioo. 
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4. Best Rule am Smallest Informaticn Base 

Section B2 and Secticn B3 indicate that sane informaticn can clearly be 

discardoo without impairing the discriminaticn. For Experiment 1 using a 

canputer generated rule, the same oanbinaticn of films 1,2 and 3 will be 

sufficient. lkMever, the ad hoc rules, in particular ad hoc (3), see 

Table 4d(v) and 4c(i) requires that all the films must be shown. If, 

however, films 4 and 5 were not shown, then 3 further individuals, all 

noo-sexual offen:lers would not be classifiable. 

Table 79 (c.f. Table 4d(v) 

Classificaticn Al, Misclassificaticn x Ad hoc rule (3) x Films 1,2,3 

Actual 

Predictioo 

so 

17 

tB) 

4 

20 

where 9\50 (18%) of the sample would not be classifiable. (See also 

Appemix 4b). 

'!he lOOst parsirraUous info:cmatioo base, whilst retaining the pc::M!I" of the 

discriminant rules would be as follCMS: 
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Table 7r 

Classification x Film x Information Base x Error Rate 

Basis Error Rate % Sample 

(%) Classified 

C1assi- Al Film 123 16 100 

fica.tion A2 Film 123 20 100 

A3 Film 123 22 100 

A4 Film 123 4 100 

AS Film U3 28 100 

Al (Ad hoc 1) Film U345 16 100 

Al (Ad hoc 2) Film U345 0 34 

Al (Ad hoc 3) Film 12345 8 88 

Al (Ad hoc 3) Film 123 8 82 

Al Attitude AOCD 21.7 100 

A2 Attitude AOCD 22.2 100 

A3 Attitude AOCD 31.7 100 

A4 Attitude AOCD 13.3 100 

AS Attitude AOCD 3.0 100 

'!he consequences of a misclassificaticn will also determine which rule 

(am therefore which informatim base) is ~. 

dimension will be discussed in the next chapter. 

The "political" 
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~ONC 

to-PATIENT DATA 

1. Canparison with Patient Data for Accuracy 

Table 6a, partly reproduced belOlrl, gives the range of accurate 

discrimination for data not including non-patient sources. 

Table 7s(1) (fram Table 6a) 

Minimum % Error for Classificatioos Al-AS using Attitude Data 

Al 

A2 

A3 

A4 

AS 

% Error 

22 

22 

28 

13 

3 

Number of Subj ects 

60 

45 

60 

45 

30 

By canparison, classifications involving ncn-patient data, not ally result 

in larger subj ect pools, but also produce, in two cases, roore accurate 

discrirninatioo. 

Table 7s(11) (from table 6b) 

Minimum % Error for Classificaticn A6-AI using Attitude Data 

A6 

A7 

AS 

, Error 

7.5 

10.0 

36.3 

Number of Subj acts 

80 

80 

80 
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Classification A6 provides gratifying data in that, firstly, only four of 

the non-offerrlers are "misclassifie:l" as offerrlers, whereas, secxn:ll.y, 

only two of the offenders are classifie:l as non-offenders. If ally the 

classification of offenders is oonsidered important, then this level of 

discrimination canpares very favourably with the other best 

discriminations of the series of experiments. 

Table 7t 

Best Discriminations, Experiment 1 and 3 x Number in Sample 

Ad hoc rule 3 

(Expt. 1) 

AS, Attitude 

Data 

A6, Attitude 

Data 

Hit Rate (%) % of Sample (No. of Sample) Type of 

ClassifiEd 

92 90 

97 100 

97 100 

(50) 

(30) 

(60) 

Misclassifi

cation 

4 SO's as N9J's 

1 female 

pedophile as male 

pedophile 

2 offemers 

classifiei as 

noo-offeOOers 

'ftle power of the discrimination between offenders and noo-offenders helps 

to improve the discrimination between sexual offemers and other offerders 

am non-offeIXiers. A oooparison of A7 am Al is as follows: 
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Table 7u (fran Table 6a, 6b) 

Canparison of Discriminations involving Sexual Offemer, Al and A7 

using Attitude Data 

Al 

A7 

% Error 

22 

10 

No. of Sample 

60 

80 

The pattern of errors between the two tasks as in fact similar, in that in 

Al (Table 6a(i» 7/15 (47%) non-sexual offemers are misclassifim, and a 

much smaller proportion 4\45 (13%) of the sexual offenders are 

misclassified. In Classificaticn A7, only two of the sexual offerrlers, 

2\45 (4%) are misclassified, whereas 6\35 (17%) of the noo-sexual 

offenders and ncn-offenders are misclassified. Curioosly, only two of the 

non-offenders misclassified under A6, remain misclassified urder A7, ie. 

4\6 misclassifications are non-sexual offenders. 
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2. Canparison for use of Canbination Data 

Classification Al actually breaks the rule that canbination of data 

sources for attitude data produces no improvement of discrimination; 

Table 7v(cf. Table 7n(ii» 

Best Canbinatioos x Best Single Infonnation Base x Classification AG-AB, 

Experiment 3 x % Error 

AG 

A7 

AB 

Best Single 

Source (% error) 

7.5 (C) 

15.0 (A or C) 

26.3 (C) 

Best Canbination 

(% error) 

7.5 (0» 

10.0 (ABal) 

36.3 (ABCD or CD) 

Improvement of 

Canbination (%) 

0.0 

+5.0 

-10.0 
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cncwSICNS 

1. For the classification between sexual offerners and non-sexual 

offenders, and all but one of the within-sexual offerner categories, a 

canbination of three, non-deviant films provides the best stiImllus 

oonfiguration for the production of response patterns which produce 

the llDst accurate discrimination. 

2. '!he discriminatioo by film, but not the discrimination by attitude, 

relies on canbinations of respooses, rather than on a single response. 

This applies when all the individuals must be classified as sexual 

offender or non-sexual offen::ler. 

3. An errorless discrimination, for Classification A1, is possible at the 

cost of only oarrectly identifying 68% of the sexual offerner group, 

and not being able to make any decision about the rest of the sample. 

4. The discrimination of male pedophiles fran fanale pedophiles is an 

error-prone task, if a male pedophile film is used. However attitude 

data, in particular, attitudes to fenale masturbation, produced a rule 

which allC7tled 29/30 subjects to be correctly classified into one of 

the two categories. 
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~ONA 

Accuracy of Decision 

Although there are no published studies which have tested rape offemers 

am pedophiles within the same category, it is possible to canpare the 

overall result for differentiating sexual offemers from non-sexual 

offemers. Both the best discriminant function rule arrl the best ad-hoc 

rule produces a hit rate of 84% for the group of 25 sexual offerners am 

25 non-sexual offenders taken as a whole. '!he 16% errors are, ~, 

differently divided according to which rule is used, ie. with the 

discriminant rule each group had four iOOividuals who were misplaCErl, am 

with the ad hoc rule the eight errors were all sexual offenders who were 

categorised as non-sexual offenders. 

This result can be very favourably canpared with that of Quinsey et al 

(1981) am Abel (1977, 1978) who found, at best, an overall hit rate of 

76%, 74% am 80% respectively when differentiating rapists fram 

non-rapists (either offenders or normals). 'Ihese oanparisons can only be 

made, when all the subjects are required to be classified, and therefore 

the ad hoc rule (3) which pennits only 17\25 sexual offenders to be 

classified but without error, is matched only by the work of Freurrl 

(1979), where all nenbers of a ncn-pedophilic group were accurately 

identified. Although the four iOOividuals misclassified by the best 

discriminant rule were all in the pedophile cateogory, there is no 

suggestion fron the literature that rapists are any JOOre detectable than 

any other single group of sexual offenders, and therefore raise the 

overall hit rate to the 84% level. 
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Classification A2 does suggest that it is the two pedophile categories 

which are causing problems; see Table 7c. Using non-pedophile material, 

ie. Film 1 (Heterosexual Intercourse) and Film 3 (Ihoosexual Intercourse) 

only the pedophiles are misplaced, see Table 4d(viii) and the 4\5 are in 

the wrong pedophile category. It is surprising that the rape ~ce 

(Film 4) and the pedophile sequence (Film 5) not only provide the worst 

irrli. vidual discrimination between the two groups, rut also are IX)t 

requirErl in the generation of the "best-rule". '!his is partly because Ad 

hoc (3) rule is based on the presence of pattem IMI+ and this occurrErl 

mainly in response to the first three films. 

'Ihls lack of relevance for peiophiles and rape material is consistent in 

that Classificaticn A4 (the two pedophile groups together against the rape 

group) and Classification AS (male peiophiles v female pedophiles) 

prcrluoed relatively poor results using these two single films. One 

possibility is that the films were both of general low arousal value for 

the two groups am therefore did IX)t produce a sufficient respcnse in 

either channel for discriminaticn to occur. Freund (1979,1982) has sought 

simply to detect pedophiles fran IXmnals and has IX)t attemptsl to 

discriminate female fran male pedophiles. 'Ibe non-availabi1ity of a 

specifically female pedophile film does not impair the discriminaticn 

because the 72% hit rate was based on the response to two of the 

coosenting films (l and 3). 

Classificatioo AS is unique analgst the five joint (Experiment 1 am 3) 

classificatioos, in that any canbination of attitudes, the ostensibly roore 

easily "faked" method, penn1ts greater discrimination than the 

physiological data. It is Ccncept C, attitudes to female masturbation 

which permits an alIoost error-less (97%) decisim and the fact that all 

the Single am oanbina:i attitude scales improve <Xl the 
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physiological-generated rule suggest that demard characteristics may be 

influencing the sexual and subjective response CNer and al:x:Ne the 

relevance of the stimuli. 
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'!he Individuality of Rapists? 

'Ibere has been a oonsiderable annmt of recent research into the response 

pattems of rape offerners. At a theoretical level, this has stenmed fran 

the work of Abel et al (1977) who found that there was a positive 
V 

correlation ~=.98) between the mean erection respoose to rape scenes and 

the mean erection response to purely aggressive descriptions with a fenale 

victim, for a group of 12 selected rapists. Abel then postulatEn two eIlds 

of a "rapist" continuum. 

1. 'Ibe non-rapist has aversion to the thought of forcing himself en a 

wanan and his erectioo respooses to Imltually enjoyable intercourse are 

ample, ie. similar to non-offerxlers; if elements of force are added, 

his erectioo is suppressed and then ncn-rapists fail to respord to 

scenes of ncn-sexual aggressioo. 

2. The rapist, en the other ha.OO, also has ample erection respooses to 

Imltual intercourse, but the addition of "force" cues have little, if 

any, depressing effect 00 his erectile response (Failure of Inhibitien 

Hypothesis) • 

3. 'Ibe IOOre-eXtreme rapist is an individual who does not get erectioos to 

Imltually enjoyable intercourse, and the addition of violent cues 

actually increase his level of response. He also respans 

substantially to PJXely aggressive cues, without any sexual c:xntent 

(The Preference Hypothesis). 
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'!he data fran Experiment 3 would support the sub-group preference cxncept, 

in that 3/15 rapists would be correctly classifiable by any of the four 

single attitude sub-sets. It is not clear whether these individuals are 

the rore detennined, experienced or persistent rapists anDIlgst this group. 

'!his distinction between lack of inhihitioo and the positive preference 

has itself generated considerable argument and further research. Barbaree 

et al (1979) have suggested that it is the violence and force within the 

rape (audio) sequences which inhibits or suppresses erectile resp:mses, 

which would in other circwnstances be evoked by the descriptions of sexual 

behaviour. 'the fact that the non-rapists in this study showed a 

differential response to the various rape sequences, ie. they showed least 

response to the roost violent rape sequence supports this argument. 'lhe 

corollary of this argwnent for identified rapists, is not that rapists' 

sexual arousal is enhanced by depicted force, violence or non-oanplianoe 

but rather that such events fail to inhibit such respcnses. It might well 

be that rapists are extremely selective am concentrate entirely 00 the 

sexual descriptioos of the female, whether or not she is consenting or 

victimised. 

'lhe main altemative hypothesis is that rapists prefer rape cues and 

therefore resporn nme to rape stimuli than non-rape stimuli. Although 

Abel et al ( 1977) has used a rape index of less than 1.0, Quinsey et al 

( 1981, 1984) have found that their rapists do respcn:i oore to rape stimuli 

than non-rape stimuli. Quinsey has sought to differentiate between the 

possibility that it is the violence itself which is indirectly sexually 

arousing in that it is oonsistent with certain aspects of violent sexual 

fantasies or other sadistic thoughts, and the seocn:i possibility that 

violenoe in any context is sexually arousing. By changing the victims in 

rape sequences fran female to male, he has been able to sha" that the 
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context is crucial in detemining whether or not a clear sexual response 

is dem:>nstrated. Quinsey et al (1984) supports the Abel (1977) fiming 

that there was a positive correlation between response to stories 

involving non-sexual violence with a female victim and the response to 

rape of a female victim (r=.34) and therefore the de:;p:ee of corresporrlence 

between the two determines the sexual response. 

In the work here presented, the seven rapists who viewed the rape film 

resporXled in a very similar pattern to the ccnsenting heterosexual 

sequence. 

Table Sa 

Physiological\Cognitive Responses (by Pattem) of Rapists (N=7) 

to Rape and Non-Rape Films 

Pattern 1 

2 

6 

7 

8 

Film 1 (Consenting) Film 4 (Rape) 

3 

3 

1 

7 

Film 5 (Pedophile) 

2 

4 

1 
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Fran Table Ba it can be seen that this small group of rapists differ 

little in the pattem of their responding to the two heterosexual 

intercourse (consenting and rape) films. Given that IMI- is simply a 

slower acceleratioo of the self-estimate response and is in the same 

tanporal relationship to the tilYSical response as IMI+, it can be seen 

that ally one irrlividual fails to give an IMI+\lMI- to the rape film. 

Hc7tiever, this small group were unifonn in giving an incanplete response to 

the pedophile film, with oonsenting but deviant content. It is 

interesting to note that pattem 7 (No R but P) was the roodal response; 

perhaps such a film oould be interpreted as "ncn-oonsenting" and therefore 

have sane stimulus value (eg. similar to the arousal value of non-sexual 

violence) but this is not reoognised\admittEd because of the d.emaOO, 

self-report requirement, hence a physiological but not cognitive response. 

Table ab 

Pattern of Respoose for Non-Sexual Offerrlers (N=25) to Film 1 and Film 4 

Film 1 Film 4 

N N 

Pattern 1 

2 1 

3 4 1 

4 1 

5 8 

6 2 3 

7 9 11 

8 1 9 

Total 25 25 
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Table 8b shows that the non-sexual offenders, in addition to never 

dem::>nstrating pattern 1 (See Ad hoc rules, <llapter 4) also fail to exhibit 

an example of Pattern 2 to Film 4. Overall only 3 fran this group of 25 

did not physiologically respond (Pattern 6 or 8) to Film 1, but 12 of the 

same group failed to respond to the rape film. 

'!hese data do not oonclusively allow us to decide between the "preference" 

and 11 inhibi tory" hypotheses in that a single example of a rape sequence 

was Usel, where the female participant was clearly not consenting, or 

becaning arousel. fbrever, the fact that almost 50% of the non-sexual 

offenders did shoti sane inhibition (Pattern 7) to the rape film adds 

weight to the inhibitory hypothesis. '!he rapists' sexual response was 

clearly more oonvergent, even if desynchronised, am therefore the effect 

of the "violence" for the non-rapists revealed itself mainly in the 

subjective measure, in that where there was an erectile response, it was 

unrecognised or not recorded by the irmvidual (Pattern 7). Although it 

is impossible to separate the "coercive" fran the "violent" elements in 

determining the likely cause of any inhibitory effect, the attitude data 

suggests that pre-existing attitudes to rape differentiate poorly between 

L.~" 
the two groups (See Table i,,), and therefore either element may be the 

more powerful. 

Further support for the inhibition rather than the preference hypothesis 

canes fron the recent studies which examined between and within group 

differences. Quinsey (1984) fown that a group of rapists did not respcn1 

more than non-sex offenders to sadistic or masochistic l:xxmge and 

spanking stories. The inhibition hypothesis would suggest that 

non-consenting l:xn3age stimuli should depress the sexual response of 

noo-sexual offerxiers, but this was not so. HcMever, where descriptiCllS of 

violence am victim injury are clear, ie. a ncn-sexual but violent 
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sequence, the non-sexual offender's erectile response is depresse:i, whilst 

the rapists' sexual response is very similar to the non-consenting, 

borrlage sequence, Baxter (l986)also suggests that only stories which 

involve vicious attacks and clear victim injury discriminate rapists fran 

non-rapists. 

A "hit" rate of 82.3% for differentiating rapists fran pOOophiles 

accoroing to their attitudes to rape can be set against the sanewhat 

better discrimination (96%) basai on the physiological response to 

consenting, noo-deviant films. '!here is a further difficulty to be 

explained, in that the the attitudes to rape (Concept E) did not pe.nnit 

any better discrimination than by chance alooe (ie. 50%) in 

differentiating sexual offenders as a whole fron non-sexual offemers. 

However, the effect of a ooercive stimulus is much IOOre evident in the 

self-report experiment. Clearly, the coercive element had an inhibitory 

effect in the subjective response channel, where noo-sexual offemers were 

roc>re sensitive to the social demands am may have reflected these rather 

than the evidence of their own, if detectai, state of physiological 

arousal. It is quite possible to speculate as to wy the differentiaticn 

between the groups only occurs in the subj ective channel. 

Firstly, the questionnaire may simply not "trigger" an individual's valid 

attitmes towards rape behaviour in either others or himself. '1herefore 

such a pencil and paper method fails to elicit the lack of inhibiticn of 

one particular group. Secondly, the physiological \objective respcnse 

setting does provide a roore graphic\ visual example of rape and the higher 

face validity of this situatioo, ooupled with the obvious (or oot?) 

erectile response, may determine a clear denial response (ie. Pattern 7) 

fron the non-sexual offemers. 
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Additionally, the sex offender group may not discriminate between the rape 

film and the consenting film and give the same desynchronous response for 

entirely different reasons to both films. If sexual offerders are 

generally not inhibit~, then high levels of subjective sexual arousal may 

be a consequence of consistent orgasmic reinforcement for the subs~t 

deviant and dangerous sexual behaviour. Owens (1986) has suggestei that 

all types of sexual arousal (whether behavioural , subjective or 

physiological) will be influenced by the relationship between the stimuli 

being present~ and the delivery (historically, and for each irnividual 

offender) of reinforcement • Given that Malamuth (1983) has proposed that 

noo-offenders can and do respond physiologically to rape stimuli, then the 

actual ccmnission of rape might have the effect of synchrcllising or 

disinhihiting the subj ective response to rape stimuli. The lcnger (am 

roore frequent) the history of rape behaviour, it seEIllS possible that what. 

might be a learnt, disinhibited respoose, beoanes a "preference". 

HcMever the lag data suggest that the delay for sexual offenders is 

actually longer ( 29 v. 23 secoms) than for the noo-sexual offemers. '!be 

lag estimation does not, unfortunately, take into acoount the magnitude of 

the response, and therefore the effect of "acting out" on ~t 

desynchrony remains speculative. 

Although the rapists in this study had, on average, only c:xxmdttei ooe or 

two rapes, and/or one or two attempts, Baxter (1986) proposes that not all 

"rapists" are necessarily equivalent. For example, the individuals usEn 

by Abel (1977) am Qu1nsey (1984) were both fran a maximum security 

psychiatric hospital where there was a possibility of "criminal insanity". 

In both cases the subject populatic:n had cxmnittai the nore brutal, 

sadistic and persistent assaults, often involving a large number of 

victims. For example, 6/13 rape subj ects in the Abel ( 1977) study had 
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cxmnittErl 10 or IOOl'e (up to 100 or more 1) rapes. This is clearly a 

qualitatively different offending pattern fran that foum in the subjects 

for these experiments. 

Baxter, however, reports the results of 60 rapists, where 90% of the group 

respondErl less to the rape aOOiotape than to the mutually consenting 

sequence. Baxter explains this unexpected result by stating that there 

were sane rapists who failed to discriminate and did respond equally aOO 

that these irrlividuals were masked by the group rooan. Baxter also 

suggests that this group of rapists were unselected and had only attacked 

adult wanen. It could be assumed that the oore persistent the offender, 

the higher their relative response to rape stimuli and the oore likely 

production of an "IMI+" type pattem. rather than Pattern 7. 'lhis would 

suggest that sane of the non-sexual offerners (See Table 8b) are not 

unlike Malamuth's subjects, in that they are "rape-prooe", am if ever 

they were to cmmit such an assault, the OCXlS~ent result of 

self-labelling, for example en their subj active respoose, would resemble 

an IMI+ pattern. 

There is sane supporting evidence for this idea. fran the pedophile 

literature (Avery-Clark and Laws 1984) to suggest that offenders who used 

excessive force, and simultaneously physically abused the victim, were 

much m:>re likely to have high ooercioo: ocnsent ratios, suggesting a 

positive preference in the well praticed and sadistic group. This might 

suggest that the irnividual' s self-peroeptioo, based on positive feedback, 

might serve to further enhance the respoose to deviant stimuli. 

'Dlere was, unfortunately, no attempt to disinhihit this response in this 

experiment by an experimenter manipulatioo; Quinsey et a1 (1981) was able 

to sln1 a raisai ~io1ogica1 response in a noo-offerrler group to rape 

sequences, by info~ them that 

.i ., 



"nonnal males becane sexually aroused to depictions of sexual 

situations which they have never encountered in their own lives". 

am Blader am Marshall (1984) told non-offender subjects 

"Previous research in this area slols that lroSt adult males shcJ..7 

sexual arousal to all types of these sexual activities; 

apparently because of their CXJlIlJJn sexual elements; therefore, it 

would be quite appropriate for you to shcM response to all or 

none of these fantasies. Your becaning aroused is perfectly 

nonnal an:} expected." 

'!be "Infonnation Package" describErl in Cllapter 4, does not give any 

specific hint or suggestion that arousal to any one film might be expected 

or nonnal. It:Mever, it is statEn that sexual excitement will be measured 

and therefore this could be CXJ'lSidered. as a ncn-specific demand. Both 

Quinsey and Blader am Marshall found that stated expectations did make a 

significant difference, in the fanner study on level of erectile respalSe 

(still differentiable fran genuine rapists) am in the latter stmy, <Xl. 

subjective responses to very violent ~ences, rut not to mildly violent 

ones. Blader am Marshall suggest that there may be two types of 

discrepancy , 

1. to mild rape stimuli, where despite enoouraging deman1s, penile 

responses are not indicated, although clearly present 

cf. 2. to more violent rape stimuli, where social expectatioo has 

depressed the subj ective response, which is then rEdeemed by 

altering the envirorunental ocntingencies which apply to making 

such a subject! ve response. 
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Given that the EKperiment 3 data, in particular the attitudes to rape 

differentiate poorly between rapists and pedophiles, and not at all 

between sexual offemers and non-sexual offemers, it seems m:re likely 

that the examples of Pattern 7 (No R but P) are examples of the first type 

of desynchrony or discrepancy. If depresSErl subj ecti ve respcxrling was 

determined by the social unacceptability of the stimulus, then <:ne would 

expect that this should apply to all groups, given that there is no 

difference in attitude between them. 

Blader and Marshall (1984) also suggest that such discrepancy is nm'e 

likely in the less violent rape sequence and, fran publishei verbal 

descriptions of the enacbnent, the rape sequence usErl in Experiment 1 

resembles the less-violent rape which Blader am Marshall used, nnre than 

the rape-assault sequence. 

'!his discrepancy in the two response channels to Film 4 was mainly foun:l 

in the non sexual offender group. 'ftle work of Malamuth (eg. 1983) 

suggests that there is sane significant erectile response cmngst 

non-offerrlerS to rape stimuli am therefore such a response analgst the 

noo.-sexual offerrler group should not be unexpected. Yates (1984) foun:1. 

that "insulted" students alterEd their physiological pattern of response 

to rape stimuli after the insult had been deliverEd by a confederate of 

the experiment. In this "arrused am angry" state, their response to 

mutually consenting material was reduced am increased for the rape audio 

tapes. Such an event produced a ''Rape Index" of (51.9 : 54) for eight 

student voll.Ulteers. 'lhls experiment denmstrates the power of extemal 

variables on willing, non-offender subjects; the cxntingencies which apply 

when at, as yet, oon-sexual offerner is in a similar situaticn, ie. 

~ 
exposed am respc:nling to a sexually explicit rape ~ require further 

~ 

examination. 
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Finally, the rapist group were more likely to prcxiuce an IMI+ pattern to 

the heterosexual stimuli, whether the female participant was apparently 

willing or not. '!he next section considers the nature of this fom of 

desynchrony, as well as sane of the possible factors which might determine 

it. 
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SECI'ION C 

Desynchrony 

HOOgson and Rachman (1974) have suggested that ocmoordance is high 

"during strong emotiooal arousal while discordance is mre 

evident when emotional ~ are relatively mild". 

In the context of sexual arousal this \Dlld suggest that increasED sexual 

arousal would lead to greater response system agreement. 'lb test this 

proposal we neErl to assess, simultaneously, the subjective arXi 

physiological response to sexual cues. When subjects are then required to 

self-report, ie. "track" own physiological arousal by diverting attention 

fran external cues to internal systems, concordance should also be higher. 

f\t>re problematic is the fact that there are two types of discordance: 

1. 'Ibe first of these is describEd by the correlation coefficient am can 

be describei as the extent to which systems co-vary. The presence of 

a "ceiling effect\floor effect" 00 the correlation can make such a 

statistic, fran a clinical perspective, useless. The preliminary 

analysis describEd in Chapter 4 points out that the price for using 

such a measure is that all information about "t!me\laq" is lost, and. 

the individual pattern of the oo-varianoe, ag. in relation to laq (in 

sec:xn:is) is lost. 

2. The secom desynchrony is in the differential level of respoose. A 

dysfunctiooal male (or female) might shotf a high correlation in time 

between PlYsiological arousal am self reporbd arousal, but the two 

responses m1ld be quite divergent in terms of intensity. 
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There are, apart fran the results of Experiment 1, four separate examples 

in the scientific literature of sane fonn of desynchrony. Schaefer et al 

(1976) found that with young male volunteers, reading an erotic passage: 

"Estimates (concurrent but intermittent) of 10% am 20% total erecticn 

were not unCOlllOll at 90% measured erectioo". 

'!hey ooncluded that if males think that they have an erectioo, they 

probably do, but they may also have ale without realising it. Given that 

subjects were praopted by a buzzer, to make an irregular but distinct 

decision about their degree of erectioo (the 11k)1'e accurate measure, see 

Abel et al 1981), it is not clear for how 1009 this state of desynchrooy 

actually lasted, although we do knatI that there was no improvement CJ'.ler 

time. Regardless of the exact pattern of desynchrooy, it is surprising 

that subjects did not simply visually inspect themselves in order to make 

a decision since Schaefer et al did not attempt to screen the genital 

area; indeed they specifically state that the area was unrestricted by . 

clothing. 

'1hls was, hatlever, oonsidered by Sakheim et al (1984) but the opportunity 

to see one's erection again made no difference either to the DirectiCPll 

Response-System Caloordance Measure (IESQtt) or the Intensity 

Response-System Concordance Measure (IRSQ1) • ltbre important is the 

noo-statistical descriptive CXJlIOent quoted by Sakheim volunteerEd by sane 

of his subj ects that, for them, full erectioo usually occurred well before 

maximum subj ective responding, in particular for a high arousal film; in 

this case the % of genital respaXling surpasSEd the % of subjective 

responding for 59% of the time. Naturally pattem 2, (IMI-) where 

subjective respc:nling is, relative to genital respcn:ling, slower to reach. 

its maximum, would play havoc with a statistic resanbling the correlatiCl'l 

coeffiCient, eg. the IRS()1. 

. . 'D:arrA ?,A 
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'Ibe Sakheim et al study does not pennit a temporal examinatioo of the 

desynchrony in that we do not know whether it was continuous, at early 

stages of tumescence, or irregular throughout the film presentatioos. 

However, the results suggest that the sexual offemers who prcrluce 

desynchronous pattems may be rather IOOre "normal" than hitherto 

considered i.e. producing IMI+ and IMI-. '1be results (eg. Table 4c(i» ; I 

would suggest that the non-sexual offemers are the rore idiosyncratic, at 

least in tenus of providing "Pattern 7" type of desynchrcny. 

Abel et al (1978) describes one individual who denied any sexual arwsal 

(Pattern 7) to a film where he displayed 40 % of full erectioo. This 

individual was proud of the fact that he could control his sexual "urges" 

am his response pattern was therefore IOOre consistent with his beliefs 

than his concurrent physiological state. 

'Ibe fourth example is fron the area of evaluating subjective respcnling in 

wanen. Heiman (1977) suggestai that many wanen report no arousal when 

there is obvious physiological response, because they need an external 

validation to label an internal event. Although they do have internal 

signals during arousal, they have been taught to pay less attenticn to 

physiological reacticns~ therefore training or instructing waoen to direct 

their attenticn to bodily cues should produce greater corresp:n1enoe 

between the two measures. Korff am Gear (1983) did find that alerting 

female subj ects to their intemal arousal cues did increase the mean 

oorrelaticn (fran .48 to .86). 
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Since the apparent desynchrony of IMI+, if not of Pattern 7 seems an 

inability to detect, rather than an unwillingness to report, it is 

interesting to speculate on the effect of instructians\directians on 

measures of male OCXlcordance. If individuals are not atterm.ng to the 

actual physiological changes which accaapany arousal, then is it possible 

that he is atterrling to other ];ilysiological cues. '1bere are a number of 

potential sources of feedback available to the individual who is required 

to self-reIX>rt, for example, heart rate, muscular tension, respiratim, 

skin temperature, in addition to the specifically sexual, for example, 

degree of erection am lubrication. If subjective levels of sexual 

arousal are desynchronous with external measurements of erectim, it is 

quite possible that they are synchronous with a single or canbinatim of 

other physiological changes. '1bere is no guarantee that the selection of 

cues should be tmiversal, in that sane iOOividuals may scan only certain 

"dials" in order to decide where they are in the process of developnental 

onset of sexual arousal, whilst others may scan different indices. 

" A multiple cue roodel has sane advantages over the sin9i! cue nXlel. 
" 

Firstly it could inoorp::>rate the effect of "positive feedback" in that 

detection of change in one channel could quite easily act as a trigger for 

change in another; it might simply reduce "discriminability" for early ani 

slight change in another channel. 'lhe notioo of reciprocity might 

partially explain the lag-desynchrony of IMI+, in that it is only when 

erectile arousal has almost reached its maximum that the decisim to scan 

"psychological states" is made; this then results in an inmediate 

acceleration as if a dichotaoous state is detected (not sexually aroused 

or fully sexually aroused) or the onset of a gradual increase in 

subjective response (00-) which seems to resemble the "normals" respcase 

of SakheLm et al (1984), see diagram. 
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If IMI- is the "nonnal" response in functiooal nales, then it is also 

possible that IMI+ is pathological in origin. 'lhe effect of punishment 

(partner response at one end of a ocntinuum to incarceration for sexual 

offerx1ing\behaviour at the other) on the subjective feelings of sexual 

arousal is, aCCX>J:ding to the research evidence, unclear. lkM!ver, the 

precise patterns of IMI+ might suggest that sane fonn of desynchraly has i, 

been taught, in that sexual arousal is simply represSEd or ignorej until 

it reaches such a level that the the subjective state is simply switcru:n 

fron "off" to "on", hence impulSive sexual behaviour. We know that scx::ial 

demand characteristics differentially affect subjective resparling am 
erectile respording am therefore the effect of punishment might simply be 

to increase the degree to which physiological arousal must rise before the 

subjective all-or-nothing response is triggere1. 

One of explicit experimental proposals of Wincze (1980), the originator of 

the "cogni ti ve lever" , has been met in part by Experiment 2. 'lhls shc:7tIed 

that both sexual offenders am nm-sexual offerrlers were equally able to 

estil'lBte magnitooe systematically and accurately. '1hl.s alone suggests that 

observed desynchrony is not due to a practice effect or scaling deficit. 

A useful follow-up experiment would be to roonitor a range of 

psychophYSiological response channels, in additioo to the self-nadtoring 

channel, and to examine the consistent changes in order to "detect" the 

detenninants for that individual, at that time, am for that degree of 

sexual arousal, of his subj active sexual experience. A therapeutic 

procedure might then be to encourage the irdividual to alter his 

narltoring ~, a variant of which might be ~ "cognitive 

sensate-focus" (?). 
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Is IMI+ Dysfunctional? 

Masters and Johnsoo (1970) have suggestErl that self-focussing, 

particularly fran a third-person perspective, is a distracting process am 

prOOuces (or helps to produce) a dissociaticn between subjective sexual 

thoughts and feelings, fran sexual activity itself. Abrahamsoo (1985) 

manipulated both the object of the focus, ie. focussing on ale'S own 

sexual response and focussing on the level of partner's response and also 

the actual level of partner respoosiveness, (high, lCM or ambiguous) in an 

experiment where sexually functional men listenEd to heterosexual-ocntent 

atrliotape am requirEd to nonitor their sexual arousal by using a 

concurrent potentianeter. '!hey foum a similar, desynchronous respoose 

pattern to an aullotape which depicted high partner responsiveness, ani 

the requirement to self-focus. 

In this condition, the physiological response was very low, whilst the 

subjective respcnse was the highest for all the cax1itions or stimuli. 

'Ihls situation is very similar to the heterosexual film USEd in Experiment 

1, in that a high level of partner responsiveness is depicted (also in 

Film 2) yet subj ects are requirEd, not to identify with the individual in 

the film, but to nmitor their own level of respoose. 'lhls spectatorlng 

effect might be explainEd by again examining the sexual reinforcanent 

history of the experimental subj ects. Wolchik (1980) has suggestErl that 

volunteers for a sexual experiment are probably atypical, particularly in 

the extent of their sexual experience. One might assume that having to 

self-focus when faCEd with a partner depicting a high state of 

responsiveness might be a relatively novel experience, since self-focus 

seans to be much mre associatErl with dysfunctioo than successful. 
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functioning (Beck and BarlCM 1986) • Similarly, the incarcerated sexual 

offender, with a probable hiStory of contingent punishment for sexual 

behaviour, has learnt to deny all sexual arousal until it is unavoidable. 

'!be relevance of desynchrony between response systems is further increasEd 

by recent research in the study of anxiety disorders. Grey et al (1979, 

1981) have shown that desynchrony may predict relapse during treatment for 

intense fears and avoidance behaviours. 'their desynchrony was also between 

a physiological measure, namely heart rate, am a subjective rating of 

"fear" • However, it was manifest not within assessment sessialS but 

between sessions, in that subjective fear increased between sessicms, 

whilst heart rate, in the "high demarrl condition resembling flocxling" did 

not. If high levels of demand are nore likely to produce discordance, then 

the fact that desynchrony does appear to be evident within sexual 

assessment sessions, am possibly at times of natural sexual arousal, 

whether or not preceding sexual assault, does not after all seem quite so 

surprising. 
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~ONE 

Clinical Application 

Apart fran the potential of teaching synchrony as a means of enabling 

desynchronous irnividuals to beocme, for thsnselves, oore predictable am 

hopefully, if respaxiing to deviant stimuli, controllable, this research 

begins to answer sane of the important clinical questions which are 

relevant in this area. 

Firstly, the relatiooship between what subjects think they see i.e. 

acoording to their perceptual constructs, am the elicited sexual arousal 

seE!IIS crucial. Only the dysfunctiooal literature ( Cole 1985) has 

identified this area. as the IOOst fruitful avenue for further research. The 

work of Sakheim, BarlCM am Abrahamson is gradually following similar 

lines of developte'tt, but there has been little applicatioo of the results 

to the populatioo of rapists and pedophiles. 

Secon:ily the political "masters" of the Special lbspitals, the Ib'lw! 

Office, have recently issued (1986) "guidelines" far their own examinatial. 

of the case of release of a restricted patient. 'l\lese are partly 

reproduced here : 

ClnOC!K LIST OF POINTS ~SIDERED BY THE }DfE OFFICE IN ~ THE CASES 

OF RFSIRICl'ED PATIENrS 

1 • Has any infOImatioo cane to light since the last report which increaSes 

urderstaooing of the circumStances surrounding the irdex offence ? 

2. Is the root! vatioo for behaviour that has put others at risk UJ¥ierstoOO? 
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3. Is there any evidence that the patient has a persistent pre-occupaticn 

with a particular type of victim or a particular type of 

violent/ sexual/ arsonist activity ? 

4. What are the chances of circumstances similar to those surrourning the 

offence arising again am. similar offences occurring? 

7. In cases of psychopathic diso:cder, is the patient ~ m:>re mature, 

prOOictable am concerned about others ? Is he nore tolerant of 

frustration am stress ? Does he ntM take into account the consequences of 

his action ? Does he learn fran experience ? 

8. Does the patient IlC7tl have a greater insight into his oondi tion ? 

11 • If the patient is a sex offerner, has he shown in the hospital an 

undesirable interest in the type of person he has previously been knC7IIn to 

favour as his victim ? What fom has any sexual activity taken ? What have 

been the results of any psychological tests ? 

Any reply to all these guidelines could am should use data, deroonstratinq 

either synchrony or desynchrony, to be both oanplete and oanprehensive. 
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• Appendices 
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Appemix Index 

1. Age x IQ x Offences x Sexual Offenders (Experiment 1). 

2. Age x IQ x Offences x Non-Sexual Offenders (Experiment 1). 

3. Suppliers' Names am Addresses. 

4a. Patterns of Respoose x Sexual Offenders x Groups (Experiment 1). 

4b. Patterns of Response x Non-Sexual Offenders (Experiment 1). 

Sa. Age x IQ x Offences x Sexual Offerners (Experiment 2). 

Sb. Age x IQ x Offences x Non-Sexual Offemers (Experiment 2). 

6a. Correlation Coefficients x Sexual Offenders x Baselines and Plateaux 

(Experiment 2). 

6b. Correlation Coefficients x Sexual OffeOOers x Increase\DecreaSe 

Periods (Experiment 2). 

7a. Correlation Coefficients x Nal-8exual Offen1ers x Baselines am 
Plateaux (Experiment 2) 

7b. Correlatioo Coefficients x Ncn-8exual Offen1ers x Increase\DecreaSe 

Periods (Experiment 2). 
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8. Age x IQ x Offences x Sexual Offerders (Experiment 3). 

9. Age x IQ X Offences x Non-Sexual Offerders, Patients, (Experiment 3). 

10. status of Non-Patient Subj ects (Ex:per1ment 3). 

11. Semantic Differential (Experiment 3) Intrcductioo. Page. 

12. Semantic Differential (Experiment 3) Instructions Shett. 

13. Raw Data x Heterosexual Interoourse x Groups (Experiment 3). 

14. Raw Data x lboosexual Intercourse x Groups (Experiment 3). 

15. Raw Data x Female Masturbatioo x Groups (Experiment 3). 

16. Raw Data x Male Masturbation x Groups (Experiment 3). 

17. Raw Data x Rape x Groups (Experiment 3). 

18. Raw Data x Sexual Intercourse with Young Boys x Groups (Experiment 3). 

19. Raw Data x Sexual Intercourse with Young Girls x Groups (Experiment 

3). 
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Age x IQ x IOOex Offence x Sexual OfferXlers (ExpEgiment 1) 

Number Index Offence 

so 1 22 78 Rape x " attemptEd x 2 

2 25 80 IA girl aged 5 

3 29 77 IA x 3, girls agEd 6-9 

4 28 92 IA girl aged 7 

5 32 93 USI girl aged 12, IA girl 10 

6 24 102 IA girls x 3, aged 7-9 

7 31 72 Buggery on boy 11 years 

8 46 85 IA x 3, boys 6-10 years 

9 27 89 Gross iOOecency x 3 

10 28 90 IA x 2, buggery x 1 

11 26 90 IA girl aged 8 

12 28 89 IA x 4, girls 6-15 

13 26 78 IA boy age 10 

14 25 87 Attemptai rape x 2 

15 28 93 IA girls x 3, aged 4-8 years 

16 31 89 Rape x 1, attemptai x 1 

17 30 70 IA x 2, boys aged 8, 10 

18 23 72 IA boy aged 7 

19 27 73 IA x 6, girls aged 6-9 
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20 29 78 Attemptei rape x 2 

21 26 93 Attemptei rape x 1, rape 

x 2, IA x 3 

22 23 95 Rape x 1 

23 24 85 Rape x 2, attemptei x 1 

24 27 85 IA x 3, girls aged 11-13 

25 24 89 Buggery x 2, IA x 3, 

boys age 13-15 

Mean 27.56 84.9 

so 4.68 8.5 
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Age x IQ X Index Offence X Non-Sexual Offenders (Experiment 1) 

Number Index Offence 

NSO 1 42 89 Assault x 3 

2 25 90 GBH X 2, TDA x 3 

3 26 83 Manslaughter of parent 

4 41 78 'lheft x 3, burglary 

5 30 73 Absexniing, assault x 2 

6 32 75 carrying offensive 

weapon 

7 29 85 Criminal damage, assault 

8 26 78 Attanpted murder 

9 34 97 Assault, ABH 

10 36 94 Burglary, theft x 5 

11 23 93 Manslaughter, assault 

12 28 84 Assault en policenan 

13 27 78 1llA, GBH, wouniing 

14 44 90 Offensive weapcn,assault 

15 36 80 '1heft x 5, assault x 1 

16 36 76 Assault x 2, theft 

17 33 71 '1heft, forgery, assault 

18 29 87 Assault x 4, wounding 

19 40 81 Woun1ing with intent x 2 
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20 42 82 Manslaughter of wanan 

21 25 94 Assault x 3, burglary 

22 26 113 Carrying offensive 

\1\Jeapal 

23 36 72 Assault occ. ASH 

24 24 78 'lbeft, TDA x 5 

25 39 89 WouOOing, assault x 2 

Mean 32.36 84.3 

SD 6.51 9.5 

One-way MrNA Experiment 1 

sos OF MS F 

Within 288 , 288 8.95 (p=.01) 

Between 1543 48 32.1 

Between 3.92 1 3.94 .05 (n. s. ) 

, Within 3892.9 48 8.05 
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Appenilit 3 

Suppliers' Name and Addresses 

1. BarlC7l1 Strain GaUge 

Farrall Instruments Inc. 

P .O.Box 1037 

Gram Island 

Nebraska 68801 

USA. 

Local Agents : 

Aleph One Ltd. 

'Ibe Old Courthouse 

High street 

Bottisham 

Cambridge CBS 9BA. 

2. Polygram (Devices M19 and Balance Box) 

Devices Ltd. 

Hyde Way 

Welwyn Garden City 

Hertfordshire AL7 lAP. 
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Appendix 4a 

Pattems of Response x Sexual Offenders x Groups (Experiment 1) 

Film 1 2 3 4 Group 

001 1 1 1 2 7 1 

2 2 1 6 2 6 2 

3 5 1 6 3 6 2 

4 5 7 5 2 6 2 

5 6 6 6 6 6 2 

6 7 7 7 7 7 2 

7 1 1 4 4 6 3 

8 7 1 7 6 6 3 

9 2 1 1 2 6 3 

10 8 8 8 8 8 3 

11 1 1 5 1 6 2 

12 5 1 1 7 7 2 

13 5 7 7 7 7 3 

14 1 1 7 2 7 1 

15 5 5 8 4 5 2 

16 1 2 7 1 7 1 

17 8 8 1 2 8 3 

18 1 1 7 7 8 3 

19 8 5 7 7 8 2 
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Appendix 4b 

Pattems of Response x Non-Sexual Offerders (Experiment 1) 

Film 1 2 4 

NSO 1 7 6 8 4 8 

2 7 7 7 7 7 

3 5 3 8 7 8 

4 5 2 8 7 7 

5 7 8 8 8 8 

6 3 2 6 8 8 

7 6 6 8 8 3 

8 3 2 8 7 7 

9 5 8 3 8 8 

10 5 3 8 8 8 

11 6 6 8 6 8 

12 5 5 6 6 8 

13 2 4 8 8 8 

14 7 5 8 7 8 

15 7 7 7 1 7 

16 3 8 8 7 8 

11 8 8 8 8 8 

18 5 5 8 7 8 

19 7 7 8 8 4 
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19?eOOi.x Sa 

Age x IQ x Irnex Offence x Sexual Offen:iers (Experiment 2) 

Number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

Mean 

SO 

32 

44 

31 

35 

50 

23 

27 

29 

42 

36 

31 

43 

44 

20 

48 

37 

32 

29 

38 

47 

35.9 

8.5 

78 

98 

77 

80 

95 

73 

76 

82 

93 

90 

81 

78 

79 

82 

90 

103 

95 

70 

89 

92 

85.0 

9.1 

Offences 

lA Boys x 3, Girls x 1 

lA Girls x 15 

lA Girls x 7, Boys x 2 

lA Girls x 3, Ind. Exposure 

Rape Girl age 15 

Att. Rape, lA wanen x 5 

lA Boys x 8, Girls x 4 

Rape x 2 

Rape x 1, Att. Rape x 3 

lA Boys x 3 

lA Girls x 8, lA wanen x 2 

Att. Rape x 2 

Att. Rape x 1, Rape x 1 

lA waoen x 5 

lA Girls x 6 

lA Girls x 3, Ind. Tel. calls x 8 

lA Girls x 2 

lA Girls x 1, Boy x 1 

Att. Rape x 2 

lA Wcmen x 9 

* = length of stay less than 2 yrs. 
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Apper!ti?c 5b 

Age x IQ x Index Offence x Non-Sexual Offerxiers (Experiment 2) 

NS) 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

Mean 

SO 

38 

26 

28 

32 

35 

51 

42 

45 

49 

39 

21 

23 

29 

40 

33 

23 

37 

30 

29 

22 

33.6 

8.9 

72 

91 

90 

78 

85 

83 

80 

90 

111 

73 

76 

79 

94 

85 

86 

82 

80 

97 

73 

77 

84 

9.5 

Index Offence 

'1beft x 3, assault x 2, TDA 

Assault, GBH, burglary 

ASH, criminal damage, assault 

Wounding with intent, assault 

Manslaughter 

Carrying offensive weapon, assault 

Assault, theft x 5 

GBH, burglary, theft 

Assault x 3, mA, assaulting police 

Asault occasiarlnq ABH, assault x 2 

MuIder of oatllOO law wife 

'!heft x 2, resisting arrest 

Carrying offensive weapon, ABH 

'theft, ~, unlawful wounding 

Manslaughter 

Manslaughter of qirlfriem 

GBH x 2, assault 

Burglary x 2, theft x 3, assault 

Wounding with intent, theft x 6 

Assault x 5, ASH 
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ApPeI!iix 5b (Caltd.) 

One -way MJNA Exper1.nent 2. 

sos OF MS F 

Between 52.9 1 52.9 .70 (n.s.) 

Within 2874.6 38 75.64 

Between 9.0 1 9.0 .10 (n.s.) 

Within 3300.75 38 86.86 
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Appendix 6a 

Correlaticn Coefficients x Sexual OffeIXiers x Baselines 

and Plateaux (Experiment 2) 

Base. 1 Plate 1 Base. 2 Plate 2 Base. 3 Plate 3 Base. 4 

1 .34 -.68 -.14 .03 .08 .74 .15 

2 -.07 -.50 .28 -.23 -.30 .24 -.52 

3 -.11 .68 -.27 -.54 -.56 .54 -.42 

4 -.05 1.00 .14 -.03 -.02 .05 -.13 

5 .11 .22 .43 .56 .60 .32 -.02 

6 -.02 .49 .20 -.11 .17 .12 -.13 

7 -.13 .52 -.11 -.08 -.23 .11 -.13 

8 .07 -.43 -.13 -.46 -.11 .07 .10 

9 -.09 -.18 .20 -.35 -.10 -.03 .08 

10 .21 -.43 -.23 -.41 .30 -.04 .01 

11 .19 -.61 -.28 .20 .21 .36 -.02 

12 .17 -.57 -.01 -.05 .18 .21 -.03 

13 -.05 .41 .03 -.09 .16 .20 -.11 

14 -.03 -.29 .06 .02 .15 .42 -.10 

15 -.02 .23 -.21 -.04 -.21 .54 -.08 

16 .11 .17 -.12 .06 -.19 -.10 -.21 

17 -.12 .35 -.08 -.21 -.02 -.12 .17 

18 -.04 .38 .06 -.18 -.17 -.23 -.15 

19 .01 .69 -.03 -.01 -.16 .03 .16 

20 -.04 -.09 -.02 .11 .01 12 .15 
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Apper!lix 6 b 

Correlatioo Coefficients x Sexual Offenders x Increase\DecreaSe 

Periods (Experiment 2) 

Period 1 3 4 5 

ro 1 .98 .90 .95 .97 .97 .89 

2 .83 .37 .39 -.20 .22 .49 

3 .96 .94 .78 .82 .81 .97 

4 .87 .94 .83 .91 .94 .90 

5 .50 .94 .43 .61 .87 .89 

6 .34 .94 .97 .94 .96 .86 

7 .92 .82 .92 .87 .91 .90 

8 .89 .88 .93 .85 .89 .91 

9 .97 .43 .77 .92 .96 .83 

10 .58 .68 .85 .67 .62 .87 

11 .62 .72 .42 .69 .76 .88 

12 .67 .73 .45 .70 .69 .68 

13 .91 .85 .79 .92 .93 .75 

14 .89 .92 .80 .94 .87 .93 

15 .71 .93 .81 .89 .72 .93 

16 .90 .90 .82 .68 .88 .88 

17 .89 .71 .65 .66 .90 .87 

18 .88 .79 .49 .39 .63 .88 

19 .71 .56 .92 .94 .76 .90 

20 .95 .96 .94 .96 .77 .62 
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Ag?erx:lix 7a 

Correlation Coefficients x Non-8exua1 Offenders x Baselines 

and Plateaux (Experiment 2) 

Base. 1 Plate 1 Base. 2 Plate 2 Base. 3 Plate 3 Base. 4 

NSO 1 -.07 .23 -.20 -.11 -.11 .02 .02 

2 -.11 .45 -.17 -.11 .03 .17 .04 

3 -.12 .12 -.02 .21 .07 .15 .07 

4 .08 -.31 .21 .18 .12 .03 -.17 

5 .15 .21 .17 .19 .41 -.05 -.12 

6 .06 -.40 .19 -.20 -.26 -.06 .07 

7 .03 .31 .01 -.03 .20 .18 .31 

8 .42 .32 -.01 .17 .21 .17 -.27 

9 -.07 -.17 .09 -.05 -.05 -.21 -.21 

10 -.06 -.08 .07 .08 -.02 -.25 .08 

11 -.01 -.12 -.02 .12 .01 .01 .08 

12 -.08 .18 -.43 -.07 .07 .02 -.10 

13 .12 .21 .28 -.08 .17 .17 -.12 

14 .21 .08 .17 .17 .12 -.13 -.14 

15 .18 .09 .23 .19 .15 -.41 .07 

16 .02 -.13 .07 -.08 .18 -.36 .06 

17 .03 -.14 -.15 .21 -.18 .25 .21 

18 -.02 -.07 .13 -.23 -.16 .17 .17 

19 .01 .05 .21 -.18 .12 .19 .10 

20 .13 .04 .18 -.19 .20 -.20 .07 
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Correlation Coefficient x Non-Sexual Offenders x Periods of 

Increase \Decrease Periods (;Experiment 2) 

Period 1 2 3 4 5 

NS) 1 .87 .87 .80 .91 .87 

2 .72 .81 .62 .96 .81 

3 .65 .62 .96 .90 .98 

4 .91 .90 .71 .81 .83 

5 .90 .63 .68 .54 .76 

6 .87 .76 .71 .76 .67 

7 .72 .72 .63 .87 .90 

8 .65 .70 .56 .88 .85 

9 .72 .96 .87 .81 .86 

10 .87 .82 .82 .71 .71 

11 .91 .81 .78 .68 .69 

12 .90 .92 .91 .92 .90 

13 .83 .71 .89 .83 .91 

14 .84 .62 .71 .85 .92 

15 .75 .49 .69 .96 .83 

16 .67 .87 .69 .88 .54 

17 .72 .88 .93 .92 .91 

18 .78 .70 .68 .54 .36 

19 .71 .69 .61 .88 .92 

20 .92 .92 .72 .81 .91 

6 

.87 

.86 

.54 

.82 

.91 

.96 

.92 

.82 

.71 

.70 

.69 

.96 

.93 

.92 

.94 

.76 

.83 

.86 

.77 

.88 
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Appendix 8 

Age x IQ x Offence x Sexual Offenders (Experiment 3) 

Index Offence 

so 1 32 90 IA on 8 year old boy x 2 

2 49 85 Buggery 10 year old bay, IA x 2 

3 26 93 Gross Indecency 9 year old boy, IA x 1 

4 31 72 IA x 6 boys age 6-12 

5 35 87 IA x 2, buggery on 8 year old boy 

6 40 85 IA 1 0 year old boy 

7 42 93 Indecent exposure, gross imeoency 10 year old 

boy 

8 22 76 Buggery x 3, 8 year old boy 

9 53 79 IA boys aged 6 and 11 

10 48 78 IA x 6, boys aged 2-8 

11 27 83 IA x 3 boys aged 7-8 

12 31 74 Buggery, IA boy age 13 

13 35 81 Buggery x 2, boys aged 1 4 and 1 5 

14 34 97 IA 00 boy age 5 

15 26 102 Wecent exposure x 4, IA boy aged 12 

16 29 85 IA girl aged 12, 1n:leoent exposure x 2 

17 42 84 Unlawful sexual intercourse witha minor age 14 

18 23 78 IA x 5, girls aged 6-11 

19 38 91 Attempt.a1 rape of girl age 10, IA x 2 

20 43 91 IA x 2, girls a~ 7 ani 12 
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21 30 82 

22 51 85 

23 37 76 

24 37 78 

25 29 112 

26 34 74 

27 37 77 

28 23 82 

29 33 83 

30 35 94 

31 27 92 

32 29 85 

33 51 101 

34 60 98 

35 24 91 

36 27 82 

37 30 85 

38 31 76 

39 42 79 

40 29 84 

41 35 82 

42 37 90 

43 43 74 

44 37 78 

45 25 84 

Mean 

SO 

34.9 

8.9 

85.0 

8.5 

IA en a girl age 6, indecent telephoo.e 

calls 

Irrlecent exposure, IA x 6, girls 9-10 

IA x 1, girl age 12 

Attempted rape girl age 8, IA x 3 

IA x 6, girls aged 4-14 

Buggery on dead girl aged 8 

IA x 3, girl aged 13 

Unlawful sexual intercourse, girl age 9 

IA x 2, sisters aged 8 and 9 

IA x 4, girls aged 4-15 

Attemted rape 00 wanan, IA x 2 

Rape x 1, IA x 14 

IA en wanan, rape x 2 

IIxiecent exposure x 3, rape x 1 

Rape x 1, assault x 3 

Assault x 4, Attempt.e:l rape x 2 

Rape x 1, indecent telephooe calls 

Attempt.e:l rape x 1, GBH, assault 

Burglary, attempt.e:l rape x 2 

Rape x 1, assault x 3 

Attemptei rape x 3 

Attemted rape x 2, IA x 3 

Rape x 3, assault x 5, IA x 3 

Attempted rape x 3, IA x 2 

IA x 2, kidnapping, attemted rape 
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AppeOOix 9 

Age x IQ x Offenoe x Non-Sexual Offender, Patients (Experiment 3) 

NSO 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

Mean 

SO 

32 

37 

29 

28 

41 

36 

36 

24 

31 

42 

27 

53 

28 

34 

37 

34.3 

7.4 

82 

91 

76 

79 

101 

83 

87 

79 

92 

74 

80 

91 

89 

107 

92 

86.9 

9.2 

Index Offence 

Assault x 3, absconding 

Arson x 2 

Assault occasiCXlinq ASH 

GBH x 2 

Manslaughter of wife 

Arson x 4 

Burglary x 6, TDA x 2, assault 

Robbery x 2, assault, assault 00 a policeman 

Carryiny offensive weapon 

Arson x 2, TDA, assault 

Assault x 3, theft x 7 

Manslaughter of neighbc:m", assault x 2 

Ar8a1 x 2, criminal damage 

GBH, robbery, assault in ooorse of arrest 

Theft x2, absconding, assault 
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Appendix 9 (Ccntd.) 

One way AOOVA Experinent 3 

sos OF MS F 

Between 36.45 1 36.45 .48 (n.s.) 

Within 4366.5 58 75.3 

Between 6.42 1 6.42 .09 (n.s.) 

Within 4200.9 58 72.43 
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Appendix 10 

Status of Non-Patient Subj ects (Experiment 3) 

1. Cllarge Nurse 

2. <llarge Nurse 

3. staff Nurse 

4. Staff Nurse 

5. Staff Nurse 

6. Staff Nurse 

7. <llarge Nurse 

8. Enrolled Nurse 

9. Enrolled Nurse 

10. Enrolled Nurse 

11. staff Nurse 

12. <llarge Nurse 

13. Staff Nurse 

14. Staff Nurse 

15. Enrolled Nurse 

16. Senior Enrolled Nurse 

17. staff Nurse 

18. staff Nurse 

19. staff Nurse 

20. <llarge Nurse 
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AgleOOix 11 

Semantic Differential (Experiment 3) Int.rcx3.ucticn Page 

'!he attached sheets represent part of my research dissertaticn 

etdeavour. I hope you will be able to help me by canpleting than 

returning them to the perBal who gave them to you. If you have any doll 

about taking part in this project, perhaps the following points will 

your mind at rest: 

( 1) '!be result sheets do not require your name, nor indeei shalld 

volunteer it, am therefore the results are received by me ocmple 

ancnyroously. 

(2) You have been chosen as a representative of a particular gra 

people am I am therefore not interested in your results individua; 

(3) '!be area of oonoern is ale of persooal attitude towards various 9 

behaviour am is a necessary part of the research as a whole. 

results will therefore be integrated with other results. 

PEtER S PRA'rr 

Principal Clinical Psychologist 

July, 1984 
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Semantic Differential (Experiment 3) Instructioos Sheet 

'!he purpose of this study is to measure the meanings of certain things to 

various people by having them judge them against a series of descriptive 

scales. In taJd.ng this test, please make yoor judgements on the basis of 

what these things mean to yOU. On each page of this booklet you will find 

a different ooncept to be judgai am beneath it a set of scales. You are 

to rate the oonoept Q1 each of these scales in order. 

Here is how you are to use these scales: 

If you feel that the ooncept at the top of the page is very closely 

related to ale eoj of the scale, you shruld place your check-mark as 

follows: 

fair X unfair -------

fair X unfair 
---~~--------
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If you feel that the ooncept is quite closely related to one or the other 

end of the scale (but not extremely), you shcW.d place your check-mark as 

follows: 

strong X weak ---------

OR 

strong X weak -------

If the concept seems only slightly related to one side as opposEd to the 

other side (but is rot really neutral), then ycAl shoold check as follows: 

active X passive --------

OR 

active X passive ----------

'!be directiQ'l tofard which you check, of oourse, depends upon which of the 

2 ems of the scale seem IIDSt characteristic of the thing you are jldging. 

If you consider the c:xncept to be neutral Q'l the scale, lx>th sides of the 

scale equally associated with the c:xnoept, or if the scale is oaapletely 

irrelevant, \mI'elated to the coocept, then you should place your 

check-mark in the miaUe space: 

safe ___ .....!.... ___ dangeroos 
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IMPORTANT: 

(1) Place your check-marks in the middle of spaces, not on the boun3aries: 

THIS lCl' THIS 

x X ----------

(2) Be sure you check every scale for every concept - do not anit any. 

(3) Never put IOOre than one check-mark on a single scale. 

Sanetines you may feel as though you have had the same item before CXl the 

test. 'lhls will not be the case, so do not look back and forth thrrugh the 

items. Do not try to remember how you checked similar items earlier in 

the test. Make each item a separate am indepepd.ent jud.ge!!ent. Work at a 

fairly high spee1 through this test. Do not worry or puzzle CNer 

irdividual itens. It is your first impressioos, the inmediate "feelings" 

about the itens, that we want. On the other hand, please do not be 

careless, because we want your true impressioos. 
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AppeOO1x 13 

Raw Data x Heteroxesexua1 Interooorse x GrouPS (Experiment 3) 

Mean (Standal:d Deviation) x Group 

Group 1 2 3 4 5 

Coostruct 1 4.9(2.6) 5.4(1.6) 3.3(1.7) 5.5(1.2) 4.9(1.2) 

2 4.9(2.3) 5.2(1.7) 3.9(1.5) 5.0(1.8) 4.7(1.5) 

3 2.8(2.1) 3.6(1.7) 2.9(0.6) 3.4(1.3) 3.1(1.9) 

4 5.0(2.5) 5.0(1.3) 5.5(1.2) 5.0(1.5) 4.6(1.7) 

5 5.5(2.0) 4.2(1.5) 2.3(1.3) 2.9(1.2) 3.5(1.8) 

6 3.2(2.3) 3.7(1.5) 3.6(1.4) 3.2(1.8) 3.4(1.8) 

7 2.7(2.0) 4.2(2.0) 5.1(1.0) 5.1(1.2) 4.1(1.8) 

8 2.7(2.5) 3.5(1.2) 3.4(1.5) 4.1(1.3) 3.7(2.0) 

9 3.0(2.1) 3.6(1.4) 3.0(0.8) 3.5(1.5) 3.7(2.1) 

10 3.5(2.4) 5.0(1.90 4.7(1.9) 4.6(1.7) 4.2(2.0) 

11 3.3(2.1 ) 2.9(0.7) 4.0(1.4) 2.5(2.00 3.0(1.6) 

12 4.9(2.3) 4.0(1.1) 3.8(1.3) 4.8(1.8) 4.5(1.3) 

13 3.3(2.0) 3.0(0.8) 3.4(1.1) 2.5(1.6) 3.5(1.5) 

14 5.5(1.1) 4.5(1.2) 4.1(1.0) 4.1(1.3) 4.5(1.2) 

15 4.9(1.7) 4.8(1.8) 4.1 (1.3) 5.2(1.7) 4.3(1.9) 

16 5.4(1.8) 4.7(1.3) 4.6(1.1) 4.9(1.8) 4.7(1.3) 

17 4.2(2.2) 4.1(1.40 3.6(1.2) 4.6(1.9) 4.1(1.3) 

18 3.9(1.9) 4.1(1.2) 4.0(1.2) 2.6(1.7) 3.6(1.4) 

19 3.5(2.2) 3.1(1.0) 3.2(0.6) 2.6(2.0) 3.8(1.5) 

20 4.3(2.5) 3.9(1.5) 4.7(1.3) 4.3(1.1) 3.4(1.2) 
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Ag?emix 14 

Raw Data x Hcm:>sexua1 Interoourse x GrooPS (Experiment 3) 

Mean (Standal:d Deviation) x Group 

Group 1 2 3 4 5 

Coostruct 1 4.7(2.2) 3.7(1.3) 2.9(0.8) 3.6(1.5) 4.1(1.7) 

2 3.9(2.0) 3.7(1.5) 3.9(1.2) 3.3(1.8) 4.1(1.3) 

3 4.4(2.1) 3.6(1.5) 3.2(1.2) 3.5(1.8) 4.2(1.7) 

4 2.7(1.9) 3.5(1.4) 3.9(1.2) 3.8(1.5) 4.5(1.8) 

5 3.3(2.3) 3.7(1.2) 3.5(1.4) 3.4(1.7) 3.3(2.1) 

6 3.8(2.1) 3.7(1.3) 4.3(1.4) 4.2(2.3) 3.6(2.0) 

7 4.3(2.2) 4.7(1.5) 4.3(1.5) 3.6(1.9) 4.8(1.7) 

8 2.7(1.7) 3.3(1.4) 3.9(1.4) 4.8(1.6) 4.5(2.0) 

9 3.6(2.2) 3.3(1.6) 4.5(1.3) 4.9(2.0) 3.7(1.8) 

10 3.9(1.8) 3.5(1.6) 4.3(1.5) 5.3(1.5) 4.7(2.2) 

11 3.8(2.0) 4.5(1.5) 2.3(1.1) 4.8(2.4) 3.592.1) 

12 4.1(2.0) 4.2(1.1) 3.9(1.1) 3.0(1.9) 4.2(1.7) 

13 4.2(2.4) 3.991.3) 3.9(1.2) 3.7(1.6) 2.9(1.1) 

14 5.5(1.5) 3.9(1.2) 3.9(0.8) 4.0(1.4) 4.7(1.4) 

15 4.3(2.1) 4.1(1.5) 3.9(1.2) 4.2(1.6) 4.5(1.7) 

16 4.5(2.0) 3.7(1.1) 4.2(1.2) 3.0(2.0) 4.1(2.1) 

17 3.5(1.7) 3.9(1.2) 3.5(1.2) 3.2(2.2) 4.3(1.4) 

18 3.8(1.6) 4.2(0.9) 5.1(1.0) 4.5(1.9) 3.5(1.7) 

19 4.4(2.1 ) 3.5(1.3) 4.0(1.0) 4.9(2.1) 3.6(1.7) 

20 4.6(2.4) 4.3(1.1) 4.5(1.0) 4.0(1.20 4.1(1.7) 
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AppeIEix 15 

Raw rata x Female Maturbatioo x Groups (Experiment 3) 

Mean (Standal:d Deviation) x Group 

Group 1 2 3 4 5 

Calstruct 1 4.7(2.7) 5.0(1.0) 3.6(1.0) 4.3(1.0) 4.9(2.0) 

2 5.6(1.6) 3.8(1.2) 3.7(1.3) 4.3(1.1) 4.8(1.7) 

3 4.9(1.8) 4.2(1.4) 3.7(1.2) 5.7(1.6) 3.6(1.8) 

4 3.9(2.1) 4.1(1.2) 4.091.1) 4.3(1.5) 4.3(2.0) 

5 2.5(1.0) 3.5(1.2) 3.9(1.4) 3.9(2.2) 3.3(1.9) 

6 4.9(2.4) 3.5(1.2) 4.5(0.9) 3.2(1.2) 3.1(1.9) 

7 4.9(2.2) 4.3(1.3) 4.3(1.4) 5.0(1.6) 4.3(1.9) 

8 3.9(2.5) 4.1(1.1) 3.5(1.4) 4.991.4) 4.9(1.5) 

9 3.0(2.3) 3.3(1.2) 4.9(1.0) 4.2(1.3) 3.3(1.5) 

10 2.7(1.5) 3.2(1.2) 3.6(1.4) 5.5(1.6) 4.1(2.2) 

11 3.5(2.3) 3.2(1.2) 4.1(1.3) 3.3(1.5) 3.4(2.3) 

12 3.3(2.1) 4.4(1.3) 4.1(1.0) 4.4(1.5) 3.7(1.8) 

13 3.8(2.2) 3.5(1.5) 3.6(1.3) 3.4(1.2) 3.1(1.6) 

14 5.3(1.7) 4.5(1.5) 4.2(0.6) 3.9(1.8) 4.0(1.5) 

15 5.192.1) 4.4(1.4) 3.8(1.0) 5.0(1.5) 4.992.3) 

16 6.1(1.1) 4.4(1.3) 4.0(1.3) 3.7(1.2) 4.5(1.9) 

17 4.3(2.2) 3.9(1.2) 4.0(0.7) 4.1(1.2) 3.9(2.1) 

18 3.7(2.0) 3.5(1.0) 4.4(1.1) 3.2(1.7) 3.9(2.1 ) 

19 3.9(2.10 4.2(1.3) 4.1(1.0) 3.6(1.6) 3.7(1.9) 

20 3.8(1.6) 3.5(1.1) 3.9(1.0) 3.8(0.9) 3.7(1.5) 
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Apper!llx 16 

Raw Data x Male Masturbaticn x Groups (Experiment 3) 

Mean (Standard Deviation) x Group 

Group 1 2 3 4 5 

Construct 1 5.7(1.0) 4.1(1.7) 3.8(1.1) 4.8(1.6) 4.0(0.9) 

2 5.0(1.5) 4.8(1.2) 4.2(1.3) 4.2(1.5) 3.8(1.4) 

3 3.8(2.0) 3.0(1.3) 3.0(0.2) 1.9(1.2) 2.6(1.9) 

4 2.9(1.6) 4.3(1.7) 4.6(0.6) 4.4(1.4) 3.9(1.5) 

5 2.4(1.4) 4.8(1.6) 3.3(0.6) 2.3(1.2) 3.2(1.6) 

6 4.1(2.1) 3.9(1.4) 4.0(1.0) 3.1 (1.4) 4.5(1.6) 

7 4.3(2.2) 3.3(1.4) 4.8(1.7) 4.7(1.2) 4.1(1.8) 

8 3.1(2.2) 3.9(1.3) 2.7(1.0) 3.5(1.6) 4.3(2.0) 

9 3.3(2.6) 3.5(1.6) 4.6(1.2) 3.3(1.4) 4.2(1.8) 

10 4.1 (1.8) 4.4(1.7) 5.1 (1.9) 5.8(1.6) 5.3(2.0) 

11 2.4(1.6) 3.3(1.0) 3.1 (1.5) 2.8(1.3) 3.7(2.1) 

12 3.5(2.3) 4.8(0.9) 4.7(0.9) 4.4(1.3) 4.892.1 ) 

13 3.6(2.6) 3.3(1.1) 3.1(1.4) 3.2(1.0) 3.6(1.3) 

14 4.5(1.5) 4.9(1.1) 4.2(0.9) 4.2(1.1) 4.1(1.6) 

15 4.5(1.5) 4.1(1.1) 3.9(1.1) 5.0(1.0) 4.7(2.0) 

16 5.5(1.3) 4.1(1.5) 3.5(1.1) 4.5(1.0) 3.6(1.9) 

17 2.9(1.6) 4.2(1.3) 3.9(0.9) 4.3(1.1) 4.7(1.7) 

18 3.2(1.5) 3.6(1.5) 3.3(1.5) 2.6(0.9) 3.9(1.9) 

19 4.8(2.0) 3.7(1.0) 4.1(1.3) 3.2(1.2) 3.5(1.8) 

20 2.6(1.4) 4.2(1.1) 4.1(0.9) 3.8(0.6) 3.7(1.2) 
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Appermx 17 

Raw Data x Rape x Groups (Experiment 3) 

Mean (Standam Deviaticm) x Group 

Group 1 2 3 4 5 

Construct 1 1.3(1.3) 2.3(1.4) 2.5(1.0) 1.2(0.5) 1.8(0.9) 

2 2.7(2.2) 2.7(1.7) 2.8(1.3) 2.6(1.5) 3.2(1.6) 

3 3.7(1.6) 2.8(1.4) 4.0(0.9) 3.7(1.2) 3.6(1.6) 

4 1.9(1.9) 2.2(0.9) 3.3(1.6) 2.4(1.4) 2.8(1.7) 

5 3.7(2.9) 2.7(1.9) 2.2(1.3) 2.3(1.5) 3.6(1.8) 

6 6.7(0.8) 5.7(0.8) 4.8(1.1) 6.6(0.7) 5.7(1.4) 

7 2.1(2.2) 2.3(1.5) 4.3(1.6) 2.9(1.3) 2.9(1.9) 

8 3.3(2.0) 2.4(1.5) 3.8(1.3) 2.8(1.4) 3.2(1.6) 

9 6.5(1.3) 6.0(0.8) 5.3(0.7) 6.4(0.9) 6.0(1.2) 

10 4.7(1.3) 4.4(1.8) 3.9(1.4) 5.5(1.4) 5.3(1.4) 

11 6.5(1.1) 5.8(0.8) 5.3(2.1) 6.5(0.6) 6.3(1.1) 

12 3.4(1.9) 5.0(1.5) 5.1(1.6) 3.0(1.9) 3.5(2.1) 

13 3.0(2.6) 3.4(1.3) 2.8(1.7) 3.0(1.8) 3.8(1.9) 

14 3.6(0.8) 4.2(1.8) 3.9(1.1) 3.6(1.2) 3.7(1.5) 

15 3.2(2.2) 4.4(1.5) 5.1(1.5) 4.7(1.5) 3.9(1.6) 

16 2.7(1.5) 4.4(1.9) 3.1 (1.7) 2.9(1.2) 3.0(1.7) 

17 2.6(1.8) 3.5(1.6) 4.1(1.2) 2.8(1.7) 2.7(1.4) 

18 4.5(1.7) 5.7(1.0) 4.4(1.5) 5.4(1.3) 4.6(1.7) 

19 6.1(1.8) 5.7(1.0) 5.9(1.3) 6.1(1.2) 5.7(1.7) 

20 3.3(2.2) 4.6(1.5) 3.9(1.6) 4.7(1.4) 4.4(1.5) 
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Appem1x 18 

Raw Data x Sexual Interoourse with Young Boys x GrouPS (Experiment 3) 

Mean (Sta:ndal:d Deviatioo) x Group 

Group 1 2 3 4 5 

Construct 1 1.8(1.6) 3.5(1.6) 3.1(1.6) 2.0(1.5) 2.3(1.7) 

2 2.9(1.9) 3.2(1.4) 3.3(1.6) 2.8(1.0) 3.0(1.6) 

3 3.1(1.4) 2.5(0.7) 4.1(1.4) 3.4(1.2) 3.0(1.5) 

4 2.3(2.2) 3.7(1.9) 3.9(1.3) 3.0(1.2) 3.3(1.7) 

5 4.5(2.2) 3.7(1.8) 3.5(0.9) 3.4(1.2) 2.9(1.8) 

6 5.8(1.9) 4.5(1.6) 4.7(1.2) 5.5(1.7) 5.7(1.9) 

7 2.9(2.4) 3.3(1.3) 4.7(1.2) 3.1(1.5) 2.7(1.6) 

8 3.0(1.6) 3.3(1.3) 4.4(1.4) 3.1(1.3) 3.6(2.2) 

9 5.4(2.1) 5.4(1.2) 5.1(1.4) 6.1(1.0) 5.7(1.5) 

10 4.3(1.9) 5.1 (1.6) 4.0(1.8) 5.3(1.3) 5.3(1.6) 

11 5.5(1.8) 5.1(1.4) 4.7(1.7) 6.1(1.1) 5.5(2.0) 

12 3.6(1.8) 3.3(1.2) 5.3(1.3) 2.8(1.8) 3.7(2.2) 

13 3.2(1.6) 3.1(1.4) 3.7(1.4) 4.0(2.0) 3.1(1.7) 

14 4.3(1.5) 3.5(1.5) 3.7(0.9) 4.1 (1.4) 3.8(1.6) 

15 3.4(2.2) 4.0(1.4) 4.8(1.5) 4.3(1.3) 4.1(2.1) 

16 3.7(2.0) 3.1(1.3) 3.3(1.9) 3.1(1.7) 3.2(1.8) 

17 3.5(1.9) 4.2(1.6) 4.1(1.4) 3.3(2.3) 3.3(2.5) 

18 4.1(1.6) 4.8(1.4) 4.9(1.0) 4.7(2.0) 5.0(1.7) 

19 5.4(2.0) 5.7(1.2) 4.8(1.6) 5.8(1.6) 5.7(1.9) 

20 4.1(2.0) 3.9(2.1 ) 4.5(2.0) 4.4(1.5) 4.3(1.5) 
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Appendix 19 

Raw Data x Sexual Intercourse with Young Girls x Groups (Experiment 3) 

Mean (Standard Deviation) x GrouP 

Group 1 2 3 4 5 

Coostruct 1 2.3(1.8) 3.1(1.0) 3.0(1.8) 2.7(1.6) 2.7(1.8) 

2 2.2(1.8) 2.7(1.1) 3.5(1.5) 3.2(1.5) 2.4(1.2) 

3 2.7(1.8) 3.9(1.7) 3.6(1.6) 3.2(1.3) 3.1(1.4) 

4 3.0(2.2) 3.3(1.7) 3.2(1.5) 2.9(1.8) 2.7(2.1) 

5 4.5(2.6) 5.8(1.2) 3.0(1.7) 3.6(1.9) 3.7(2.2) 

6 5.5(2.2) 4.5(2.1) 5.2(1.6) 4.2(2.5) 4.9(2.3) 

7 3.0(2.3) 4.7(2.2) 3.9(2.2) 3.8(2.0) 4.4(2.0) 

8 2.9(2.3) 4.7(1.4) 4.8(1.6) 3.7(1.4) 4.3(1.8) 

9 5.1(2.5) 6.0(1.1) 5.1(1.6) 6.0(1.2) 5.6(1.7) 

10 4.2(1.9) 5.0(1.1) 4.7(1.9) 4.7(1.9) 5.0(1.9) 

11 5.7(2.0) 5.7(1.5) 5.2(1.8) 5.9(1.6) 5.4(2.0) 

12 3.3(2.3) 3.2(1.5) 4.2(2.0) 3.3(1.9) 3.7(2.0) 

13 2.8(2.1) 3.7(1.2) 3.0(1.5) 4.0(1.8) 3.9(1.6) 

14 4.0(1.7) 3.4(1.0) 4.0(1.2) 3.7(1.4) 3.7(1.2) 

15 3.5(2.7) 3.6(2.1) 4.3(1.7) 4.3(1.5) 3.4(1.8) 

16 3.8(2.4) 3.6(1.6) 3.3(1.7) 3.2(2.0) 3.9(1.7) 

17 4.0(2.5) 3.7(1.8) 3.3(1.1) 3.2(2.0) 3.4(2.2) 

18 4.2(2.2) 4.7(1.4) 5.1(0.9) 4.8(1.5) 4.3(2.0) 

19 5.5(1.6) 5.3(1.3) 4.9(1.6) 5.5(1.4) 5.8(1.5) 

20 4.4(1.8) 4.7(1.5) 4.3(1.7) 4.7(1.1) 4.6(1.1) 
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